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ON THE COVER
Joanne Berger-Sweeney, the 22nd president of Trinity
College, at her Inauguration on October 26, 2014
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ON THIS PAGE
Scott Gac, associate professor of history and
American studies at Trinity College, talks about
violence, manliness, and race in early American art
at the Wadsworth Atheneum as part of EnvisionFest
Hartford in September. Several Trinity students from
Praxis, a residentially based community-service
program at Trinity, also volunteered at the museum
that day. EnvisionFest featured more than 100
free events, activities, and performances, as well
as free admission to many institutions, allowing
everyone to celebrate Connecticut’s capital city.
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Trinity students work to
beautify the Corridor of Hope
on Capitol Avenue, a stretch of
road between Laurel and Forest
streets that is the focus of
Hartford Cares, a Leadership
Greater Hartford initiative.
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ALONG THE WALK

TRINITY’S 16TH ANNUAL

DO IT DAY
The 2014 Do It Day brought together an army of Trinity
volunteers–approximately 700 individuals–who headed out
across the Greater Hartford area on the first Saturday of
September to see what could be accomplished in a day. As it
turns out, quite a lot!
More than 50 community organizations hosted volunteers,
who tackled projects including gardening, painting, office
work, inspecting and packing produce, constructing benches
and tables, reading to children, picking up litter, and maintaining trails, parks, and the riverfront.
City parks beautified by Do It Day teams included Pope and
Keney parks. Two historic landmark organizations–the Mark
Twain and Harriet Beecher Stowe houses–were among the
beneficiaries of volunteers’ efforts, as was Foodshare, an
agency dedicated to fighting hunger. Leadership Greater
Hartford and Hartford Habitat for Humanity (whose executive
director is Trinity alumna Karraine Moody ’01) also hosted Do
It Day volunteers. Arts and media nonprofits were well served,
too, with Hartford Artisans Weaving Center, Cinestudio, and
WRTC Radio among those welcoming volunteers.
Trinity alumni rolled up their sleeves along with current
students, faculty, staff, and friends, with a group of Boston-area
alumni organizing a satellite Do It Day that took place the same
day in the capital city of Massachusetts.
This past fall’s Do It Day co-coordinators, Sarah Wolcott ’15
and Trinity College Student Body Award Scholar Liznel
Aybar-Ventura ’15, spent much of the summer on campus,
working to lay the groundwork for a successful event. Their
supervisor on this effort, Joe Barber, director of the Office of
Community Service and Civic Engagement, says the growth of
Do It Day over the years has been remarkable. “The first year,
we had about 150 volunteers, which was impressive for just
getting started. For the past four years or so, we have seen it up
to about 700,” he says, noting that number includes those who
pitch in with registration and driving students to Do It Day
sites. “The event wouldn’t happen if not for all the sports
teams, Greek organizations, and other groups that provide a lot
of volunteers,” says Barber, “plus individuals who sign up for
Do It Day and all the behind-the-scenes volunteers, orchestrating and providing support back on campus.”
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2 FACULTY MEMBERS
HONORED FOR BOOKS
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Two faculty members–Kevin J. McMahon, John R. Reitemeyer Professor
of Political Science, and Christopher Hager, associate professor of English–
recently received honors for their books.
McMahon was awarded the Erwin N. Griswold Prize from the Supreme
Court Historical Society. The organization does not award the prize every year
but names a winner when a book on Supreme Court history stands out enough
to merit the recognition. For just the seventh time, and the first time since
2009, the society named a winner: McMahon’s Nixon’s Court: His
Challenge to Judicial Liberalism and Its Political Consequences.
Many scholars have held that President Richard Nixon failed in
his efforts to challenge the liberal approach of the Warren court. In
Nixon’s Court, McMahon maintains that Nixon’s strategy was in
fact a success from both a legal and political perspective. He argues
that Nixon was able to earn the Supreme Court’s endorsement of
his highest priorities while simultaneously laying the foundation of
an electoral alliance that would dominate presidential politics for a
generation. The 2011 book, published by The University of Chicago
Press, was named the 2012 CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title.
As the recipient of the Griswold Prize, McMahon was set to
deliver a lecture on his book in the chamber of the U.S. Supreme
Court in early 2015, with an introduction by a current Supreme
Court justice. The prize is named for Erwin N. Griswold, former
solicitor general of the United States, dean of Harvard Law School,
and chairman of the Supreme Court Historical Society.
Hager won the 16th annual Frederick Douglass Book Prize for his
book Word by Word: Emancipation and the Act of Writing.
In Word by Word, Hager studies the writings of everyday slaves,
including letters, diaries, and petitions by freedmen. Through them,
he examines the relationship between literacy and freedom. For this research, he
was awarded a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities in 2009.
“The emancipation of American slaves was not only a social and political
revolution but also a singular moment in the history of written expression,”
Hager said. “Untold thousands of African Americans who had been deprived
of literacy gained unprecedented access to education at the same time they
achieved their freedom.”
According to the prize jury, “Hager’s Word by Word presents a profoundly
original, illuminating approach to reading texts by and about enslaved
African Americans.”
Hager said he began working on the book around the time he arrived at
Trinity in 2007. “My research generated not only the book but also a class
I teach, ‘Literacy & Literature.’ I owe a debt to the Trinity students who have
taken that class with me, and to our discussions of some of the material that
went into Word by Word.”
The prize was established jointly by Yale University’s Gilder Lehrman Center
for the Study of Slavery, Resistance, and Abolition and the Gilder Lehrman
Institute of American History. The $25,000 prize was presented to Hager at a
ceremony in New York in January.
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KEVIN MCMAHON, CHRIS HAGER WIN AWARDS

NEW DIRECTOR OF
ALUMNI RELATIONS
Stephen J. Donovan started in November
as Trinity College’s director of alumni
relations. The announcement was made
in October by Vice President for
Advancement John Fracasso, who
underscored the critical role this position
plays at Trinity, where alumni form a highly
committed and loyal constituency.
Donovan comes to Trinity most recently
from the University of New Hampshire,
where he was associate vice president
for advancement and executive director
of the University of New Hampshire
Alumni Association. While there he led
a 15-person staff responsible for creating
and sustaining an active alumni body from
more than 130,000 alumni; for engaging
with corporate and affinity partners; for
working with alumni and parent groups;
and for fundraising through the university’s
annual fund.
Donovan also brings more than 12 years
of experience at Dartmouth College, where
he held increasingly important roles in the
college’s Office of Alumni Relations. Like
Trinity, Dartmouth is known for its closely
connected and active alumni community
and is particularly noted for its global alumni
network with 98 alumni clubs worldwide.
“Trinity is fortunate, indeed, to attract
an alumni relations director of Steve
Donovan’s caliber to our College,” said
Fracasso. He also noted the critical role the
interview committee played in identifying
the best candidate. That committee
comprised six highly committed alumni
volunteers: Diane DePatie Consoli ’88, Peter
W. Espy ’00, L. Peter Lawrence ’71, Ernest J.
Mattei ’70, Martha Smalley Sanford ’94, and
Jean M. Walshe ’83.
Donovan earned a B.A. from Case
Western Reserve University, where he spent
the first years of his career in undergraduate
admissions, alumni affairs, and fundraising.

ALONG THE WALK

SENIOR PUBLISHED
IN MEDICAL JOURNAL
Trinity senior Heather Loring ’15
of Holden, Massachusetts, recently
published an article in the medical
journal Expert Opinion on Biological
Therapy. The biochemistry and biology double major co-authored the
article with Terence Flotte, M.D.,
of the University of Massachusetts
Medical School Gene Therapy
Center, where Loring has interned
the past two summers, researching
alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency. The
inherited condition is caused when
a mutated protein is produced in the
liver, Loring explained, and it may
cause serious lung and liver disease.
“It’s not every day that one of
our students publishes a paper like

this,” said Chemistry Department
Chair and Professor of Chemistry
Tim Curran.
At Trinity, Loring is one of
four research students working
in the lab with Principal Lecturer
in Chemistry Janet Morrison on
developing analytical methods
for the detection of designer drugs
in saliva. Loring made a presentation
on this research at a recent regional
meeting of the American Chemical
Society (ACS), and Morrison plans
to have her present next summer
at the national ACS meeting in
Boston. This research also is the
subject of Loring’s senior thesis.

PH OTO: RICH ARD BE RGE N

Heather Loring ’15
at work in a Trinity
College lab

Four Named to
Board of Trustees
The Trinity College Board of Trustees has
welcomed four new members: William “Bill”
Eugene Cunningham, Jr. ’87; Eric R. Fossum,
Ph.D., ’79, H’14; Paul H. Mounds, Jr. ’07; and
Kathryn George Tyree ’86.
Cunningham, who received his B.A. in
computer coordinate with economics, recently
accepted the position of president and CEO
of IAT Reinsurance Company after working
at The Travelers Companies for 27 years. At
Travelers, he was executive vice president of
business insurance, responsible for the U.S.
commercial businesses. He and his wife
founded The Foundation for a Cure for
Mitochondrial Disease, Inc. in 2000, after
their daughter, Kelly, who passed away in
2005, was diagnosed with the disease.
Fossum, who earned his B.S. in physics
and engineering at Trinity and his M.S.
and Ph.D. in engineering and applied science from Yale University, is a professor
at the Thayer School of Engineering at
Dartmouth and director of the school’s
Ph.D. Innovation Program. He is a semiconductor device physicist/engineer who
also led two successful start-up companies as CEO. At NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, he invented the CMOS image
sensor now used in billions of cameras.
Fossum has published more than 260
technical papers and holds more than
150 U.S. patents. He was inducted into
the National Inventors Hall of Fame and
is an elected member of the National
Academy of Engineering.
Mounds, a political science major at
Trinity, is the board’s newest G. Keith
Funston Trustee. He serves as director of
government affairs for the Office of Connecticut Governor Dannel P. Malloy, a position
he has held since 2012. Previously, Mounds was
deputy state director for outreach for the Office of U.S. Senator Richard Blumenthal, communications director at the Office of U.S. Congressman John B. Larson, and federal grants
coordinator/press assistant at Larson’s office.
Mounds also serves as a trustee of the Harriet
Beecher Stowe Center in Hartford, Connecticut.
After graduating Phi Beta Kappa with a B.A.
in economics, Tyree joined Brown Brothers
Harriman (BBH) as a management trainee. She
is currently a partner at BBH, responsible for
Enterprise Risk Management, Office of the General Counsel, Human Resources, and Compliance. She is also president of the board of The
Gillen Brewer School and a trustee of Episcopal
High School in Alexandria, Virginia.
For a full list of Trinity’s Board of Trustees,
please visit www.trincoll.edu/AboutTrinity.
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT
BY CAROL LATTER

Jeb Balise ’04
Figuring out what career path to follow was a bit of a puzzle for Jeb
Balise ’04. After graduating from Trinity with a bachelor of arts in economics, “I was all over the place in terms of what I wanted to do. I was in the
music industry for a few years, and then I decided to go to business school.”
The Massachusetts native earned his M.B.A. from Fordham University in
2009 and took a position in finance but soon realized it “wasn’t something
I was excited to do when I woke up each morning.” After 18 months, he quit
to start his own business.
Today, he is the CEO of Manhattan-based PuzzleSocial Inc., which creates “gamified” crosswords that can be played on a computer, smartphone,
or tablet. The company’s first game, Daily Celebrity Crossword, launched
in May 2013 and now draws more than 250,000 users a month. The firm
contracts with roughly 30 of the most experienced crossword writers in the
country, “who work to create a fresh, fun, and relevant puzzle every single
day of the year.”
Balise holds two U.S. patents for the concept underpinning his online
gaming platform and has raised nearly $1.8 million from angel investors
who believe in its potential. His goal is to make Daily Celebrity Crossword
“the number one solved daily puzzle in the world.”
Balise has been a crossword enthusiast since he played his first online
puzzle in his dorm room as a junior at Trinity in 2002. “It’s a very soothing
activity for me. Every night for over 10 years, I would do a puzzle before
bed; that’s what would let me sleep. And ultimately, I started a company
based on that.”
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He credits his time at Trinity for providing him with valuable skills and contacts
who have become lifelong friends–including
former HBO and Time Warner Cable president
Thayer Bigelow ’65, who wrote the first check
for PuzzleSocial and now sits on its Board
of Directors. Bigelow, says Balise, “gave me
my start.”
Bigelow calls Balise “a classic entrepreneur. When he has an idea that he is passionate
about, he will work 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, to make it happen. A lot of entrepreneurs
don’t connect with the audience and don’t look
at the competition. Jeb does.”
Balise feels “honored” to remain actively
engaged with Trinity, driving up to Hartford
several times a year to participate in various activities. He’s a member of the Annual
Fund Participation Task Force and the Long
Walk Societies Committee. As a speaker at the
Bantam Sophomore Success Program, he uses
his own experiences to encourage undergraduates to create a life they love: “I try to discuss
what is possible in the context of having a finite
amount of time on earth. In that context, fear
goes away and it gives students confidence that
they can really go after something they care
about while they’re here.”
Balise, who teaches entrepreneurship
as an adjunct professor at Fordham Graduate
School of Business, was most recently involved
in Trinity’s inaugural Entrepreneurship
Competition, serving as a mentor to the
winning team. Over several months, he helped
Alex Barker ’14 and Jake Shimmel ’14 refine
their concept for Underdog, a team-based
fantasy football app that earned them the top
prize of $10,000 and will be released commercially next year.
At both Trinity and Fordham, Balise tells
students that if they focus on pursuing something they love to do, “you can accomplish
whatever you want.”

PH OTO: J OH N ATAS HIAN

Jeb Balise ’04 speaks with students during the 2014
Bantam Sophomore Success Program, run by the Career
Development Center and designed to help sophomores
gain skills and strategies to develop their academic and
career interests.

ALONG
THE WALK
INFINITY MUSIC HALL & BISTRO, 32 FRONT STREET,
HARTFORD,
CT 06103

AROUND HARTFORD

Among Hartford’s newest entertainment venues is Infinity Music Hall &
Bistro, a music and dining hot spot located in the city’s Front Street District.
Infinity Hall’s dinner-and-a-show concept is modeled on Infinity Hall’s popular Norfolk, Connecticut, location and features a similar four-star casual bistro
dining menu of New American fare, sandwiches, small plates, and entrées.
Diners can enjoy a meal before the show or seated in the mezzanine during
the performance (or even without having to see a show). Infinity Hall’s music
experience is intimate and real; patrons experience the sound of each performance through pristine acoustics with about 500 of their closest friends. And
with 250 performances each year, there is something for every musical taste,
including jazz, folk, classic rock, indie and alt rock, and even some local acts.
For more information, visit www.infinityhall.com/Venues/Infinity-Hartford/.

PH OTO: BILL S HE TT LE | BLUE CHIP PHOTOG RAH Y

Toad the Wet
Sprocket plays
Infinity Music
Hall & Bistro
in Hartford in
August 2014.
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ALONG
THE WALK
TRINITY
TREASURE

THE CHAPEL ORGAN
EDITOR’S NOTE
Welcome to “Trinity Treasure,”
the newest standing feature
in The Trinity Reporter. Each
issue will highlight a person,
place, or thing on campus that
is just what the name implies:
a Trinity treasure. Do you have
an idea for what to showcase?
Please send your suggestions
to sonya.adams@trincoll.edu.
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“The most extraordinary single instrument anyone can play.” That’s how John
Rose, Trinity College organist, Chapel
music director, and director of the Trinity
College Choir, describes the organ.
The Chapel’s organ was built in 1971 by
the Austin Organ Company of Hartford.
With more than 4,700 pipes made of
varying materials that range in size from
that of a pencil to larger than most of the
Bantam linebackers, the organ can match
the power and variety of an orchestra as it
evokes the tonal colors of many orchestral
instruments as well as those unique to the
organ. The organ was specially designed
for the Chapel space and is periodically
updated with new technology that enables
it to grow and evolve. To play the organ,
one must simultaneously devote attention
to five different keyboards: four for the
hands and 32 pedals played by the feet, as
well as the manipulation of dozens of stops
located on the sides of the console.
Trinity’s notable organ tradition began
with Charles Watters, who was appointed
College organist in 1932. The Chapel
organ has been a “home instrument” to
several professional organists, including
Christopher Houlihan ’09, who recently
was named artist-in-residence at the
College. Houlihan learned to play the
organ under Rose’s tutelage starting at age
12 and continued studying during his time
at Trinity before heading to The Juilliard
School for his graduate work. Rose, who
has been at Trinity since 1977, offers organ
lessons to any student wanting to learn;
he says two first-years, John Rose Organ
Scholar Benjamin Gessner and Fabiola
Yun, are currently trying their hands, feet,
and brains at the complicated instrument
with daily practice and a weekly lesson. He
adds, tongue in cheek, that these lessons
are aided by what may be the most exciting
new feature of the organ since its 2012 restoration: the adjustable bench!
Many former Trinity presidents have
recognized the organ for the exquisite
instrument that it is and its importance as
a College tradition worth preserving, and
President Joanne Berger-Sweeney adds
to that legacy of appreciation through her
own fondness for organ music.

ALONG THE WALK

CRUZ-URIBE
WINS NSF GRANT

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

Ellison Banks Findly, Scott M.
Johnson ’97 Distinguished
Professor of Religion
White Lotus Press, 2014;
264 pages

Staging the Blues:
From Tent Shows
to Tourism

Paige A. McGinley ’99
Duke University Press, 2014;
286 pages

A Certain
Uncertainty: Nature’s
Random Ways
Mark P. Silverman, Jarvis
Professor of Physics
Cambridge University Press,
2014; 633 pages

Invisible Streets

Toby Ball ’89
The Overlook Press, 2014;
323 pages

Queen of the Valley:
The Days of XYZ

PH OTO: J OH N ATAS HIAN

Henry F. Stocek, Jr. ’65
Dog Ear Publishing, 2014;
303 pages

A ConnecticutYankee
in Lincoln’s Cabinet:
Navy Secretary
Gideon Welles
Chronicles
the Civil War
Edited by J. Ronald
Spencer ’64, Lecturer in
History and Associate
Academic Dean, Emeritus
The Acorn Club, 2014;
188 pages

Livin’ la Vida Barroca:
American Culture in
an Age of Imperial
Orthodoxies
Thomas S. Harrington,
Associate Professor of
Language and Culture Studies
Universitat de València, 2014;
214 pages

Oh How We Danced
Jolene Goldenthal M’69
Bleich/Bear Books, 2013;
229 pages

Doughboys on
the Great War:
How American
Soldiers Viewed Their
Military Experience
Edward A. Gutiérrez M’04
University Press of Kansas,
2014; 308 pages

If you have a recent book, CD, or video that you would like listed
in The Reporter, please submit a copy to Sonya Adams, Office of
Communications, Trinity College, 300 Summit Street, Hartford,
CT 06106. Questions? E-mail sonya.adams@trincoll.edu.

PHOTO : J O HN M ARI NELLI

Spirits in the Loom:
Religion and Design
in Lao-Tai Textiles

The research by David Cruz-Uribe, professor of mathematics, can
be difficult to understand if you don’t have a Ph.D. in mathematics.
Recently, though, Cruz-Uribe was inspired by a colleague to collaborate with his undergraduate students, and he has been awarded a
three-year grant of $105,772 by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) for his work.
Cruz-Uribe’s research is a continuation of the approach taken
by 19th-century French mathematician Joseph Fourier, who used
simple functions with smooth graphs to approximate the graphs of
complicated functions with sharp corners while studying the flow
of heat in solid objects.
Exploring this approach,
mathematicians have
developed powerful tools
and discovered solutions
to differential equations
that arise in various
branches of science.
With the support of the
NSF, Cruz-Uribe hopes
to continue that trend.
“My work is devoted
to developing new tools
within the field of harmonic analysis, and then
applying them to the
study of more abstract
differential equations,” he says. “This kind of mathematical
research deepens our understanding of a wide range of mathematical ideas, and these, in turn, can have surprising and unforeseen
applications in many different areas.”
The grant from the NSF, in addition to supporting the continuation of Cruz-Uribe’s research into weighted norm inequalities
and partial differential equations, will support him in engaging
advanced undergraduate students to join in his work.
He was inspired by Scott Rodney, an associate professor of mathematics at Cape Breton University in Canada, who has successfully
involved undergraduates in his research, something that can be a
challenge for researchers in pure mathematics.
“When students used to ask me what I did, my standard answer
was to tell them to go to graduate schools, and when they had
passed their qualifying exams to come back and ask me again!” he
says. “However, this year my senior thesis student, [Mathematics
Scholar] Philip Cho ’15, is writing his thesis on Sturm-Liouville
theory, an area I want to learn more about. And I am currently
working on a project with [George A. Kellner ’64 Presidential
Scholar] Greg Convertito ’16 that is related to my research.”
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THE INAUGURATION OF
JOANNE BERGER-SWEENEY,
TRINITY’S 22ND PRESIDENT
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ore than 1,000 people gathered
in the Koeppel Community
Sports Center on the chilly
morning of October 26, 2014,
to celebrate the Inauguration
of Joanne Berger-Sweeney as 22nd president of
Trinity College.
The festive academic procession, led by the
Trinity Samba Ensemble, featured more than 100
delegates representing colleges and universities
from across the country, as well as Trinity students holding international flags.
During the ceremony, representatives from
alumni, students, faculty, parents, and staff
offered their greetings, as did Connecticut
Governor Dannel Malloy and Hartford Mayor
Pedro Segarra. Four current or former college
presidents–Lawrence Bacow, president emeritus
of Tufts University; Lee Pelton, president
of Emerson College; Kathleen McCartney, president of Smith College; and Diana Chapman
Walsh, president emerita of Wellesley College–
also offered their insights about higher education
leadership and about Trinity’s new president.
A majestic poem, “Those Whom We Admire,”
written and read by the prominent poet, journalist, and literary critic James Fenton, was created
in honor of the Inauguration. A soaring piece of
music–“Something Bold to Start With”–also was
composed specifically for the occasion by John
McDonald, professor of music at Tufts.
Berger-Sweeney’s ascendance into the
President’s Office marks a number of firsts
for Trinity: first woman, first African American,
first mother, and first neuroscientist. From
her beginnings as an assistant professor in the
Department of Biological Sciences at Wellesley
College in 1991, to her rise to Allene Lummis
Russell Professor in Neuroscience, then
associate dean and director of Wellesley’s
Neuroscience Program, to dean of the School
of Arts and Sciences at Tufts, she has marked
her journey with a spirit that speaks to her
willingness to try the untried, a courage that is
quiet but determined.
In her inaugural address, Berger-Sweeney
encouraged all in the Trinity community
to come together to guide the College into
the future. “Exciting things are happening here,”
she said. “These are challenging times in higher
education, in the nation, and in the world. Trinity
will be a leader in this changing world. I ask that
you join me in the leap of faith–that bold step–
now to make a better Trinity College.”

/6/

/7/

/8/
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BOLD, ENGAGED,
IN A COMPLEX
LEARNING NETWORK
The following is an excerpt from the Inauguration
address of President Joanne Berger-Sweeney.
To read the speech in its entirety, please visit
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter.

/ 10 /

/ 11 /

/ 12 /

/ 1 / Kevin McMachon, secretary of
the faculty and John R. Reitemeyer
Professor of Political Science
/ 2 / Posse Scholar Shamika
Nelson ’17, QuestBridge Scholar
Sakile Broomes ’16, and Khari
Jarrett ’16, all members of the
Shondaa Steppers
/ 3 / Board of Trustees Chair Cornelia
Parsons Thornburgh ’80 and Joanne
Berger-Sweeney

/ 13 /

/ 4 / Faculty procession
/ 5 / Hartford Mayor Pedro E. Segarra
/ 6 / President Joanne Berger-Sweeney
/ 7 / Trinity College Samba Ensemble
/ 8 / Connecticut Governor Dannel
P. Malloy
/ 9 / Jean M. Walshe ’83, president of
the National Alumni Association and
alumni trustee

I am truly happy to be here at Trinity, at
this moment in history. Even as the College
approaches its 200th anniversary, it remains a
forward-looking institution. The pace of change in
the world is ever accelerating and disruptive. We
recognize that we are preparing our students for
careers that may not even exist yet and to become
active citizens of a world that will continue to
evolve in ways that are inconceivable to us now. …
And now it is my time to lead this great institution into the future, with your help. So what is the
future that I envision for Trinity College?
I can promise you that it will involve experimentation. I told you that I am an experimentalist at
heart. We will try things, and some of them may
fail. It will be based soundly on lessons learned,
and we will continue to be a learning network in
a very complex environment. We will think better
and harder about how to mentor our students and
build bridges between the education they learn
here and jobs beyond our doors. It will involve
cutting-edge teaching and research in between
the disciplines to address challenges in our complex and changing world. It will involve innovation
and financial sustainability. It will involve a path of
engagement with the whole person, not just the
intellect. It will require full engagement with each
other, with Hartford, and with the world at large.
There is no substitute for the varied faceto-face social networks that one encounters
at a small liberal arts college in a capital city.
But we will use tele-education and an online presence to enhance our face-to-face learning. It will
involve your support and engagement to build
a shared dream that will allow us to achieve our
full potential.
As I reflect on this, I am taken halfway across
the world to the African nation of Liberia, which
has suffered the loss of more than 2,700 lives to
Ebola during the recent outbreak of the deadly
virus. It reminds us that the social networks that
are essential for our learning also allow for the
spread of communicable disease. The effects of
this public health nightmare are threatening peace
and stability in the region, as there is talk that this
crisis may spark war. The combination of multiple
disciplines, the manner of analyzing problems that
is learned through the liberal arts, will ultimately
bring about creative solutions to this and other
world problems.
Liberia’s president, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, also
a 2011 Nobel Peace Prize winner, not long ago
offered her inspirational words about the importance of dreams. She said quite simply: “If your
dreams don’t scare you, they’re not big enough.”
Let us dream big.
Let us go boldly.
Let us be engaged.
Let us embrace the complexity.

/ 10 / Posse Scholar Joshua J.
Frank, president of the Student
Government Association
/ 11 / President Joanne Berger-Sweeney

I invite you to join me in making Trinity College’s
future the best it can be.

/ 12 / Posse Scholar Yanique
Anderson ’15 and Khari Jarrett ’16
/ 13 / Lawrence S. Bacow, president
emeritus, Tufts University

To view additional photos and an archived
webcast of the Inauguration ceremony,
please visit commons.trincoll.edu/reporter.

/ 14 / President Joanne BergerSweeney, right, and husband Urs
V. Berger
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OTHER INAUGURAL WEEKEND

HIGHLIGHTS

MEETINGS OF GREAT MINDS
As part of the weekend’s celebration, the College
presented the Academic Symposia, four gatherings
that tackled the theme From Brownell to BergerSweeney: Bridging Trinity’s Traditions and the Future
of a Liberal Arts Education. The symposia took place
on Thursday, October 23 and Saturday, October 25
in the Washington Room of Mather Hall. Symposia
topics and distinguished panelists were:
RE AC HI NG B EYOND TH E D I S C I PLI N E S
• Bevil R. Conway, Associate Professor of Neuroscience,
Wellesley College
• Mark Goodman, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer,
Boyer Coffee Company
• Rhoden Monrose ’09, Founder and Chief Executive
Officer, CariCorps
• Sarah Raskin (Moderator), Professor of Psychology
and Neuroscience, Trinity College
CO N N ECTING TO THE C I T Y
• Xiangming Chen, Dean and Director, Center for Urban
and Global Studies, and Paul E. Raether Distinguished
Professor of Global Urban Studies and Sociology,
Trinity College
• Venita Datta, Professor of French, Wellesley College
• Shawn T. Wooden ’91, Partner, Day Pitney LLP, and
Council President, City of Hartford
• Garth Myers (Moderator), Paul E. Raether
Distinguished Professor of Urban International Studies,
Trinity College
E N GAG I NG WI TH A D I V E R S E WO R LD
• John Agard P’18, Professor of Tropical Island Ecology
and Head of the Department of Life Sciences, The
University of the West Indies
• Richard Eichenberg, Associate Professor of Political
Science, Tufts University
• Irene Mata, Assistant Professor of Women’s and
Gender Studies, Wellesley College
• Zayde Antrim (Moderator), Charles A. Dana Research
Associate Professor of History and International
Studies and International Studies Program Director,
Trinity College
THINKIN G A B O U T A L I B E R A L A R TS
E DUC AT I ON I N NONTR A D I T I O N A L WAYS
• Nancy Bauer, Dean of Academic Affairs for Arts and
Sciences and Professor of Philosophy, Tufts University
• Susannah Heschel ’73, Eli Black Professor of Jewish
Studies, Dartmouth College
• Kris Manjapra, Associate Professor of History and
Colonialism Studies Program Director, Tufts University
• Sean Cocco (Moderator), Associate Professor of
History, Trinity College

To view archived webcasts and additional
photos from the symposia, please visit
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter.
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A SPECIAL
ORGAN CONCERT
Organist Christopher Houlihan ’09
returned to his alma mater on
Friday, October 24 to play a concert in honor of the Inauguration
of Joanne Berger-Sweeney.
Houlihan, who recently was
named an artist-in-residence at
Trinity, studied with John Rose,
College organist, Chapel music
director, and director of the Trinity
College Choir, from the age of 12
through his time as a Trinity student. He recorded his first two CDs
during his senior year, prompting
classmates to form the “HouliFans,”
a fan base that continues to grow
on Facebook.
Houlihan went on to complete
his graduate work at The Juilliard
School in New York City. He now
maintains a busy concert schedule,
with his performances garnering
enthusiastic critical acclaim.
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BY MAURA KING SCULLY

LEADING
THE WAY

PH OTO: CH RIS HE RDER

ALUMNUS OVERSEES PIPELINE OF
FIVE TRINITY GRADS IN RESEARCH POST
Taylor Murtaugh ’14 started this past summer as a
research coordinator in the clinical research program
of William Macaulay, M.D., ’86, associate professor of
clinical orthopedic surgery and director of the Center
for Hip and Knee Replacement at Columbia University
Medical Center in New York City.
“Mostly, I look at outcomes based on patient surveys.
We are currently comparing alignment and angle data,
in hip- and knee-replacement patients who had robotic
versus non-robotic surgery,” Murtaugh says. It’s a process that involves “coordinating with patients, collecting
data, and a lot of number crunching.”
Studies such as these inform the practice of what’s
known as evidence-based medicine–using outcomes
of well-designed research to guide health care decision
making. “I really like it,” says Murtaugh, six weeks into
the job. “I’m interested in going to medical school, and
this job exposes you to so much. I feel like I’ve learned
a ton already. Dr. Macaulay is a great mentor.”
Murtaugh is actually the fifth consecutive Trinity
graduate to hold this coveted position. It’s no accident:
it’s a pipeline nurtured by Macaulay and Chemistry
Professor and Department Chair Tim Curran, as well
as a string of gifted recent graduates.

IN THE BEGINNING

The story starts in 2005 with Richard Yoon, M.D., ’05,
who wanted to go to medical school but wasn’t quite
ready. Curran was his adviser. “I encouraged him to go
to the career center, find Trinity alumni in the sciences,
and see if he could line up an opportunity to get some
research experience,” Curran explains.
Yoon searched for graduates at academic medical
centers in Boston and New York. “I e-mailed five or
six that afternoon,” Yoon says. “Bill Macaulay got right
back to me.”
The timing was fortuitous: Macaulay’s current
research coordinator was leaving for graduate school.
After talking by phone, Macaulay invited Yoon down to
New York for an interview.
“It was a big job,” Yoon remembers. “Dr. Macaulay
needed someone to do data collection, data mining, and
budgets, and to coordinate with the institutional review
board, which oversees plans for research involving
human subjects–basically, manage the entire lab in addition to writing and publishing completed studies.” As
a soon-to-be new graduate, Yoon was eager but green.
“Dr. Macaulay took a chance hiring me. He asked for a
two-year commitment but wanted a trial period, saying,
‘Let’s see how you do in the first six months.’ ”
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Macaulay says he was impressed by Yoon’s energy and
enthusiasm. “His story reminded me of my story,” he
explains. “After Trinity, I didn’t feel quite ready for medical school either. I took two years off and did research at
Rockefeller University.”
Yoon told him, “If you give me this opportunity, I will
take advantage of it.” And he did. He taught himself statistics, which included auditing a graduate-level course. “Dr.
Macaulay’s time was really limited,” Yoon explains. “I found
there were several bumps on the road to publishing a paper,
waiting for statistics being a major one. If I didn’t figure out
how to do something on my own, I’d be waiting for a long
time. And I wasn’t going to wait around.”
Yoon’s initiative paid off. He co-authored 15 papers while
working with Macaulay. Now a resident in orthopedic surgery at the NYU Hospital for Joint Diseases, Yoon is still collaborating on research studies with his former mentor.
When Yoon was accepted into medical school, Macaulay
asked if he knew anyone at Trinity who would be interested
in taking his place. Yoon called Curran, who referred Todd
Morrison, M.D., ’07. A biochemistry major, Morrison was
part of Trinity Health Fellows, a rigorous program combining
course work with 30-hour-per-week internships with physicians at area medical centers.
“I had interned with a clinical researcher at Connecticut
Children’s Medical Center and loved it,” Morrison says. “I
knew that it was exactly what I wanted to do before I went to
medical school.” So when Yoon called, Morrison jumped at
the chance.
In his two years on the job, Morrison says, he learned much
more than science. “It was a lot of creative problem solving
and teamwork,” he notes. He also found his specialty: he’s
now an orthopedic surgery resident at University Hospitals
Case Medical Center in Cleveland, Ohio. “I saw real patient
outcomes in orthopedics–the fact that you could provide
relief from pain and restore quality of life. I wanted to see
that impact in my own work.”
Morrison passed the baton to Jonathan Nyce ’09, currently
between his third and fourth year at Tufts University School
of Medicine in Boston. Nyce won’t be following the orthopedic route: his chosen specialty is pediatrics. However, he
is currently taking a year to do a clinical research certificate
program, which he credits to his time at Columbia. “Like Dr.
Macaulay, I want to be able to research questions and then
translate those to my own practice,” he says.
With Curran’s help, Nyce recruited David “DJ” Patrick, Jr.
’11, who has the distinction of being the first Trinity graduate
to spend three years with Macaulay (something Murtaugh
says she plans to do as well). This summer, Patrick joined the
Air Force as a second lieutenant and has just started his first
year of medical school at the Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences in Bethesda, Maryland.
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Previous spread: William Macaulay, M.D., ’86, associate professor of
clinical orthopedic surgery and director of the Center for Hip and Knee
Replacement at Columbia University Medical Center, confers with Taylor
Murtaugh ’14. Above: William Macaulay, M.D., ’86. Top Right: Todd A.
Morrison, M.D., ’07, orthopedic surgical resident, University Hospitals
Case Medical Center. Bottom Right: Richard Yoon, M.D., ’05, speaks to
Trinity’s Summer Science Research Program students during the summer
of 2014.

PH OTO : CH RIS HE RDE R

PASSING IT ON

“ THE HALLMARK OF THE
SCIENCES AT TRINITY IS
THAT STUDENTS HAVE
THE OPPORTUNITY TO
DO RESEARCH FROM EARLY
ON. INDEPENDENT RESEARCH
SETS OUR STUDENTS APART.”

TOP PHOTO: UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS CASE MEDICAL CENTER.
BOTTOM PHOTO: JOHN ATASHIAN

TIM CURRAN, CHEMISTRY PROFESSOR + DEPARTMENT CHAIR

COMMON THREADS

Trinity College and a love of research are the common
threads tying these graduates together. “The hallmark of
the sciences at Trinity is that students have the opportunity
to do research from early on,” says Curran. “Independent
research sets our students apart.”
And research is a game changer for medical school applicants. “Applying to medical school is ultracompetitive,” says
Nyce. “Being able to talk with attending physicians about
research you’ve been involved in is hugely helpful.”
Macaulay touts research for its ability to teach–himself,
as well as aspiring doctors. “It’s why I’m at an academic

medical center,” he explains. In addition to practicing
medicine, “I’m able to improve upon what we’re offering
patients while also teaching the next generation
of clinicians.”
And the alumni research coordinators are grateful to
Trinity, Curran, and Macaulay for the experience.
“I’m thankful to them all: the Chemistry Department
and Dr. Curran for getting me ready, and Dr. Macaulay for
jump-starting my career,” says Yoon. “Years from now, when
I’m in their shoes, I hope I get the chance to give someone
else a shot.”
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_ _
Great
granola!
Yum

___
Alumni brothers and their mom
enjoy sweet taste of success
BY MARY HOWARD
PH OTO S BY DO N H AM ERM AN
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Nate ’10 and
Will ’11 Kelly in
the South Norwalk,
Connecticut,
kitchen of Kelly’s
Four Plus Granola
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W

ith the same determination they
showed on Trinity’s rowing team,
Nate ’10 and Will ’11 Kelly are getting their all-natural granola on the
shelves of major retailers, such as
Whole Foods and ShopRite. “We want to be a local
company that can compete nationally,” says Nate.
It seems they are on the right path. Kelly’s Four
Plus Granola can be found at locations throughout
Fairfield and Westchester counties, Manhattan, and
the Hamptons.

___

Nate and Will run the company with their mother, Cordy, who has a knack
for baking amazing granola. “If people try it, they will like it,” says Will.
The company grew out of Cordy’s desire to produce a healthy snack for her
four active children. “We were going through a lot of granola,” she says. “I’ve
always been a baker, and I thought, ‘I can make this.’ ” From the first batches,
it was apparent she was onto something special. “My kids kept telling me
I should sell it,” but starting a business wasn’t on her radar. Finally, she
relented, at least a bit. “I told them I’d consider it, but only if people outside
our family liked it.”
In the fall of 2011, Nate brought bins of his mom’s granola to regattas and training sessions at the Maritime Rowing Club in South Norwalk,
Connecticut, where he and Will learned to row and where they both trained
and coached. “It was like watching vultures over a carcass,” says Nate. The
rowers devoured Cordy’s granola and wanted to know where they could buy
more. “So we started putting our homemade granola in bags and selling it at
the boathouse,” says Cordy.
In the spring of 2012, the family decided to test the waters further by
selling their granola as part of the New Canaan High School crew team’s
spring fundraiser. They sold 800 bags. “We were shocked,” says Will. They
scrambled to fill the order, transforming their kitchen into a production line.
Buoyed by their success, the Kellys turned their attention to selling Four
Plus to Fairfield County farmers’ markets and Peter B’s Espresso, a coffeehouse in Trinity’s Raether Library and Information Technology Center. “The
manager of Peter B’s ordered 12 bags, and they were gone the next day,” says
Nate. The café is now a regular seller.
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What’s the secret behind Four Plus?
“It’s just four simple, honest, healthy
ingredients,” says Nate. All six flavors
start with rolled oats, canola oil, honey,
and maple syrup. To that, Cordy adds raw
nuts, dried fruit, or dark chocolate. “Four
ingredients, plus the add-ins,” says Will.
“That’s how we came up with the name.”
There are also four children in the Kelly
family, “plus my husband,” adds Cordy.
“Four plus is also a rowing term–four
rowers, plus a coxswain,” says Will.
Working in the family business was a
perfect fit for Nate and Will, both political science majors at Trinity. Nate, a
“natural-born salesman” according to his
family, focuses on marketing and sales
for the company and enjoys face-to-face

_

sweet

_

Middle and top right, Cordy Kelly P’10, ’11

Cordy and Jim Kelly, uncle to Nate and Will,
who are in the background
Packaged granola ready for sale

__
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“My kids kept telling me
I should sell it. I told
them I’d consider it, but
only if people outside
our family liked it.”

CORDY KELLY P’10, ’11

____
interactions with grocers and customers. He admits to blundering through his
first few sales pitches, but, through trial
and error, he learned to target his audience. His experience at Trinity helped.
“I broke out of my shell and became more
comfortable in my own skin, not afraid
to try new things.”
Will handles the day-to-day business,
managing relationships with vendors
and keeping the books and records.
He also has a reputation as the family
problem solver. When Four Plus outgrew the Kellys’ kitchen, Will set up
the company’s commercial kitchen in
South Norwalk.
“He knew nothing about commercial
kitchens,” says Cordy. “But he took it on
single-handedly and did a beautiful job.”
She credits Trinity’s focus on critical
thinking and problem solving for giving
her sons the ability to succeed in tasks
outside their comfort zones.
Nate fell in love with Trinity when he
first stepped on campus as a high school
junior in the fall of 2004. “I was really
excited to be there. The guys on the [rowing] team reflected well on the student
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body,” he says. It was the first school he
looked at and the only one to which he
applied, early decision.
Will had no intention of following in
his brother’s footsteps. “I was excited
to go out on my own,” he says. But his
search for a small liberal arts school with
solid academics and a strong rowing
team led him to Trinity. A meeting with
the men’s crew coaches and an overnight
with his brother solidified his decision.
Dedicated alumni, Will and Nate try
to visit Trinity as often as possible for
alumni events, “especially the spring
rowing banquets and championship
regattas,” says Nate.
From the beginning of their Trinity
careers, the Kelly brothers distinguished
themselves as hardworking, talented,
and ambitious leaders. “They are personable, charismatic young men with
incredible work ethics,” says Kevin
MacDermott, head men’s rowing coach
at Trinity, who coached the Kellys
through multiple New England and
Eastern College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) championships. Both brothers
were elected captain of the men’s rowing

team, Nate in 2009-2010 and Will in
2010-2011. MacDermott is not surprised
by the brothers’ success. “Their competitiveness in rowing crossed over into
their business,” he says.
Now in their third year of running
Four Plus, Nate and Will are looking to
expand their markets in New York and
Connecticut and move into northern
New Jersey. And they still have a competitive spirit in athletics. Though a hip
injury sidelined Will’s rowing career, he
connected with some of his crew friends
to run the Hartford Half Marathon
this past October. Nate still gets to the
Norwalk River at 5:30 on most mornings,
“ready to throw down,” he says. He has
aspirations for the national rowing team
regattas “as long as my body holds up.”
And how do they fuel their busy lives?
Kelly’s Four Plus Granola, of course.
Will eats a bowl of vanilla almond every
morning, while Nate goes through three
bowls of the nutty flavor a day, “with
extra chocolate chips.”

Will ’11, mom Cordy,
and Nate ’10 Kelly
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Information never sleeps. There are areas of
the Trinity College Library, which shares the
Raether Library and Information Technology
Center with Trinity’s Information Technology
Services, that are open around the clock. And
there are times of the year, especially as the end
of a semester nears, when large populations
of students encamp there all night, cramming
before finals and churning out their own library
of term papers. >>>>>>>>>

A DAY IN
THE LIFE
OF THE

LIBR
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September 2014
When Jeff Liszka, circulation librarian, arrives at 7:45 on a cool
September morning, however, it seems as quiet as a country
graveyard. A few students are using the library’s computers and
printers to pull their homework together. One or two are dozing in
chairs, waiting for Peter B’s, the in-house café, to open so they can
wake up with a cup of coffee and a pastry before early classes.
After answering overnight e-mails, Liszka meets with the first
group of student workers who’ll being staffing the circulation
desk throughout the day. He’s not surprised by the small number
of students who trickle in when a timer opens the library’s outer
doors at 8:30. Most students who use the facility attend morning
classes and then study at the library after lunch or in the evening.
Liszka has worked in this area of the library for 11 years, and
over that time he’s seen the circulation of print books drop every
year, but “library use has gone up over the same time period,” he
says. To understand why, it’s useful to take a short walk through
shelves of books to the north side of the library, where Nancy
Smith ’96, image collections librarian, is preparing for a meeting
with Katharine Power, associate professor of theater and dance.
Smith has been digitizing slides of art works and murals by Works
Progress Administration (WPA) artists for Power’s course, “Art
and the Public Good.”
The library already has a large collection of such images in
ARTstor, an immense digital “cloud” of images and related data
created by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation in 2001 to enhance
scholarship, teaching, and learning in the arts and associated
fields. Today, many faculty members teach using ARTstor as a
repository for digital course “folders” that students can access
easily through online accounts. Trinity’s library began licensing
the ARTstor database in 2004.
And it was around that same time that the impact of digital
technology–nothing short of revolutionary–began to become
increasingly apparent throughout the library.
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TO O LS IN TH E D I G I TA L AG E

P H OTO C AP T IONS
/ Previous Spread /
The Grand Reading Room
on Level 2 on an early
September morning
/1/
Visual Resources
Librarian Nancy Smith
works with Missy Aja ’15
on scanning archival
postcards from the
Watkinson Library.
/2/
Emma Hayes ’15 uses a
computer on the main
floor of the library.
/3/
Bojun Xu ’15 and Social
Science Librarian Rob
Walsh discuss senior
thesis resources.
/4/
Watkinson Curator Rick
Ring examines a rare
book with Will Kurach ’18,
a student in Ring’s
“World of Rare Books”
first-year seminar.
/5/
Eleanor Worsley ’17 seeks
information from Shriya
Nagpal ’16 at the
circulation desk.

By midmorning, staff members all
over the library are using online
tools to perform a wide range of
tasks, many of which did not even
exist as recently as five or six years
ago. Amy Harrell, digital projects
librarian, is uploading a batch of
Trinity theses to a digital repository, where they will be accessible
to scholars worldwide. Amy Rua,
circulation reserves manager, is
uploading a movie to Trinflix, the
College’s online video streaming
service for faculty who want to
share videos digitally with their
students. And Yuksel Serindag,
acquisitions and interlibrary loan
librarian, is sending out the day’s
electronic article notifications
to faculty and students who have
requested items from institutions
all over the planet.
Serindag uses a program called
Get It Now for many interlibrary
loans. It’s an online service that
enables library patrons to find
and acquire articles from journals to which the library does not
currently subscribe. But even
aided by such a system, and even
though Get It Now is constantly
adding more journals to its inventory, Serindag is regularly tasked
with tracking down articles not

/3/

available through the program.
He also fields requests from
other libraries for resources in
the Trinity collection. As soon as
he finishes sending out the day’s
electronic notifications, he’ll turn
his attention to the 16 requests he
received from other libraries since
yesterday afternoon.
Around 11:00, Erin Valentino,
research education librarian, is
meeting with an American studies
student who has spent the summer zeroing in on a senior thesis
proposal. Valentino works half an
hour with him, discussing library
resources and materials. With two
monitors in her office, she and the
student are able to observe the
screens simultaneously as they
work through the proposal.
Just around the corner
from Valentino’s office, Jennifer
van Sickle, science and electronic
resources librarian, is wrapping
up negotiations to renew a package of several hundred online
journals for Trinity’s collections.
This afternoon she will meet
with students in “Physics in
Science Fiction,” one of 2014’s
first-year seminars. The course
is taught by Associate Professor
of Physics David Branning, and
van Sickle knows that many of

/4/

the students will have had little experience doing the sort of
intensive research required for
collegiate success. She, along with
many of her colleagues, assists
professors in assembling course
content and supports the students
as they learn the ins and outs of
rigorous research.
As the afternoon progresses,
staff members interact with students in myriad ways. Shortly
after lunch, Kelly Dagan, outreach/instruction librarian, is
leading a student-faculty discussion group focusing on the nature
and challenges of research. As
Dagan’s discussion group is winding down, Rob Walsh, social sciences librarian, is meeting with a
student to help him find and interpret data for a political science
project. Meanwhile, Katy Hart,
arts and humanities librarian,
is teaching a session about both
print and online primary-source
research strategies for a history
thesis seminar.
TA N G I B L E R E S O U R CES

Though digital communication
has made it possible for the library
to serve its various patrons more
efficiently, swiftly, and cost-effectively and to easily acquire

and share vast amounts of data,
the library has not conceded its
traditional role as a repository of
physical books and other tangible
resources. Doris Kammradt, head
librarian for collections, research,
and instruction, devotes the afternoon to decisions concerning
materials the library will purchase
in the near future.
While the acquisition of new
titles is down from the roughly
7,000 books the library shelved
annually a decade ago, the institution still adds about 3,500
new books every year. And even
though various models of e-book
acquisition help to contain costs,
Kammradt still must make astute
decisions on how to use the
library’s budget as judiciously as
possible. “It’s important to keep
the collection fresh,” she says,
“but a large part of my job involves
cost-benefit analysis. If we buy
something, what does it replace?”
One of the greatest collections
of tangible books and documents
in the Trinity Library is in the special collections department, the
Watkinson Library. An extraordinary collection of archives and
rare books, it began as a part of the
Wadsworth Atheneum in 1866 and
became part of Trinity in 1952.

/5/

Today the collection includes
more than 175,000 printed and
manuscript volumes dating from
the 15th century to the present, as
well as thousands of manuscript
and archival files, some 25,000
pieces of sheet music, 5,000
sound recordings, and much,
much more.
As the afternoon winds down,
Richard Ring, the Watkinson’s
head curator, is meeting with
a student who is taking advantage of the Watkinson’s Creative
Fellowships program. Designed
to encourage use of the library,
the fellowship offers a $1,000 stipend to aid student research. This
student is researching America’s
evolving relationship with food.
She expects to make a presentation at the end of the semester
of foods prepared using recipes
found in the library’s books that
reflect the culture of their time.
“For a four-year liberal arts
college, Trinity has an incredible collection of rare books and
archives, and over 65 percent of
our users are students,” says Ring.
“When it comes to rare books and
special collections, the Watkinson
Library is arguably one of the largest collections among small college libraries in the country.”
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WORKING WITH THE WORLD’S

SHARPEST
MINDS

THRASHER-BROIDY
FELLOWSHIP @
L.A.’S CEDARS-SINAI
MEDICAL CENTER
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B Y M A U R A K I N G S C U L LY

PH OTO: J OH N MA RIN EL LI

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles is
home to the Regenerative Medicine Institute (RMI),
which is on the cutting edge of human neural stem cell
research that has the potential to treat debilitating
neurological disorders such as ALS, also known as Lou
Gehrig’s disease. Bringing together some of the world’s
sharpest scientific minds, Cedars draws an international
cadre of researchers who are specialists in medicine,
molecular biology, computational neuroscience, and
biomedical materials, to name a few.
This was most impressive company for Tasmerisk “Tas”
Haught ’15 and Will Schreiber-Stainthorp ’15 to keep this
summer, thanks to a one-of-a-kind fellowship established by
Elizabeth Thrasher-Broidy ’80 and her husband, Marc Broidy.
“The Regenerative Medicine Institute at Cedars fills its labs
with outstanding graduate and postgraduate students from
some of the most outstanding universities in the world. These
Trinity fellowship recipients were the first undergraduates
ever to participate in the RMI,” says Thrasher-Broidy, a member of Trinity’s Women’s Leadership Council and a former
member of the Board of Fellows.
“As the liberal arts education increasingly becomes more
competitive,” she continues, “I thought this would be an excellent way for Trinity to distinguish itself as a liberal arts college
of excellence, with an outstanding neuroscience program for
undergraduates who are given the opportunity of this fellowship, which is unparalleled at other similar institutions.”
The Broidy family has long-standing connections to
Cedars-Sinai: Marc is on the medical center’s Board of
Governors; his father, Steven D. Broidy, is a past board chairman and life trustee; and his grandfather, Samuel “Steve”
Broidy, was the founding life chairman of Cedars-Sinai.
Through the Cedars/Trinity Thrasher-Broidy Fellowship,
Haught and Schreiber-Stainthorp spent 10 weeks working under the direction of research scientists on projects
at the forefront of stem cell therapy. They followed the
first Thrasher-Broidy fellow, Brian Castelluccio ’12, who
completed his fellowship in summer 2011. “The RMI at
Cedars-Sinai is on the absolute cutting edge of neuroscience
research,” explains William “Bill” Church, Trinity College
associate professor of chemistry and neuroscience, who has
been an ardent supporter of the Thrasher-Broidy fellowship on campus and within the Neuroscience Department at
Trinity. “Dr. Clive Svendsen, director of the RMI, is an internationally known leader in the field of cloning and stem cell

research. His lab focuses on the application
of human neural stem cells to treat disorders such as Parkinson’s and ALS.”
Haught, a QuestBridge Scholar, actually worked in Svendsen’s lab, studying
stem cell transplants by taking advantage
of the underdeveloped immune systems in
neonates. Schreiber-Stainthorp, a Posse
Scholar, worked with Joshua Breunig, Ph.D.,
director of the RMI Confocal Microscopy
Core, on a technology for cell-replacement
therapies in diseases affecting premature
infants. The two were joined during the
month of July by fellow neuroscience major Colin MacKichan
’15, who, thanks to Thrasher-Broidy and Broidy, shadowed
Cedars-Sinai pediatric neurosurgeon Moise Danielpour, M.D.,
known for his pioneering work on in-utero brain surgery.

LIFE LESSONS LEARNED

The students raved about their summer experiences.
“I really enjoyed it–I learned a lot about different lab techniques, working with tissue cultures and stem cell lines,”
says Haught. “I loved the collaboration in my lab. Every
Wednesday, there was a meeting where 20 or so researchers would talk about their particular research and problems
they encountered. Everyone would give input on how to make
things work. It let me see what scientific collaboration looked
like and learn from brilliant, brilliant people.”
Haught says she appreciated “all of the knowledge and
humor that Dr. Clive Svendsen
imparted on me. I am extremely thankful to have seen how he ran his lab and
truly embraced collaboration throughout every department within the
Regenerative Medicine Institute.”
Adds Schreiber-Stainthorp: “I
<< Tas Haught ’15 and
learned a ton of immediately applicaWill Schreiberble skills: how to create the DNA you
Stainthorp ’15,
Thrasher-Broidy
want, how to introduce it into organFellowship recipients
isms and analyze its effects.” He also
enjoyed the experience more than he
expected. “I would start work at 9:00 a.m. and wouldn’t feel
like leaving all day. That’s the first time I had felt that way
about a job, which I guess is the best measure of whether
you’re doing the right thing. This fellowship opened to me the
possibility of having a career in research. Prior to this, I was
set on going to medical school and becoming a doctor.”
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He recognizes the invaluable role Breunig played in making
his summer a success. “Dr. Breunig was incredibly generous
with his time and resources, which is especially remarkable
given the importance and demands of his work,” he says. “His
mentorship consisted of everything from advice about lab
techniques, to discussions on theoretical components of his
research, to broader conversations about the decision to pursue research as a career.”
The summer also spurred Haught to think about new
directions. “It was interesting to see surgeons and scientists
each following their own tracks. I’ve been thinking about a
combined M.D./Ph.D. and talked to people at the lab who had
attempted that but then had decided they really wanted one
path or the other. It’s nice to get a sense of what it’s really like
in the field and see research in a broader context. I learned it’s
okay to not know what I want yet.”
Although MacKichan’s stint at Cedars-Sinai was much
shorter, he found it to be equally illuminating. “I spent three
weeks with Dr. Danielpour in his office, where he saw patients.
During the fourth week, I had the opportunity to observe surgery,” notes MacKichan, a Kurz Scholar and a Daniel Burhans,
Hon. 1831 Scholar. “It’s mind-blowing how precise it is. Three
of the surgeries were reconstructing infants’ skulls,” a procedure necessary when the plates of the skull fuse together
before the brain has stopped growing.
MacKichan says he took two things from the
experience: first, that although he’s still interested in medical school, he doesn’t want to be
a neurosurgeon but will consider another specialty. “I also learned that medicine is so much
more than helping and healing people,” he
continues. “I saw how mentally tough you have
to be to do this day after day. It’s not a glamorous profession. I walked away so thankful for
the experience and for the Trinity connections
that made it possible.”
He also remains thankful for the guidance he received.
“I was humbled and blessed to have had the opportunity to
shadow Dr. Danielpour,” MacKichan says. “His wisdom and
insight into my life will continue to direct my decisions as I
pursue a career in medicine.”
For their part, Cedars-Sinai researchers gained favorable
impressions of Trinity College. “Tas’s enthusiasm and quest
for knowledge was invigorating and downright contagious,”
says Virginia Mattis, Ph.D., a researcher in the Svendsen lab.
“I was pleasantly surprised with the consistent quality of her
knowledge, skills, and independence. Tas worked more at the
Ph.D.-candidate level than an undergrad level.”
Breunig had positive things to say about SchreiberStainthorp. “Will integrated himself into the lab seamlessly
from the start. He was energized, inquisitive, and extremely
capable. He was able to successfully navigate several challenging projects with my oversight and the guidance of my graduate student.” Thanks to “Will and Tas, Elizabeth and Marc,
and the other members of the Trinity community with whom
I interacted, I came away with a fine impression of Trinity as
a tight-knit community devoted to scholarship and exhibiting
the best elements of a well-rounded liberal arts education.”
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“

I would start work at
9:00 a.m. and wouldn’t
feel like leaving all day.
That’s the first time I had
felt that way about a job,
which I guess is the best
measure of whether you’re
doing the right thing.
This fellowship opened to
me the possibility of having
a career in research.”
WI L L SC H R E I B E R- STA I N T HO R P ’ 1 5

STRENGTHENING THE SCIENCES

Church hopes this experience will have a positive ripple effect
on the sciences in general and on neuroscience in particular back on campus. “Trinity science students are treated to
something unique: a small liberal arts college that supports
the sciences in a big way,” says Church. “The College itself
understands and appreciates these research opportunities as
fundamental to students’ education, not icing on the cake.”
According to Church, Haught and Schreiber-Stainthorp
have already been busy visiting neuroscience classes,
describing their work at Cedars-Sinai and encouraging
fellow majors to apply for a fellowship for the summer of
2015. Interested students will then submit an application to
Church and complete an interview during the early part of
spring semester.
It’s easy for Haught and Schreiber-Stainthorp to talk up the
fellowship. “Here, science students have incredible opportunities–like this amazing fellowship that’s unique to Trinity,”
says Schreiber-Stainthorp.
Trinity College President Joanne Berger-Sweeney, a
neuroscientist by training, said she is pleased that Trinity,
in conjunction with Thrasher-Broidy and Broidy, is able to
offer the fellowship. “This represents an enormous opportunity for our neuroscience students, a chance for them to work
with world-renowned researchers who are at the forefront of
their field,” she said. “We appreciate all that Elizabeth, Marc,
and the people at Cedars-Sinai have done to make this program possible.”
Church says the fellowship came about because ThrasherBroidy saw an opportunity to make connections between
Trinity and Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. “In the process,” he
said, “she is having a huge impact on students in terms of their
career development. I think this is a model for further alumni
interaction, and it’s a really creative way for alumni to make
their mark.”
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/ 1 / Will Schreiber-Stainthorp ’15 at the 10th Annual Summer Research
Symposium at Trinity in September 2014 / 2 / Colin MacKichan ’15 with
William “Bill” Church, Trinity College associate professor of chemistry
and neuroscience / 3 / Elizabeth Thrasher-Broidy ’80, Joshua Breunig,
Ph.D., Will Schreiber-Stainthorp ’15, Clive Svendsen Ph.D., Tas Haught ’15,
and Moise Danielpour, M.D. / 4 / The Broidy Family Patient Wing at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles / 5 / Marc Broidy, member
of the Cedars-Sinai Medical Center Board of Governors, and Elizabeth
Thrasher-Broidy ’80 / 6 / Tas Haught ’15, Colin MacKichan ’15, Elizabeth
Thrasher-Broidy ’80, and Will Schreiber-Stainthorp ’15 in Los Angeles
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A LIFETIME
of HELPING

Sharon Davis ’82, P’12
focuses on public
interest design

BY JANE GORDON JULIEN P’09
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The Women’s
Opportunity
Center in
Kayonza,
Rwanda

Serene, sincere, and determined, Davis
has spent a lifetime helping–someone somewhere somehow. She has served on the board
of The Fresh Air Fund and was so involved
she eventually adopted her third child
through the organization. She has worked
with the Natural Resources Defense Council,
New York’s clean-water advocacy group
Riverkeeper, and numerous other boards and
organizations that support the disadvantaged
and the environment.
Principal and owner of Sharon Davis Design
on Perry Street in Manhattan, she works each
day in a fourth-floor walk-up that is an architect’s dream. Large panes of glass overlook the
old-brick charm of the West Village; bookcases
are filled with scale models of present and past
projects, sculptures, architecture books, and
an unlikely copy of The One-Minute Manager;
and long tables hold plans and concepts for
future projects.
It is a far cry from the traumatized country of Rwanda, from the careworn faces of
the Rwandan women she faced when she first
arrived almost four years ago, in the poorest
region of an impossibly impoverished country.
“I understood why I was passionate about
the project much more when I saw it actually
finished,” she said. “It was really,
really satisfying … satisfying to be
able give something of myself to
these women. It was very personal
and kind of addictive.”
Highly addictive, evidently. She
is now devoting 75 percent of her
time to what is termed “public
interest design.” After the Rwandan
project, she started the Big Future
Sharon
Group (www.bigfuturegroup.org)
Davis ’82, P’12
with the project’s hydrologist and landscape
architect, committing to finding funding and
completing more projects like the Women’s
Opportunity Center.
She is working on a hospital project in
rural Nepal and has started a project of her
own, restoring a church in Kigali, Rwanda,
where thousands were killed in a massacre
after being told they would find refuge there.
The interior has not been dismantled; within
are human remains, clothing, shoes, identity
cards, and the conjured images of that brutal
day when so many lost their lives. “I think it’s
critical to genocide prevention,” she said.
“We have to make sure there are ways that
people outside of the country remember
what happened and that the generation
growing up remembers, too.”
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SHARON DAVIS ’82, P’12 went from
Wall Street to Rwanda via a complete career
turnaround, but what was important to the
women of the little village of Kayonza was
that she came at all.
Davis had been working on Wall Street
since soon after she graduated from Trinity
in 1982 with a B.A. in studio arts. But after
her fourth child was born, she took time off to
be home, and the lure of the markets vanished
for her. She wasn’t sure what was next.
With a little guidance and a personality
test that pointed her in the direction of architecture, she applied and was accepted into
the Columbia University Graduate School of
Architecture. She was 42. She had said back
then, with a small measure of disbelief and
frustration, to the career counselor she had
hired to help her figure out her work life, “I’ll
be 45 before I finish,” to which the career counselor replied, “You’ll be 45 anyway.” She got the
message, and it was from that new beginning
that her life changed, in ways that she never
could have imagined.
First, she opened Sharon Davis Design.
Then one day, a woman walked into her office
and told Davis that her nonprofit, Women for
Women International, based in Washington,
D.C., needed a female architect. The project:
a women’s center in Kayonza, Rwanda, that
would help female survivors of the war start
businesses to provide for their families.
Davis didn’t have to think long. “It was
my first project, and I was very up front with
the group on that,” she said. Even though
she wouldn’t make a nickel from the work,
she signed on.
Three and a half years later, the Women’s
Opportunity Center opened on five acres
in Kayonza. A rural paradise of gardens,
leaf-shaped roofs, and rounded, open-brick
buildings that, when lit, shimmer like fireflies at night, it boasts 450,000 bricks that the
Kayonzan women crafted carefully by hand,
from clay dug at the site. The brickmaking was
yet another opportunity to learn a new skill,
an exercise that takes place daily at the center.
The complex is remarkable in a number
of ways. The roofs collect rainwater, saving
the women hours of toting it from distant–
and often dirty–sources. Solar-powered filtration systems purify the water, which is stored
for cooking and consumption. Composting
toilets create fertilizer for the fields and
gardens. Classrooms provide space for learning, and a working farm is training the women
to grow produce, which they sell at an onsite marketplace.

FOR MORE BANTAM NEWS, VISIT athletics.trincoll.edu.

TRINITY TRIUMPHS

Head field hockey coach
Anne Parmenter
addresses the team.
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FIELD HOCKEY

The Trinity field hockey team, under the direction of 14th-year head coach
Anne Parmenter, had one of its most successful seasons in recent memory. The Bantams finished the year with a 13-4 overall record and entered the
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Championship
Tournament as the No. 3 seed with an 8-2 mark in league play. Trinity qualified for the postseason tournament for the 10th time and the ninth year in a row
and advanced to the NESCAC Semifinals for the first time since 2011 with a 4-1
victory at home versus Williams in the opening round of the tournament. The 13
victories marked the highest win total for the Bantams since the 2009 campaign
when they finished 15-2. It was a season to remember as Trinity captured three of
the four major awards bestowed by the league. Parmenter became the first coach
in program history to be named the NESCAC Coach of the Year, while senior
defender Sophie Doering was named as the league’s defensive player of the year
and first-year forward Kelcie Finn was honored as the conference’s rookie of the
year. Two other Bantams joined Doering and Finn on the All-NESCAC Team
as junior goalkeeper Sophie Fitzpatrick made the First Team and senior midfielder Catherine Read was named to the Second Team. Finn also was honored as the Synapse Sports National Division III Field Hockey Rookie of
the Year. Finn, Doering, and Fitzpatrick were each named to the 2014
Longstreth/National Field Hockey Coaches Association Division
III All-American First Team and the Synapse Sports
Division III All-American Teams.

FOOTBALL

The Bantam football team, coached
by Jeff Devanney, had another strong
season, winning five games or more for
the 13th year in a row and ending at 5-3.
Senior tri-captain C Joe Magardino
was named to the Associated Press
Little All-American Third Team, the
American Football Coaches Association
Division III All-American Team, the
USA College Football All-American
First Team, the D3Football.com
All-East Region First Team, and the
Eastern College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Division III North All-Star
Team, and repeated on the New
England Football Writers Association
Division II/III New England All-Star
Team. Junior P Kyle Pulek was named
to the D3Football.com All-East Region
Third Team and the ECAC Division
III North All-Star First Team, while
senior FB Michael Budness graced
the ECAC Division III North All-Star
Second Team. For the second straight

season, the team produced the NESCAC
Rookie of the Year, first-year OL Chris
Simmons. Eleven Bantams earned AllNESCAC accolades. Seniors Budness,
LB Rob Gau, RB Chudi Iregbulem,
Magardino, and LB Tom Szymanski
joined junior DL Lyle Baker and Pulek
on the All-Conference First Team. DB
Mike Mancini and LB Mike Weatherby,
both senior tri-captains, joined senior
WR Chris Ragone and junior OL
Matthew Porter on the All-Conference
Second Team. Mancini earned College
Sports Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA) Academic AllDistrict honors for the second time in
his career and was named a Capital One
Academic All-American and a National
Football Foundation National ScholarAthlete (please see page 39).

Sophie Doering ’15

Joe Magardino ’15

Patrick Hoagland ’16

MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
The Trinity men’s cross country
team enjoyed another successful fall season as the team produced

To see our fall sports highlights video, please visit commons.trincoll.edu/reporter.
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particularly strong showings at
the Trinity Invitational, the Blazer
Invitational, and the ECAC Division
III Championships. The Bantams,
coached by George Suitor, recorded
a pair of top-two finishes and three
other top-10 results during the season.
Junior co-captain Patrick Hoagland
repeated on the All-ECAC Team, and
first-year Brayden Beardsley made his
debut on the All-ECAC squad.
Morgan Sullivan ’18

Tim Shea ’15

WOMEN’S CROSS
COUNTRY

Trinity’s women’s cross country team,
also coached by George Suitor, had
a successful fall campaign, highlighted by a top-five finish at the ECAC
Division III Championships. The
Bantams also won a pair of invitational
meets, taking the season-opening
Trinity College Invitational and the
Blazer Invitational. First-year Morgan
Sullivan finished eighth at the ECAC
Division III Championships to earn
All-ECAC distinction. In the meet,
Trinity had five competitors in the top
60, and all seven runners came across
among the top 71 in the race.

MEN’S SOCCER

Elisa Dolan ’15

Greg Palmer ’15

Trinity’ men’s soccer team, under
head coach Mike Pilger, finished the
season with a 7-6-2 overall record and
a 2-6-2 mark in NESCAC action to
finish ninth in the league for the second straight season. Once again, the
Bantams were impressive in nonconference play, going 5-0-0 in out-ofleague games this fall. Sophomore
forward Cody Savonen was named to
the All-NESCAC Second Team after
finishing second on the team in goals
and points.

Capital One Academic All-American
when she was named to the Division
III Third Team. Barrett was joined
by classmate Elisa Dolan on the AllNESCAC Second Team.

GOLF

The Bantam golf team, coached
by Matt Greason, finished third in
the NESCAC Golf Championship
Qualifying Tournament at Skenandoa
Golf Club to advance to the NESCAC
Championships in the spring. The
team was paced by first-year Nate
Choukas, who tied for second place
and was honored as the NESCAC
Rookie of the Year. Choukas also
was named to the All-NESCAC
First Team, while seniors Nick
Buenaventura and Greg Palmer and
junior Jeff Durkin each graced the
Second Team.

VOLLEYBALL

Trinity’s volleyball team, led by
head coach Jen Bowman, finished
the season with a 13-11 overall
record and qualified for the NESCAC
Championship Tournament as the No.
8 seed with a 4-6 mark in conference
contests. The Bantams qualified for
postseason play for the ninth time in
the past 10 seasons. The team opened
the year with a three-game winning
streak and later in the season reeled
off five straight victories. For the second straight season, junior outside
hitter Kate Giddens earned AllNESCAC recognition.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

The Trinity women’s soccer team,
coached by Michael Smith, finished
with an 8-7-1 overall record and a
4-5-1 mark in NESCAC action to earn
eighth place and a bid in the NESCAC
Championship Tournament. Senior
forward Karyn Barrett was Academic
All-District and became the first
Trinity soccer player to be named as a
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REMEMBERING

BILL DETRICK

MANCINI NAMED NATIONAL

PHOTO: MIKE MCL AU GHL IN

SCHOLAR-ATHLETE
Trinity College football tri-captain and Academic AllAmerican defensive back Mike Mancini was named as a
National Football Foundation National Scholar-Athlete,
only the second Trinity football player to receive the honor.
Mancini, a senior neuroscience major, and 16 other finalists
vied for the prestigious William V. Campbell Trophy, given
annually to the nation’s top scholar-athlete in all of college
football. As a finalist, Mancini received an $18,000 scholarship
toward postgraduate study and an additional $5,000 prize for
Trinity’s faculty athletics representative to go toward academic support for the College’s Athletic Department.

For more about Mike Mancini, please visit
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter.

Trinity College lost a beloved member of
its community on September 19, 2014,
as Bill Detrick, former head coach of the
Bantam golf team, passed away at the
age of 87. This past fall, Trinity renamed
its annual golf tournament in honor of its
longtime head coach.
Detrick was the NESCAC Golf Coach of
the Year three times (2001, 2006, 2007)
and spent 23 seasons (1991-2013) at the
helm of the Trinity golf program. He arrived
at Trinity in the spring of 1991 after a
29-year career as the head men’s basketball coach at nearby Central Connecticut
State University (CCSU), where the gymnasium bears his name, and built the Trinity
golf team into one of the most successful
Division III programs in New England.
During his tenure, the Bantams qualified
for seven NESCAC Championship
Tournaments, winning the league
title and qualifying for the NCAA
Division III Championships in
2009-2010, and Trinity golfers
claimed NESCAC Player of the
Year honors in six of his final
eight years. In Detrick’s final
campaign, the Bantams won the
2012 NESCAC Fall Qualifying
Tournament, earning the right to host the
championship tourney in the spring, and
finished as the 2013 NESCAC Championship
Runner-Up.
In 2009, Detrick received the prestigious
Gordon McCullough Award for his lifetime
coaching contributions to collegiate golf.
He is the all-time winningest basketball
coach at CCSU, his alma mater, with 468
career victories and led the Blue Devils
to the NCAA Division II Championship
Tournament six times.
“Whether at Central or at Trinity, Bill was
at his core an educator. He cared deeply
about each and every student he coached/
taught, and he taught more than just a
sport–he taught life,” Trinity Director of
Athletics Mike Renwick said. “He and his
family will always be members of the Trinity
family, and he will be sorely missed.”
Detrick received his bachelor’s degree in
business education from CCSU in 1950 and
went on to earn a master’s degree in guidance from New York University. During his
undergraduate days, he starred in football,
basketball, and baseball.

For more about Bill Detrick, please visit
commons.trincoll.edu/reporter.
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Fall 2014 performance at the Goodwin Theater

uch of the education and
good work accomplished
in the departments of Theater
and Dance and Fine Arts happens
because of a generous bequest
from Genevieve H. Goodwin,
Hon. '88, who established two
endowed funds in memory of
her husband, James L. Goodwin.

M

That initial gift has more
than doubled through careful
investment and stewardship in
the College's endowment, and

The
Elms Society

today the combined funds provide
approximately $200,000 each
year for the Theater and Dance
and Fine Arts departments.
In awarding Genevieve her
honorary doctor of fine arts degree
in 1988, Trinity's citation read:
"For more than four decades,
Hartford cherished you as one
of its most vibrant and devoted
citizens. Your ardent support of
the arts and your active engagement in the community has

nourished the life of your city."
Genevieve passed away in 1989.
James and Genevieve gave
very generously to the College
during their lifetime, including
$500,000 to build what is now
known as the Austin Arts Center,
where the Goodwin Theater is
located. James and Genevieve
loved Trinity and wanted to make
sure future students enjoyed the
arts as they had.

Your life-income gift or bequest intention will help
to sustain the level of excellence at Trinity in perpetuity.
For more information or questions about gift planning,
please contact:

Kristen Gordon
Associate Director of Gift Planning
ofTrinity College
kristen.gordon@trincoll.edu
(860) 297-2406 or visit
www.trinc@ll.edu/givingtotrinity/plannedgiving
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Trinity Fund Goal: $1,000
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Trinity Fund Goal: $2,000
Class Secretary: A. Harry
Sanders, 33 Mill St., Apt. 4E,
Wethersfield, CT 06109-3830

Trinity Fund Goal: $500
Class Secretary: JohnM Leon,
Jr., 3217 Heatherwood,
Yannouth Port, MA 02675-7427;john.leon.
1938@trincoll.edu

'39

Trinity Fund Goal: $50
Class Secretary: Henry
Hayden, 627 Leyden Ln.,
Claremont, CA 91711-4236

'4
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Trinity Fund Goal: $4,000

Trinity Fund Goal: $14,000
Class Secretary: Richard T.
Blaisdell, 31 Ridgewood Rd.,
Windsor, CT 06095-3026; richard.
blaisdell.1941@trincoll.edu

'41

Trinity Fund Goal: $2,500
Class Secretary: Joseph J.
Bonsignore, 9105 Santayana
Dr., Fairfax, VA 22031-3026; joseph.
bonsignore.1942@trincoll.edu
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'43

Trinity Fund Goal: $750

'44

Trinity Fund Goal: $1,200
Class Agents: Richard E.
Haskell, Merritt Johnquest

'45, '46, '4 7

Trinity Fund Goal: $1,000 (1945); $1,000
(1946); $3,500 (1947) • Class Secretary:
George A. Oberle '45, 45 OceanAve.,Apt. 3J,
Monmouth Beach, NJ 07750-2401; george.
oberle.1945@trincoll.edu
Trinity Fund Goal: $7,000
Class Secretary: The Rt. Rev.
Otis Charles, 584 Castro St., Ste.
#379, San Francisco, CA 94114-2594; otis.
charles.1948@trincolLedu • Class Agents:
Phillip T. Davidson, Theodore D. Lockwood
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CLASS NOTES
Trinity Fund Goal: $5,000
Class Agent: Robert Bowden

'4 9
'50
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Trinity Fund Goal: $50,000
Class Secretary: Robert
Tansill, 104 Aspen Dr.,
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920-1977 • Class Agents:
Robert M. Blum, Esq., John G. Grill, Jr.

'5.1

Trinity Fund Goal: $20,000
Class Secretary: Richard G.
Mecaskey, 2560 N. Moreland
Blvd., #203, Shaker Heights, OH 44120-1369;
richard.mecaskey.1951@trincoll.edu • Class
Agents: Timothy R. Cutting, David F. Edwards
Editor's note: The College has received
numerous expressions of sympathy concerning
the passing in May 2014 of Georgia Hansen,
wife ofJerry Hansen '51, who served for many
years as director of alumni and college relations
and later as secretary of the College. Jerry and
Georgia were married for 62 years, and during
that time she stood by his side in supporting
Trinity College and all of its alumni. She was
beloved by the Trinity community and integral
to the life of the College and to her husband's role
as one of its senior leaders. We at the College
also offer our most sincere condolences to Jerry
for his loss.
I would like to begin this with a brief
remembrance of two very remarkable women
who just passed away in 2014, Georgia Hansen
and Barbara Edwards. As many of you already
know, Georgia was an indispensable force in
Jerry's work for Trinity. They were both
honored by the College. Barbara gave the same
generous support to Dave's never-ending
efforts in fundraising for the College. I think all
of you knew them and can say, "We will miss
you both."
At this writing, our new president, Joanne
Berger-Sweeney, has just been inaugurated.
From everything I've read and heard, she is a
real winner and will be a great asset. So for the
Class of'51, I welcome her and wish her great
success in these trying times. For those of us
who missed the ceremony in person or on their
televisions, I hope that DVDs may become
available.
Had a nice chat with Dave Edwards, who
told me about Barbara. He is planning to attend
Homecoming with Tim Cutting, Sid Whelan,
and other classmates. He is in the process of
preparing the Trinity year-end letter for your
support. Check your mailbox.
During a discussion with John Friday, he
advised that he is a voracious reader of British

mystery novels, which I believe are printed by
the millions. We found some common interest
in baseball starting with Ted Williams and the
Red Sox. As a kid, Ted was my hero. But as it
turned out, John knew more about TW and
books about him than I did. Our conversation
finally drifted to politics, which amazingly in
this divisive era, we both were in total agreement in a serious and knowledgeable climate.
Had an interesting conversation with Jim
deKay, who was in the middle of writing a
book, which he explained is hard work. Much
to my surprise, he sketched a career of writing
more than a dozen published books on a variety
of subjects. Recently he has focused a book on
U.S. naval history and particular officers of
interest, including Stephen Decatur, a figure
who is of particular interest to me as he was
well-known and who preceded some of°my
wife's ancestors who served into the 19th
century. Having never questioned a published
author before, I found Jim to be a fascinating
person, obviously an English lit major.

'52

Trinity Fund Goal: $30,000
Class Secretary: Phillip E.
Trowbridge, 1 West St., Unit
310, Simsbury, CT 06070-5402; phillip.
trowbridge.1952@trincoll.edu • Class Agents:
John S. Hubbard, DavidR. Smith
There seems to be an upbeat attitude at Trinity.
We have celebrated President Jimmy Jones,
who has completed his successful 10-year term
as president. This fall, Joanne Berger-Sweeney,
Ph.D., has been inaugurated as the 22nd
president of the College. I have met her and
look forward to her tenure.
Sadly, Bill Goralski, our longtime Class
Notes reporter, died on December 16, 2014. He
was certainly one of the best known and most
loved members of our class. Our sympathy
and love go out to Bill's wife, Norma, and their
family. Please see Bill's Hartford Courant
obituary online, as well as a Reporter memorial
in a future issue.
I have spoken with our class vice president,
Ted Thomas, and he has agreed to serve as
our class secretary and be our contact person
with The Trinity Reporter for future issues. His
address: 156 Garfield Road, West Hartford, CT
06107. His e-mail address is ebjethomas@aol.
com. Ted is an avid supporter of Trinity and is
well-known to most of you, our classmates.
Ted and I belong to an active retirees group,
"The Old Guard," which meets in West
Hartford weekly, so we are often in touch with
one another and Trinity. We look forward to
hearing from you.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $60,000
Glass Secretary: Stanley R.
McCandless, Jr., 3712 Rice Blvd.,
Houston, TX 77005-2824; stanley.mccandless.
1953@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Richard T.
Lyford, Jr., Joseph B. Wollenberger, Esq.
Does anyone read our class musings? I let the
College send out a blast request for "What doing
dude?" And I did actually get some response.
But I'm not sure that it was any better than my
miserable list of e-mail addresses. Once again
the quest, classmates, spouses, and friends, send
me just a line or two on what you have been
doing. This is not the McCandless Report!
stanmacl@sbcglobal.net, (713) 669-1830, and
3712 Rice Blvd., Houston, TX 77005, are the
tried and true ways to find me.
I got a call from Dick Lyford, which is
always pleasant and informative, about a month
ago. He has taken up new digs. He and his wife
have moved into a one-story house in Denver,
easier on the knees. He is still playing golf and
has a grandson who is a freshman at Trinity,
one of many Lyfords to attend. Unfortunately
this young soccer star blew his knee out
immediately, which is not a good way to impress
your coach. Last weekend Dick and wife were
in Hartford for "Trin" football.
Dave Longobucco wrote: There isn't much
to report, but I will give you what I can. My wife
and I celebrated our 61st wedding anniversary
on June 13. We were married shortly after
graduation from Trinity. I keep busy with
volunteer work. I am the most senior member of
the Madison Lions Club (51 years) and founding
member of the Lions Foundation. These two
activities keep me rather busy. I also chair
two trust funds, one under the Madison Lions
Foundation and the other related to the First
Congregational Church of Madison. Our oldest
child, son Randy, was recently diagnosed with
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, type B. This is an
aggressive type of cancer but is treatable.
Randy is at the midpoint of the chemotherapy
treatments that he needs to have. He goes in to
Hartford Hospital every three weeks for four
days of infusion 24 hours a day. The treatment
involves six four-day infusions in all, and he is
getting his third one now. So far he has held up
well, and we hope that this treatment will get
him well. We pray for his full recovery. Randy
will be 59 this month. I have slowed down due
to arthritis and other nuisance ailments, but
otherwise reasonably well. We have been
spending part of the winter on Hutchinson
Island, Florida, and hope to be able to do so
again this coming winter. That is about all I can
report this time.
Jack Campbell wrote: In August I began my
sixth and final year at Ohio State University as
Peace Corps campus recruiter. I figure that I will
be 84 when I complete the year, and it is time to
hang up the shingle. Carol and I will then begin
some world travels we have been putting off.
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Ellerd Hulbert wrote: Good to hear from
you, and thanks for your efforts to keep the class
informed of what the members are doing. I
retired from Western Carolina University
faculty several years ago and have been involved
in a few business enterprises since then. My
wife and family are all doing well. I look forward
to hearing how our classmates are doing.
Sal and I took a Jet Blue flight from Houston
via Kennedy to Martha's Vineyard for six days
just two weeks ago. The weather was wonderful.
We had a wood fire each evening and ate lots of
lobster. We stayed in Menemsha and traveled
from Gay Head to Cape Poge Light and all of the
ponds, reserves, and beaches in between. In the
spring, we met up with Sal's sisters from France,
Wakefield, and Ipswich in Vermont. Then on to a
reunion with some of her school friends. I got a
speeding ticket in Waterbury, really bad, they
wanted some Massachusetts money (rental car),
unfortunately they got Texas money.
Once again I want to thank those who
contributed a line or two. Now is as good a time
as any. At this time of our lives, nothing is too
trivial or poignant. We are all classmates and
interested. My best to you all.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $40,000
Class Secretary: GordonA.
West, 100 Vicar's Landing Way,
0301/302, Ponte VedraBeach, FL 32082-3121;
gordon.west.1954@trincoll.edu • Glass Agent:
T. Gerald Dyar
Al Smith sends his report of our 60th Reunion:
"It was bittersweet considering that one third of
our class is no longer with us and another third
is in no position to travel. We had 19 returnees,
some part time, and a good time and visit was
had by all. We were paired with the Class of'59
for dinner at the Smith House, and I have to say
that we looked just as good, if not better, than
they. We heard from retiring President Jones at
commencement. We were honored to lead the
class parade, as we were the oldest organized
class. Ifwe can manage, we should strive to
lead one more time in 2019. Carolyn and Bill
Crenson stopped over at Claire's and my house
in Oxford, Maryland, and we traveled in tandem
to the Reunion. Let's all stay in touch. We are
still the greatest class!"
Tom Hill writes that Sandy and he "still
enjoy Portland and still get together with Carol
and Art Wilson. We live at Willamette View,
a retirement community (CCRC) that is about
eight miles from city center and about 30 miles
from our daughter and her family. We have our
own house and yard, across the street from the
main complex. (You wouldn't know that we
are in the funny farm.) I am sorry that I did not
make the Reunion."
Joan and I took a break from our "funny farm"
and went westward, where we had a great visit
with Mellissa ap.d Dave Mackay. ;Both are doing
well and still performing occasionally. Dave

played the piano for us. He has still got it! We
then flew from L.A to Hawaii for a cruise around
the islands. We were met by Anna Marie and
Dave Kennedy, who gave us a tour of Honolulu.
Dave has won several major medical battles
decisively. He looks great and is very active in
his ministry and as a docent showing visitors the
many splendid and interesting sights on Oahu.
Let's take Al's advice and lead the parade
in 2019.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $50,000
Glass Secretary: E. Wade Close,
Jr., 65 Shoreline Drive, Hilton
Head Island, SC 29928-7139; wade.close.1955@
trincoll.edu;fax: (412) 820-7572 • Class Agents:
Gordon R. Maitland, Jr., Robert L. Mullaney
Authoring this epistle in November, but
spotlighting June 5-7, 2015, which is our
60th Reunion, our report is almost singularly
focused. The Reunion effort, headed by Don
Mountford and Wade Close, has been
percolating since early summer, and with the
help of a strong committee, the enthusiasm
appears to be generating a very favorable
indication our class will again break Trinity
Reunion records as we did for the 50th and
55th. The Reunion Committee includes Bill
La Porte, Bob Laird, John D'luhy, Craig
Mehldau, Gordon Maitland, Irwin
Meiselman, Bob Mullaney, Greg Petrakis,
Joe Reineman, Sandy Rose, and Ed
Yeomans. That's the formal list of committed
volunteers, but there are numerous others who
have indicated they are looking forward to
being a part of the Reunion and will do what they
can to help. That group includes Fred Starr,
Bob Welsh, Ken Wildrick, Lou Magelaner,
Dave Roberts, Lance Vars, Dick Zampiello,
and Don Penfield. So you can see as early as
November we already had a sizable and
impressive group ready to convene next June,
and the committee calling effort had just begun.
All ofus will enjoy the "catch-up" phone calls
to our classmates as we encourage each other to
join in the Reunion Weekend. I was pleased to
spend a good 30 minutes with Hugh
Dickinson, who remarried and relocated
to Grand Rapids, Michigan, about six years
ago. Marge has an ailing father, and the move has
allowed her to take care of him. Hugh has fully
established himself in his new hometown as he
continues to preach on a part-time, as-needed
basis. Hugh and Marge will try to schedule a trip
east in June and would particularly like to see
Hal Burdon and Dave Roberts. Tim La Pointe
hopes to join us next June. He still defies his
age and continues to vigorously ride horseback
and go to Colorado to hike the trails. He lost his
wife a few years ago, and after two new hips,
a knee replacement, and a couple of shoulder
operations, he is a new man ready to see his old
buddies in June. Amy and Charlie Gardner
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are moving back to the D.C. area to be nearer
~the kids." They should be fully replanted by the
spring in an urban house one-sixth the size of
their current country eagle's nest on a lake and
will do all possible to wend their way back to
Trinity in June.
A lengthy and enjoyable phone visit with
Charlie Eberle's wife, Eugenia, generated lots
-of impressive news about their good health and
very busy lives with much travel to interesting
places, plus family get-togethers. We anticipate
they will arrange a trip that will result in their
being part of the '55 gathering in June. Don
Mountford talked by phone with Terry Ford,
and the message was that there is a possibility
for Terry to travel from Panama to be a part of
the Reunion. Just got the good news that
Nathanial Reed will be with us in June. He has
agreed to hold a ·saturday afternoon roundtable
discussion with his classmates, similar to the
highly enjoyable presentation by Nathanial
followed by a spirited Q&A session held during
our 50th Reunion. With all the hard work and
preparation by the Reunion Committee, we
are looking forward to an enjoyable and
memorable two-day event with our classmates.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $56,000
Class Secretary: Bruce N.
Macdonald, Stonehouse Farm,
1036 Zollman Mill Rd., Rte. 4, Lexington, VA
24450-7265; bruce.macdonald.1956@trincoll. .
edu • Class Agent: Henry M Zachs
John Limpitlaw and Susan have left the Cape
for their Naples, Florida, home after a great
summer in Wellfleet, Massachusetts. One of the
high points was when John and Susan had the
pleasure of watching their grandson compete
as head of a sailing team in a tight sailing race
in the waters off the Cape. In other news of his
summer, he told me of a visit with two Trinity
alumni: Ben Williams and Dick Noble (both
Class of'58). Dick's wife, Kim, and a friend are
responsible for starting a popular new company
that makes and markets Vineyard Vines, a
preppy sportswear clothing firm. Also in
summer, John had the pleasure of dining with
Jackie and Ken Weisburger, who were in
nearby Eastham staying with friends. He
reports that they are both looking well. John
has been advising David Taylor on retirement
communities, a subject on the top of David's
mind just now. He has been a resident of
Hawaii for 43 years, now living alone, and is
considering moving back to the lower 48 to be
closer to his daughters, two of whom live in
Fairfield, Connecticut. All four of his daughters
planned and gave an elaborate 80th birthday
party for their dad (August 9). He loved it. David
heard from Michael Webber, who (with his
wife, Katherine) has recently moved to a retirement community near Albany, New York, after a
number of years living, I believe, on Hudson Bay.
They are adjusting to the new lifestyle of a

more controlled community. Many in our class
have made this wise move. Bert Schader
sent me a touching newspaper article about
his brother-in-law George Sherman (age 88),
who lives in Boca Raton, Florida, but served in
the 41st Cavalry of the 11th Armored Division
in World War II. He wrote about his moving
reaction_to liberatin~ a concentration camp
in Austria in May of1945. Skip Beardsell
reviewed his summer activities for me in
Clinton, New York. He is happy with his new
boat, which he keeps for sailing on one of the
lakes of the Fulton Chain, and he enjoyed
what was a relatively cool summer. He
continues to serve as a volunteer firefighter,
sometimes answering as many as 100 calls a
month. He and his wife, Libby, keep busy. He
also continues to sing with his group, called
the Barbershop Harmony Society, a quartet
of good friends all living in Clinton. They are
in demand and sing at birthday parties,
anniversaries, and assisted living facilities in
the area. And he still skis, on local slopes and
once a year with his son Mark in Taos, New
Mexico (a great mountain). Good for you,
Skipper. Charlie Stehle sent me an update on
his work with the Lakota Sioux Indian tribe
from South Dakota. He writes: "Two weeks ago,
I took my grandson and son-in-law to Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, where the Cumberland County
Historical Society held a two-day symposium
called Carlisle Journeys. The subject was
American Indians in Show Business and
explained how the Carlisle Indian School
influenced the entertainment world yesterday
and today. Many of the children graduated from
this school and went into the movie business
and were cast in minor Hollywood movies."
After the symposium was over, Charlie, his
grandson, and son-in-law went to the Carlisle
barracks graveyard with containers of the dirt,
water, and sage that some tribal members had
brought from the Rosebud Reservation in South
Dakota. To begin the Lakota ceremony,
Charlie placed the dirt at the base of some 20
Sioux graves, while a friend poured the water
on the dirt he had spread. When that ended,
the sage that his grandson held in a skillet was
lit, and he walked among the people attending
this service with smoke wafting from the sage,
moving skyward toward the Great Spirit. Charlie
says it was a very moving, impressive ceremony
and trip. My summer was pleasant and quiet.
We had one trip to the southern beaches
(Wrightsville Beach near Wilmington, North
Carolina), and our hay crop on the farm my wife
and I renovated was good and sold quickly.
Furthermore, our small herd of cows (Irish
Dexter breed) is now up to 10, thanks to the birth
of a calf in late October and the reliable and
faithful services of our very focused and very
talented bull. What a life he leads.

Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Frederick M
Tobin, Esq., 116 Camp Ave.,
Darien, CT 06820; frederick.tobin.1957@
trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Neil M Day, Esq.,
B. Graeme Frazier III, Samuel Mac D. Stone II
Norm Kayser advises that fellow '57 Delta
Phi members Dick Behr, Mel Tews, and Rob
Winslow will join Norm and John Limpitlaw
'56 and their wives on February 25, 2015, at the
Ventura restaurant in Fort Myers, Florida, for
lunch. This is an annual event. If you are in
the area at that time, be sure to stop by the
restaurant so that you can watch them dine.
Carroll and I have had the pleasure of brunching
with Mel and Norene at Harry's on Longboat
Key in late March for a few years, and I can tell
you that Mel has progressed from using just a
spoon to working with his fork and spoon.
Dave Murray lost his wife, Helen, on May
7, 2014, in Florida. He returned to Illinois for
her funeral and the rest of the summer. He is
heading down to The Villages in Florida on
November 1 and will remain there until May 15,
2015. He cordially invites you to visit him there
(352) 633-5819. Bring your golf clubs, and enjoy
the happiest and healthiest hometown in the
country. There are more than 100,000 people
and 60,000 golf carts there.
Sam Stone reports that he has one grandson
starting college at Hobart, and Jessica, the
offshore sailor, is starting at Penn State,
Altoona. The requests for supplemental food
packages of cheese, sausage, and crackers have
already begun. No mention of any requests for
financial aid.
Jim Bradley steps back in time to note that
in 1975 he founded a chamber music series in
the Chapel to precede the traditional carillon
concerts on Wednesday evenings. At this year's
concert on July 30, 2014, there was a brief
ceremony of recognition of the 40th anniversary
of the series. In attendance were Jim; Robert E.
Smith, the Chapel composer-in-residence; and
two members of the trio that performed in the
very first concert-Peter Shea, tenor, and Susan
Zimmerman Lowenkron, flute/recorder.
Very impressive, and congratulations to you,
Jim, on this great event.
Jerry Channell says that not much has
changed in South Texas. His hip is recovering
slowly, and his hearing is gradually getting
worse. He says that he will probably be deaf
soon. Outside of those problems, he is doing
fairly well. However, he and Mary stick close
to home, and he has no new adventures to
report. Mary is doing well, as are his children
and grandchildren who are all working or at
school. He enjoys receiving the Trinity football
write-ups from Dick Hall.
Bryan Bunch and Mary have just returned
from a train-and-hotel trip to northwestern
Italy-Milan, Lake Como, Turin, Genoa, Cinque
Terre, Parma, and back to Milan. They made up
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their own tour with an old friend who has often
traveled with them. They just missed major
flooding in Genoa by a day. Highlights included
being with a small group of 15 that was allowed
to spend a quarter hour with Da Vinci's The
Last Supper, many wonderful cathedrals and
churches, first-class art everywhere, and, of
course, the fine Italian food. They are now trying
to get back to their usual volunteer work, interspersed for Bryan with some writing. I wonder if
anyone has ever said, "Thanks a bunch, Bryan."
David Elliott and Sallie have moved to a
town house on the edge of the "ditch" in
"Chucktown," which is also known as the
Intracoastal Waterway and Charleston. They
are enjoying the endless parade of watercraft
from paddleboards to majestic yachts traveling
from and to all kinds of exotic places. His new
book on Mark Catesby will be published by the
University of Georgia Press in April of 2015. He
had a promo video made, and you can see it at
vimeo.com/106305692.
Tom Doherty has received an award
from Brown University. He and George R.R.
Martin were the first recipients of the Harris
Collection Literary Award, established by the
Brown University Library, "recognizing leaders
in the creative community for their outstanding
contributions to American literature." This
award was created to commemorate Brown's
250th anniversary. Tom sent me a wonderful
article about this award that appeared on the
front page of The Brown Daily Herald issue of
October 24, 2014. The prize "celebrates the
influence ofliterature in pop culture" and is
"inspired by the love of the arts demonstrated"
by Caleb Fiske Harris (Brown, 1838), according to the library's Web site. Quoting from the
article, "Doherty has been a towering figure in
the world of publishing for decades and is most
notable for founding the fantasy publishing
group Tor Books, which is now owned by
Macmillan Publishers." Tom's office is in the
point of the Flatiron Building with a unique
view of Manhattan. I will never forget the visit
to Tom's office by my son David and me some 15
years ago. Ron Labella will never forget the day
at Trinity when Tom invited him to spar. Ron
had no idea how good a boxer Tom was, but he
found out when he was KO'd in 12 seconds.
Don Stokes and I look forward to
Homecoming at Trinity on November 1, where
we expect to see his excellency Paul Amadeo
Cataldo, who is expected to come down from
Franklin, Massachusetts, in his rickshaw.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $35,000
Class Secretary: Franklin L.
Kury, 2416 Zell Ct., Hummelstown, PA 17036-6817; franklin.kury.1958@
trincoll.edu • ClassAgents: JosephJ. Repole,
Jr., EdwardB. Speno
Pete Smith reports that following a great trip to
Austria, Slovenia, and Croatia in September, he
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was getting ready for a hip transplant at
Yale-New Haven Hospital just two days after
Homecoming at Trinity, which he hopes to
attend. His son Erik, Class of'86, has taken
a CEO job in Sweden, which makes his
Swedish mom happy but will make it a bit more
difficult to keep up with him. His daughter
Annika, Class of'88, still resides in Mill Valley,
California, and is the top woman's player in
her tennis club. The summer at Twin Lakes,
Salisbury, was highlighted by lots of tennis and
visits from kids and grandchildren.
Jim Studley and Joe Repole had a great
boat ride on the Cape in September. They
talked about the whole class. Phil Simmons
had planned to go along but could not do so
because of medical problems. President Jones
said that this group was too much party for him.
Jim says that he, Jerry Hansen '51, Mike Zoob,
and Joe Repole will be there in 2015.
Phil Rogers is continuing his pro-bona work
in the Middle East. He has gone to Cairo, his
4 7th trip to Egypt, to work with national schools
that have taken on an American pedagogy/
curriculum. He hopes and believes that this is
the best and perhaps only way at the moment to
help a new generation of Egyptians understand
the true meaning of democracy. Phil also sends
his congratulations to Denny Haight on his
marriage in June 2013.
Mike Zoob returned from a wonderful Road
Scholar (formerly Elderhostel) program in the
form of a conference on the occasion of the
100th anniversary of the commencement of
World War I at St. Hugh's College in Oxford. He
surmises that Professor Bankwitz would have
loved the lectures as much as he did. He has a
vivid memory of the Tower of London and the
888,246 ceramic poppies planted in the moat,
one for each British soldier who died in the
horrific event ofWorld War I. Mike then took
his 9-year-old grandson Theodore to the
Gettysburg Battlefield and another great
emotional experience. Spending a week on
the battlefield gave Mike a whole different
perspective on those momentous days. He then
went to Key West for a winter retreat to cater
to his more frivolous side.
Bordie Painter reports that our classmate
Paul Eldredge died in October. The Painters
have been good friends of Paul and Maureen
since undergrad days and last saw them five
years ago at their home on Cape Cod. Paul was
slipping into Alzheimer's then, and it steadily
got worse. Bordie and Ann enjoyed a six-day
Road Scholar intergenerational program with
their 8-year-old grandson in Vermont. These
programs are great fun, he added. They had done
five previously with their older grandkids.
Class President Gary Bogli spent time with
the Class of 1959 at the Reunion. He listened
to Jon Reynolds talk about his experiences in
Vietnam in an emotional sharing session. Gary
attended their dinner, enjoying the friendly

company of fraternity brothers and genuinely
nice members of the Class of'59. The last
week in June, Gary and Bette spent time with
their entire family in Truro. Gary also went to
a Tony Bennett concert at The Bushnell and
was amazed by his performance at age 88. (The
evening before typing this report, my wife and I
watched a Tony Bennett concert on television.
We share Gary's appreciation of Tony. He is a
role model for all ofus as we grow older.)
As for me, my wife, Beth, and I celebrated our
51st wedding anniversary on September 14. On
October 20, the University Press of America,an
imprint of Rowman & Littlefield, published my
second book, Why Are You Here?A Primer for
State Legislators and Citizens. Written as a
handbook for action, this book enables anyone
in any state to evaluate their legislature and take
appropriate steps to improve it. Details are available on my Web site, www.franklinkury.com.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $30,000
Class Secretary: Jon A.
Reynolds, P.O. Box 4204,
Wilmington, DE 19807-0204; jon.reynolds.
1959@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Robert
D. Coykendall, William H. Pfeffer, Robert J.
Pizzella, Esq.
Greetings Trin '59 Classmates. As your class
secretary for several years now, you need to
know that rarely do I receive news, either
electronically or via snails, from classmates.
One major exception to this is a message I just
received from our classmate Bart Hewitt, a
copy of which follows.
Dear Jon, I am Bart Hewitt, Class of 1959.
I was one of those shy guys who, although
getting outstanding grades and a lovely (and as
it turned out to be quite profitable) bachelor's
degree, I was, shall we say, socially missing in
action. I was a member of the then-lowly
Brownell Club. That said, there might be a few
Trin'ers and Brownell types who remember me,
so here's a bit of information about me. Publish
it in the Class Notes section ofaReporter if you
think it palatable; but if not, just print it out, as
you will find it quite useful for wrapping fish
or lighting the logs in your fireplace. Sorta-bio
follows:
Frederick B. (Bart) Hewitt, now nearly
78 years old, is living in Alexandria, Virginia,
just a good Frisbee throw from the famed
Washington Monument. After graduating from
Trinity, he became a member of the U.S. Army
Band in Washington, D.C., then later became
a computer programmer with the Defense
Information Systems Agency, rising to a
division-level executive position. Now fully
retired, he lives with his beloved wife, Evelyn,
in a home just three blocks from George
Washington's Mount Vernon estate. Bart is a
prolific writer ofDave-Barryish humor pieces,
which have been published in such famous
publications as The Washington Post, the
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Alexandria Gazette, and the Mount Vernon
Yacht Club newsletter. He composes choral and
instrumental music as well and is most proud of
his series of three-part songs for male trio based
on puns involving canaries. And even at age
77, he still rides his specialized mountain bike
through Virginia's mountains. For relaxation, he
drives his beloved Prius like a maniac. Oh,
by the way ... anyone desiring a copy of the
Canary Songs may contact Bart. No charge. Life
isn't about waiting for the storm to pass. It's
about learning to dance in the rain. (Attributed
to Vivian Green) Bart Hewitt, 9123 Cherrytree
Drive, Alexandria, VA 22309; barthewitt@
verizon.net. Bart, thank you very much, even
at this late date, for forwarding this data, much
appreciated. Of course your classmates are
interested in hearing such details, and I would
greatly appreciate your forwarding a selection of
one of your Dave-Barryish humor pieces, which
we could publish in The Trinity Reporter. And
I would add that I had many good friends in the
Brownell Club with whom I stay in contact.
The fall 2014 Trinity Reporter carried a very
impressive and kind one-page tribute from
Trinity to our classmate Bob Olton, who passed
away in March 2014. Briefly, after Trinity, Bob
earned a master's degree from McGill, then
a Ph.D. in psychology from the University of
California, Berkeley. Bob was an Elms Society
member and established the Robert M. Olton,
Jr. '59 Scholarship Fund, which gives preference
to highly promising students in the fields of
science, engineering, and mathematics. Carl
Scott Zimmerman '61 also sent me a note
recognizing Bob's service to Trinity as assistant
carillonneur during his sophomore and junior
years and as master carillonneur during his
senior year. Bob's responsibilities during that
period included teaching apprentice carillonneurs, of which one was Carl. As a result of Bob's
teaching, the art of the carillon was and still
is a significant part of Carl's life, which he
recognizes on his Web site. Some years ago,
Emilee and I had a home in Sonoma, and when
transiting SFO en route to China, we often
visited Bob and his close friends Ed Dubel and
Paul Hersch. _Bob spent more than a decade on
the faculty at UC Berkeley and then accepted
a position as a visiting research scientist at
Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center. Later he
worked as manager of behavioral research at
Atari and then served as assistant vice president
ofresearch at Wells Fargo.
It was brought to my attention that a new
book published September 26 of photos oflongterm same-sex couples titled First Comes Love
includes a photo of Richard Nolan and Robert
Pingpank, who have been together the longest
of any couples featured in the book (59 years).
They met at Trinity and years later married at
the Trinity Chapel in 2009. Bob and Rich moved
to Florida in 1994 and now live at the John Knox
Village near Pompano.

Many changes at Trin now with a new
president. I noted with interest in the most
recent issue of The Trinity Reporter that
President Berger-Sweeney believes that
diversity within the Trinity social scene
includes Greek society on campus. Many ofus
will follow this issue with interest. As to "old
grads," I can report firsthand that graduates of
AD still maintain a very strong bond as Bill and
Ma.i:lynn Scully once again hosted their annual
Bankers Celebration last October, which
included George Graham, Jim Price, and
yours truly (AXP) from our class and several
others from the classes of'58, '60, '61, and '62.
For those of you interested in the great
sports-car races of the 1950s era, Charlie
Nichols and I recently visited the Simeone
Foundation Automotive Museum. If you have
any interest in seeing Jaguar D-Types, Ferrari
375 MM and Testa Rossa, and the 1958 Aston
Martin DBR1 (a la early James Bond) and many
others, it is one-stop shopping.
This report was penned October 31, 2014.
Jon
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Trinity Fund Goal: $70,000
Class Secretary: Grosvenor
Richards~, 236Alpine Dr.,
Rochester, NY14618-3747; grosvenor.
richardson.1960@trincoll.edu • Class Agents:
Morris Lloyd, Jr., Bruce Stone
"We do not remember days, we remember
"moments. The richness oflife lies in memories
we have forgotten." Cesare Pavese, The Burning
Brand: Diaries 1935-1950
It is hoped that everyone has marked their
calendar for our big 55th Class Reunion, June
5-7, 2015, at which time we shall remember
memories we have forgotten 'neath the elms.
Classmates this past year have been active.
Bud Anderson reports his stay on Cape Cod
was blessed with good weather. He and Gina
traveled to San Antonio for five days where Bud
relived memories of the past. He, Ray Beech,
Dave Golas, and Bob Johnson spent five
months 54 years ago at Fort Sam Houston
learning to be Army medics. "It was and
continues to be a nice place to visit." Another
traveler, Ned Chalker and Beverly were off in
October to northern Spain with stops in Bilbao,
San Sebastian, and Barcelona. They then
proceeded to board one of the Star Clipper
sailing ships for a cruise down the coast,
ending in Malaga for a week. The cruise was a
fundraiser for DC Sail, a group in DC that
supports programs to teach local kids how
to sail.
Meanwhile, I received an e-mail from Ed
Cimilluca from Cape Town, South Africa,
the site of the 2010 World Cup and those
"god-awful vuvuzelas." Ed reports, "It's a
beautiful, modern city surrounded by a huge
wine industry." Dick Stockton and Barbara

were supposed to travel with them but at the
last minute couldn't make the trip. Through the
wonders of modern surgery, Bill de Coligny can
now see what he has been painting. His words,
"Not bad." Also having eye surgery this past
summer, Tony Phillips reports having four
surgeries on or about his eyes, which was not
fun, "but I can see all right."
Our legal energy bunny, Ernie Haddad, has
retired from BU Law. He still maintains an office
at BU and will continue to do student counseling
on a volunteer basis. While the BU Law building
is being renovated, Ernie is spending time in
office space generously provided to him by
Massachusetts General Hospital, where he
spent the largest part of his professional life.
Last fall, Ernie, along with Bob Pedemonti,
attended the president's dinner on Saturday,
October 25 and the president's Inauguration on
Sunday, October 26.
Like some classmates, Charlie Hawes
and Faith have downsized to a one-story condo
in Greensboro, North Carolina, to better
accommodate lameness caused by a new left hip
and right knee. Charlie continues supply work,
volunteers as a lunch buddy at an elementary
school, prepares and serves breakfast for the
homeless, and attends emeritus courses at the
university (UNCG) where Faith and he also
serve as "angels" (supporters).
Bob Johnson and Faith welcomed their
fourth grandchild, Finley Kathryn Johnson,
into the world on September 12, 2014. She is
the daughter of Bob's son, Christian Johnson
'92, and wife, Sonia Sparolini (Santa Clara '00).
Bob and Faith are hoping to have them attend
the 55th Reunion in June as well as their other
son Greg '90, who will be celebrating his 25th
Reunion with wife Laura (Villanova '89) and
daughters Lindsay and Lauren and son Michael.
As Bob says, "It will be a doubleheader, a class
and family reunion." Class President George
Kroh and Carolyn have had a busy fall schedule.
In the beginning of October, they sailed aboard a
friend's 53-foot ketch from Sardinia to Corsica,
Elba, and up the coast to Genoa. Shortly after
returning home and watching the World Series,
they turned around and were off to Haiti for two
weeks, where for eight years Carolyn has been
running a seminar for the primary teachers of
seven Episcopal schools. Their goal is to get
the Haitian teachers to teach other Haitian
teachers. George tags along to work the video
and run a small construction crew to repair
roofs and other maintenance items at the
St. Augustin School in Maniche.
Mickey Lloyd and Ellie took their annual
two-and-a-half-week road trip in late July. This
year, they headed down east to Mount Desert,
Maine. The purpose was to visit friends for
no more than two days at any one stop. They
stopped in Castine, Maine, and spent a couple
of days with Morris (Moss) Disston '68 and wife
Sue. Spectacular views of Penobscot Bay and
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had a great sail on the Disstons' new boat. Next
stop was a visit with Nancy McKelvy, widow of
our late classmate, John McKelvy. Nancy is
still very active in The Cruising Club of America
(CCA). In November, Mickey and Ellie headed
for Vero Beach for the winter.
Our marketing maven, Skip Morse, is
still going strong flying around the country
promoting his marketing services. He just is not
ready to retire. In September, on their way home
to Santa Cruz from Big Sky, Montana, Marv
Peterson and Sarah took the scenic route
passing through southern Idaho, Sun Valley,
then on to Oregon and Mount Hood, Cannon
Beach, and seeing friends in Arch Cape before
heading south. The Pacific Northwest is
impressive and spectacularly rugged. Another
traveler, Bruce Stone, maintains a busy
schedule. He and Gail visited Art Green and
his family twice in Atlanta. Bruce reports Art is
still practicing medicine and looks too young to
attend a 55th Reunion. In 2014, they traveled to
Quebec and Montreal.
Bruce talks to Steve Siskind every few
weeks and plans to have dinner with him over
the winter. In October, Bruce saw George
Enepekides '58 when George was in the
States from Athens. Over the years, Bruce has
maintained a close friendship with George.
Fred Wagner tells me he is enjoying the winter
season in Sun Valley. Fred is hoping to break
his record of skiing days this year.
As for me, I'm looking forward to a wonderful
55th Reunion in June. Keep the Class of1960
spirit alive!

Trinity Fund Goal: $130,000
Class Secretary: William Kirtz,
26 Wyman St., Waban, .MA
02468-1517; william.kirtz.1961@trincoll.edu;
fax: (617) 373-8773 • Class Agents: Vincent R
Stempien, Douglas T. Tansill
A bumper crop of news this time, with classmates busy across the cultural, volunteer, and
business spectrum.
Frank Brosgol reports that he's "almost
retired for the second time." He went from
landscaping his new house to medically
evaluating and clearing civilians working for
the Army Corps of Engineers deploying to Iraq
and Afghanistan and evaluating them on their
return. "That assignment is winding down after
seven years as the USA ends its involvement,
and I can return to landscaping." Frank speaks
frequently with Andy Cantor and Mike
Perlman, who still practices full time in
Northampton, Massachusetts.
Former classmate Tom Burdin weighs in
with a long and welcome report: "I left Trin at
the end of our sophomore year. I moved to the
University of Illinois, where I obtained my B.S.
in electrical engineering. The move was made
due to a young lady, Dorothy, whom I married in
1962. We are still hanging out together after
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52 years, two kids and three grandsons, four
grand-dogs and three grand-cats." Tom flew
168 combat missions in Laos, North Vietnam,
and other neighboring countries, spearheading
the rescue of downed jet fighter pilots in North
Vietnam and attacking interdiction targets. Shot
down once, he earned 21 Air Medals and four
Distinguished Flying Crosses. Retired from
Procter & Gamble in 1999, Tom flies radiocontrolled model airplanes, is active in choral
singing, and hosts a Cincinnati public radio
music show the first Saturday of every month
at 9:00 a.m. Click on "listen on air" via www.
WMKVFM.org and look for his on-air name,
Warren Anthony.
Also contributing to the musical world is Phil
Carter, who reports a great mini-reunion with
Bruce Coleman and Doug Fitzsimmons,
three of the five seniors in the Pipes. Phil
remains active in the Barbershop Harmony
Society and coordinates the usher ministry of
the Episcopal Church of St. John the Evangelist
in Hingham, Massachusetts.
Pinto Energy, the gas-to-liquids company
Guy Dove founded, has been acquired by a
small British firm, Velocys. "Fortunately,"
Guy writes, "I am now a consultant rather
than the chairman."
Bill Ellyson, having sold his law practice
as reported earlier, is "finally finishing my epic
work on the source and history of our Western
ideas (Wrestling with Gravity)." We'll look for it
on Amazon in due course.
Fellow author John Henry's Great White
Fleet: Celebrating Canada Steamship Lines
Passenger Ships, has won the Steamship
Historical Society of America's award for
dedicated service to the field of maritime
heritage.
John Romig and his wife left in November
to cruise the Panama Canal, their eighth trip
with Regent Seven Seas. Last year, they were
in Denali before sailing down the Alaskan
west coast. John has no intention ofretiringto
"avoid becoming a Steinway in the kitchen. We
winter in our Florida home with three golf
courses. I am alive and a happy camper with new
achievements this year and a wonderful family
to nourish my soul."
Doug Tansill, as a former trustee, was on
hand for the festive ceremonies celebrating
Joanne Berger-Sweeney's Inauguration.
Your humble scribe represented Northeastern
University, one of more than 90 institutions
that sent delegates-the vast majority of them
Trinity grads.
Dale Peatman braved the elements to attend
Homecoming.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $250,000
Class Secretary: Paul J.
LaRocca, 82 Whiting Rd., East
Hartford, CT 06118-1549; paul.larocca.1962@
trincoll.edu • Class Agent: William M. Polk

Greetings, '62s! It's been a very slow quarter
for news from you-in fact; no one had anything
to report! You may be aware that here in
Hartford, our surviving newspaper, The
Hartford Courant, is celebrating its 250th
anniversary, making it the oldest continuously
published newspaper in the country (and, of
course, making it older than the republic)!
All year long, many articles on Hartford
institutions have appeared (although I haven't
seen a long piece devoted to Trinity in the city,
a topic certainly deserving of coverage). Among
the institutions covered was one of the city's
leading insurance giants, Hartford Steam Boiler.
The article mentioned that Professor Glenn
Weaver of Trinity had written a book on that
company (as well as a number of other works
on Hartford's history, significant leaders, and
Trinity College). That brought back memories of
my class with Professor Weaver ("History 101").
I enjoyed both class and his comments ("Now
put all your crap under the desks, boys, and let's
discuss this week's readings.") in those smallgroup sessions that complemented the two
weekly rotating faculty lectures in the chemistry
building auditorium. But what Professor
Weaver's name really brought to mind was
the time he got ticketed for a traffic violation
and decided to fight the charge in courtunintentionally drawing with him a horde of
Trinity students! I tried to find a newspaper
account of the incident but was unable to;
however, if you know someone in the Class
of1961 who still can locate his yearbook, the
Weaver incident is covered there. I'm not sure
whether it eventually found its way to the
International Court of Justice, too. (I did try to
access the 1961 yearbook online, but some
updating is being done, barring my entrance.)
Anyway, coming upon Professor Weaver's name
in this month's Courant brought warm thoughts
of that kind, warm-hearted man, who passed
into history in 2000. If any of you recall
incidents from our Trinity years to jog the
memories of the rest ofus, please write to me!
Also, dear wives, partners, and children of
the members of the Class of1962, if you have
news that he is too modest or shy to report,
please forward your report of the activity or
achievement to me, so all of us can share.
Warm regards! Paul
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Trinity Fund Goal: $100,000
Class Secretary: M ichael A.
Schulenberg, 715 N. High St.,
Lake City, MN 55041-1331; m ichael.
schulenberg.1963@trincoll.edu • Class Agent:
William C. Howland
Greetings, dear friends. In case anyone
missed it, I am beginning with a portion of Bill
Howland's note to the class about our participation in Trinity's Annual Fund. Last year, we
contributed $446,000-plus to our alma mater.
This was donated by 69 percent of our current
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classmate list. In the last three years, we have
had 69 percent, 65.5 percent, and 69 percent
participation ... a great accomplishment! This is
the year to push it over 70 percent. Remember,
any size gift helps toward the goal! Let's all get
on board and help Bill lead the charge!
Now, notes from all over. Rick Ashworth
wrote while en route from Idaho to Florida to
see children and grandchildren: "I decided to
treat myself with a drive through the Grand
Teton National Park and Yellowstone National
Park before dropping south and east. It is such
beautiful country; I can't see it too many times.
Then I'll head through Nebraska and hope to
skip between tornadoes and floods ... wish
me luck." Rick also writes that he is hoping to
see Tom Calabrese and Linda soon in Idaho
(they have the exact same kind of travel home
as Rick and Dawn and have talked of a trip
west in the near future). I received a nice note
from Stephen Jones stating that though still
receiving chemo, he is doing what he can and is
involved with the affairs offamily occasions and
his church. He also is interested in the life of the
class and getting news of his classmates. Phil
Correll writes, "It's been awhile since I popped
up on the Trinity radar. I do keep in touch with
Eli Karson, swapping political e-mailings. And
I normally mail in a contribution to the Annual
Fund." Phil has moved from the New Jersey
shore to northern Delaware, where he is closer
to his two daughters and his son and thus gets
"to spend plenty of time with my three kids and
the nine grands. It is a very nice change of
scenery and pace here." Lloyd Reynolds says
that it was a great summer with multiple trips
to Maine and the business of South Port Marine
and visits with children and grandchildren
(his youngest son, Nicholas, and his wife are
expecting grandchild number five in January).
Lloyd confesses "a few more aging creaks to our
health," but he and Lee continue in great shape
and enjoy a full social life. "In December, it is off
to Florida and an escape from the Del Valley/
Maine wintry blasts." Stan Marcuss reports
that in late July, his wife, Rosemary, met with a
group of Class of'63 Scholars in Washington to
talk with them about careers in government. She
is the head of research and statistics at the IRS,
was previously deputy director of the Bureau
of Economics, and before that the head of the
Congressional Budget Office's Tax Analysis
Division. Stan also reports that he will be the
next head of the men's a cappella singing group
that he is so active in and which gives him such
joy and satisfaction. Stan has been super busy
with Class of'63 business, getting everything
ready for the annual class Homecoming
festivities on the weekend of November 1.
Jim Blair and Jim Tozer reported on the Class
of'63 presidential lunch that was held on July
22 at the University Club in New York City to
welcome and meet Trinity's new president,
Joanne Berger-Sweeney. Members of the class

present for the occasion included Jim Tozer,
Marcuss: Nearly 60 of our classmates, spbuses,~
. Charlie McGill, Scott Reynolds, Bill
and friends were gathered back on campus for
Howland, Dick Field, Don Smith, Vic Keen, ___1!11 or some part~f-this-weekeud class tradition.
and Jim Blair. Several former Class of'63
Trinity's new president was present for the
scholars as well as several college faculty
Saturday class meeting and spoke to the
challenges and opportunities facing the College.
and staff were also in attendance. As with
previous such luncheons with incoming
She also was treated to yet one more glimpse of
Trinity presidents, the group endeavored to
the commitment and affection that the Class of
describe the special relationship that the
'63 has for the College and its work of educating
Class of'63 has with the College, the scope
the citizens and leaders of tomorrow.
and nature of the class's financial support,
That's it! To all of you, as Dave Brackett
our Homecoming dinners, and of course, the
always says, "Stay vertical"! And, keep in touch!
Class of'63 Scholar program. President
Berger-Sweeney described her background and
Trinity Fund Goal: $100,000
her reasons for choosing Trinity and devoted
Class Secretary: Christopher J.
significant time to listening to the various stakeMcNeill, M.D., 406 Cooper Lake
holders at the College so as to better understand
Dr., Georgetown, TX 78633-5356; christopher.
the strengths of the College and the challenges
mcneill.1964@trincoll.edu • Class Agent:
ahead. The new president was pleased to be
Christopher T. Gilson
ushered into the '63 orbit. Sandy Creighton
David Pyle wrote that he and wife Sarah were
and Elizabeth also had time with Trinity's new
visited in Portland, Oregon, by David Galaty
president and her husband. They "bumped into"
and wife Debra to view the DVD Lost River, a
each other at "Tufts Night at the Boston Pops";
story about a forgotten Civil War heroine
the Creightons were in the row directly ahead of
written and produced by Bruce Bridegroom.
them! It was Elizabeth's 50th reunion at Tufts,
Kiau Loi and wife Jo embarked on a
and they kept on running into our new president
cross-country trip this past summer for six
during the rest of the weekend's activities.
weeks, driving as far as Orcas Island in the Puget
Lockett Pitman and Susan sent a long note
Sound, tenting and visiting with friends and
from Colorado. Lockett is busy! He is a bike
relatives along the way. They met with Professor
rider, plays hockey, and skis. He works with a
Robert Meade in Bellingham, Washington, who
small group of citizens trying to save their
taught a psych course at Trinity and left in 1965
clinic and ambulance corps. He and Susan
after 10 years on the faculty to join the faculty
have "adopted" the history classes at their local
ofWestern Washington State University in
schools. And, to all this, there is still time for
Bellingham. He retired in 1993. During the trip,
numerous activities with children and grandthey stayed with David Pyle and wife Sarah,
children in Colorado and elsewhere! Richard
"the best B&B in Portland," and were able to visit
Birney-Smith and Rosie had a lovely but
Portland's Japanese Garden.
all-too-brief visit with Stan Marcuss and
Frank Kirkpatrick wrote that in August,
Rosemary in Washington this past June
Adam Kirkpatrick was born to his son and
and Bob Stevenson and Susan on Martha's
daughter-in-law in Arlington, Virginia, adding a
Vineyard in August. Richard and Rosie will be
fourth grandchild to the family.
at Homecoming and will celebrate five years
John Churchman has announced that after
together on St. Cecilia's Day, November 22. To
30 years, he will retire from the Smithsonian
anyone traveling through Mississauga, Ontario,
Institution in January 2015.
on a weekend, you can find Richard busy at St.
Ron Spencer informed me that Jack
Luke's Anglican Church, where he is organist
Chatfield died on September 18 and that a
and director of music! And speaking of meeting
celebration of his life was to be held at the
in churches, your secretary and Karen met up
Trinity Chapel on November 2. Clearly Jack
with Walter Koch and Lynne in October at
made a herculean effort to make our 50th
Zion Episcopal Church in Colton, New York
Reunion, and I for one thoroughly enjoyed the
(where the Koches have a summer home). Karen
panel discussion in which he participated with
and I were there visiting with our daughter,
both Ron and Frank Kirkpatrick. Ron also
Melissa. We all went to a lovely dinner, got
informed me of his recently published book,
reacquainted after 50 years, and found out we
A Connecticut Yankee in Lincoln's Cabinet: Navy
shared a Latin class freshman year with Dr.
Secretary Gideon Welles Chronicles the Civil
Notopoulos. Small world. This past summer,
War. I have read this book, and it is a fascinating
the Annings, Perreaults, Keens, Tozers,
glimpse into the 1860s as concurrently written
Rowlands, and Joan Wick W63 traveled
by Gideon Welles in his diary. Ron continues to
through Singapore, Malaysia, Myanmar,
teach one noncredit course a year in Trinity's
Thailand, Laos, and Hong Kong in the company
Academy of Lifelong Learning, always on a Civil
of other Trinity folk on the Mandalay ramble.
War-related topic.
All report the "time of our lives" and a wonderful
Vin Fiordalis and wife Ruthie spent more
experience of being together for it! And finally, a
than three weeks in and around Santa Barbara,
last-minute report on Homecoming from Stan
California, this past summer, house-sitting
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for a former classmate while he and his wife
traveled in Europe. They enjoyed the Getty
Villa and Museum and, of course, the wonderful
traffic of the 101 and the 405! Now back home,
he reviews Coach Devanney's weekly Trinity
College football recap videos and celebrated
the Bantams' inauguration of the new
Williams field.
Karl Smith II writes that he retired in
2006 from his architecture business for
medical issues that have now resolved and
interest in his professional love has been
rekindled so that he has embarked on a major
remodeling project that might test his
enjoyment-time will tell!
As a footnote, I hope everyone has received
and reviewed the wonderful summary of our
50th Reunion in June that was sent out by Bill
Burnham in September. It was indeed a great
experience for those ofus lucky enough to have
attended.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $200,000
1965 James F. Jones, Jr.
Scholarship Goal: $2,000,000
Acting Class Secretary: Hal Lindert, 90 N. Pond
Rd., Amston, CT 06231; henry.lindert.1965@
trincoll.edu
On behalf of the Class of'65, I wish to express
our shock and sorrow at the passing of Peter
Knapp and Pet er Sturrock. I have agreed to
serve as acting secretary for the next two issues.
From Creighton Hooker: 'Tm sorry to
hear of Peter's passing. I retired in 2012 after
43 years with Merrill Lynch, and my wife,
Anne, and I spend most of our time in Florida
'living the dream.' Our days are filled with
philanthropic and social activities when we
aren't on a golf course or tennis court. We
still keep a place in Connecticut, and we are
lucky to live close enough to our son Steve '92
and daughter-in-law Kelley '93 to be able to
enjoy our grandchildren, Michael and Katie.
We have been fortunate to be able to do some
traveling before our bodies and memories
completely fail us, and we just returned from
two weeks in Greece and Turkey. It was a great
trip, but it rudely reminded me I'm not getting
any younger."
Ben Barber writes, "Like many of us, I
find it hard to go gently into that night as
Dylan Thomas wrote. I spend a good portion
of my day writing on foreign issues for
Huffington Post and McClatchy newspapers
and The American Legion Magazine. Also
advising a small NGO in New York that cleans
toxic waste sites in poor countries. My photojournalism book has just been published. The
book is GROUNDTRUTH: Work, Play and
Conflict in the Third World, and it can be
ordered at benabarber.com. Kids are scattered
but in touch, so all goes well. Doing small
bits of travel since April to Greece, Turkey,
48
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Morocco, and Spain. Post-Trinity years seem
to be a golden era and rich in meaning. Seems
like technology undermines ability to ponder
and enjoy in depth the passing of seasons and
the whispers of meaning that surround us."
Ted Rorer wants the class to recall that he
wrote you last year in his capacity of chairman
of the Gift Committee for our upcoming 50th
Reunion. We are going to fund a scholarship,
The Class of1965 President James F. Jones,
Jr. Scholarship Fund, as our class gift to the
College. I am hopeful that you will consider a gift
for this worthy cause. We have a classmate, who
wishes to remain anonymous, who may match
your gift. I would love to pursue this further with
you and promise it will not be a hard sell!
John Losse is "retired and living with Debby
in Sedona, Arizona." They do a lot of hiking in
Red Rock Country and travel when they can.
In September, they were fortunate to see Eric
Lodge and his wife, Suellen, at their beautiful
home in Solana Beach. Neither Eric's appearance nor his great sense of humor has changed
much over the years. See you all in June!
Tom Snedeker informs us that "if you have
not already done so, please go to our class Web
site, www.trinity1965.org, sign in, and look
around. You can see who has already signed
up to attend, take an interesting survey, and
then, most importantly, fill out your profile.
The beautiful part is that you can come back and
amend your profile at any time until we go to
press. Please include the two pictures requested
so we will all recognize each other. There will
also be your 1965 yearbook picture, which will
be provided by the College. Ideas for the profile
include your family, education, work, hobbies,
sports, charitable work, honors, vacations, major
beliefs, memories of Trinity, and plans for the
future-all in 500 words or less. Please do the
first draft of your profile today and get it out of
the way.''
Mark Johnson reports that "I was really
sorry to learn about the passing of our
classmate Peter Knapp. When I was back at
Trinity for our 40th Reunion, I loaned Peter
my freshman beanie for the archives. I hope it
remains in the archives. I have now retired after
spending 40 years as a trial lawyer at the same
firm: Lane Powell PC in Seattle. I earlier retired
in 1992 as a captain after 26 years of service in
the U.S. Coast Guard Reserve. My wife, Linda,
and I now live in Sammamish, Washington,
(a suburb of Seattle) and spend our time
traveling and doing volunteer work. Classmates

in the area should feel free to look me up."
Merrill Yavinsky shared the following.
"Since our 45th, I have been working diligently
with John Ellwood, Ted Rorer, and many
others to make our Reunion fun, memorable,
and hugely rewarding for both our classmates
and Trinity. We're making excellent progress
and really looking forward to June 2015. Along
the way, Cindy and I had our 12th grandchild
in September, bringing the clan to six boys, six
girls (age range infant to 15). And, we have a
nice geographical spread with four in Kauai,
four in West Palm Beach, and four in the D.C.
area. We spend January through March in
Delray Beach, Florida, so we get to see the
Florida family on a regular, annual basis.
Hawaii is a little tougher, but every 18 months
seems to work. Nice to have four close by. Travel
also makes up a good portion of our year. 2014
has included a tour to London and Paris with
our 13- and 14-year-old granddaughters (great
fun spending the time with grandchildren
showing them part of the world) and a cruise
(for Cindy and me) from Athens to Istanbul
with an extension to Cappadocia (our first time
to Turkey-wonderful experiences, a fabulous
trip). We've scheduled our first river cruise in
2015. Aside from family, Trinity, travel, and
work on a couple of charities, my golf game
remains mediocre but still fun."
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Trinity Fund Goal: $75,000
Class Secretary: David C.
Charlesworth, 5 Kittanset
Rd., Bedford, NH 03110-4508; david.
charlesworth.1966@trincoll.edu • Class Agent:
Joseph A. Hourihan, Esq., Lindley C. Scarlett
Well it's that time of year again. Not the fall
colors and the morning frost. No. Time to write
you yet another class note.
How about a note from Dick Connolly? He
writes, "Thanks for asking about classmate
information. I retired from teaching philosophy
after 42 years at the University of Evansville in
Evansville, Indiana. My last semester, spring
of 2014, was spent teaching at the university's
campus at Harlaxton Manor in Lincolnshire,
England. My wife of 46 years, Dr. Margaret
Connolly, is also retired from her private clinical
psychology practice. Our son, Dr. Sean Connolly,
is professor of marine biology at James Cook
University in Townsville, Queensland, Australia.
We hope to be able to spend more time with
Sean and his wife, Erin, now that we are retired.
We have all kept close to academia, and my love
for the academic life was nurtured by my
experience at Trinity. My best to all my
classmates." Our best to you, Dick.
I also received a nice long note from
Marty Gall, who has long been a faithful
Reunion shower-upper: "After 42 years in the
pharmaceutical industry, I retired on March
31, 2012. For the prior seven years at Novartis
Pharmaceuticals, I had served as a clinical trial

/4
leader and clinical trial head. I had the good
fortune to play a minor role in the development
ofReclast for the treatment of Paget's disease
and osteoporosis, as well as the new IL-17
antagonist secukinumab for psoriasis. Allyson
had retired as director of the New Jersey
chapter of the American Jewish Committee
in December 2011. This past January 2014, we
completed our move from Morristown, New
Jersey, to our condo in Scituate, Massachusetts,
the 'so-called' Irish Riviera, which I hope some
of my classmates find amusing considering my
roots in New York. We have three lovely grandchildren and enjoy every moment we spend
with them. Our condo has been the grandchild
magnet we hoped it would be. Now that I finally
relocated to Massachusetts, my friend and
broker colleague, Nick Harris, retired from
Stifel last December, and I've missed his good
advice offered over the past few years. Dave
Trachtenberg, Allyson, and I spent a great
seven days or so in Baja, Mexico, a few years ago
and hope to catch up again soon." Marty also
mentioned he had a heart attack from which
he is making a complete recovery. Enjoy your
retirement, Marty.
Brian Grimes, our fine class president for
life, with whom I keep in close touch, mainly
because he sends me online humor that he has
received from other classmates such as Dennis
Dix, writes, "I do not h ave anything to report
except that Joe Hourihan and I played in the
baseball golf [tournament at Trinity] last Friday.
There are fewer squirrels west of Hartford. The
50th Reunion work is ongoing. Bill Roos has
just agreed to pilot the book. For that, thanks
must go out to Randy Lee, who is also setting
up our Web site, all while continuing to teach,
consult, and coach women's squash (2014
national champs). Nice going, Randy." Adding
to our already impressive 50th Reunion
Committee are Scott Plumb, Bill Roos, and
Scott Sutherland. Welcome aboard. See you
all at Homecoming.
Ben Tribken called me recently to check in.
He does a great job keeping in touch with many
of our classmates. He had a long conversation
with Dave Bremer, who was battling bladder
cancer last winter. Dave is still battling, but his
spirits are good, and he has enough time to
worry about others. For instance, Ben is
struggling with back problems, requiring
injections. He needs a walker to get around.
But, you know what? Ben is still getting around.
Fellow New Hampshirite Joe Moore
dropped a line and a recent article from The
Boston Globe about Tom Chappell and his
Ramblers Way Farms wool apparel company.
Title of the article says it all, "Maine's Tom
Keeps on Rambling."
Dave Peake reported not much happening in
Charleston, South Carolina. We both agreed that
was a good thing. Also heard from Rich Kissel
by e-mail from his phone while he and Kathy

were in Florence heading for a hiking trip
starting in Turin. Ah, it is good to be young and
fit. I think the only people we know who are
young and fit are our children.
You will recall Rod Van Seiver was
featured in The Trinity Reporter a few issues
ago for his work in educating qualified children
in Kenya through their nonprofit, EFAC. He and
Nancy have done very nice work. In any event,
he insisted that I write t his update verbatim,
"EFAC h as played a special role in our lives....
It is wonderful that we have a lot to talk about
because after six years of fundraising, we have
no friends left.... I suspect we will do it until
we either run out of money or stop having fun.
I don't want to give the impression that life is
all work and no play. Last year I skied 32 days,
sailed 28 days, and played two rounds of golf.
Given that I seem incapable of hitting two good
golf shots in a row, the mix seems about right."
We agree.
No class note would be complete without
hearing from Ford Barrett. "I recently
returned from two weeks in Peru, where I
traveled with a small group organized by a
Peruvian professor at Virginia Tech. We
visited several archeological sites that
Americans don't usually go to in northern
Peru on the Pacific coast where the Moche
and Chimu peoples lived long before the rise
of the Incas. Then we checked out the fabulous
Machu Picchu and Cuzco, both of which
illustrate the Inca and Spanish influence." Count
on Ford to take the standard tourist trip to the
next level.
That's about the size ofit. Until then, be well.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $210,000
Class Secretary: James L.
O'Connor, 675 West End Ave.,
Apt.15B, New York, NY 10025-7380;james.
oconnor.1967@trincoll.edu • Class Agent:
James H. Oliver
Thank you to everyone who answered my plea
for updates on their lives. There's a lot going on
out there!
Bob Brickley writes: "Twenty AD brothers
just celebrated our 13th annual Fahey Cup. This
year we were hosted by Bill Schweitzer '66 at the
Chevy Chase Club in Maryland. Attendees from
'67 were Bob Miller, Cal Wick, Tom Sanders,
Bill Fox, Luke Terry, Steve Griggs, Peter
Strohmeier, Bob Moore, and yours truly."
John Ray plays senior softball in a 26-team
northern Virginia league. They play about 90
games a year. When J ohn is resting between
games, he acts as recording secretary for the
league. And in their spare time, he and his wife
babysit for their granddaughter Stella. If you live
in northern Virginia and want to play softball,
contact John atjrrljr@aol.com.
Bill Franklin is still practicing cardiology
full time in Arlington, Virginia. Bill caught up
with some Delta Phi brothers at a Reunion
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party hosted by Michael Michigami '69. Bill and
Jeanne now have eight grandchildren. If you're
going to be in the Washington, D.C., area, give
Bill a call at (703) 536-6627 or at his office at
(703) 527-1400. He'll guide you to D.C.'s tourist
attractions.
Charlie Sanders is living on Hilton Head
and playing some golf. "I see Gill Campbell at
World Affairs Council every other Friday.
Spending summers in Park City, Utah, standing
in a river with a fly rod, freezing our rears off and
wondering why they call it fishing.'' Charlie sees
Ric Catoni from time to time "laughing and
comparing notes as new grandparents."
Robin Tassinari is a full-time professor
of medicine and psychiatry at Albany Medical
College and likes it very much. "I hear regularly
from Steve Nuernberger, who's retired and
now a dedicated fisherman in Montana.
Very much miss hearing from the late Roger
Derderian."
Judge Ray Reynolds Graves has retired
from his position as a U.S. bankruptcy judge.
He's on "standby" for on-camera commentary
for WCIV-TV for Detroit's Chapter 9 municipal
bankruptcy. "I believe I've been on television
over 20 times since the case was filed in 2013.
It's an exciting challenge to take complicated
legal issues and explain them in understandable
English. I remember the demanding standards
of scholarship at Trinity, especially economics
Professor Ward Curran, in presenting the
information to the viewing public." Ray can be
reached at JRRG@aol.com.
Our dynamic class president, Jeff Fox, gave
a great interview with CJO Magazine. His topic
was "10 Leadership Lessons." You can read the
interview at http://tinyurl.com/odlsrcl.
Dan Haden and his wife, Susan, and Dave
Ward and his wife, Debby, hosted a going-away
party for John Loeb and his wife, Anna Belle,
at Dan's house in September. It was a great
night, and by the time you read this, the Loebs
will have moved to New Orleans, where they
will spend the winter months before moving to
northern Vermont for the summer. Jim Shepard
'66 was also at the party.
On a more personal note, your secretary was
honored as Volunteer of the Year at the Morgan
Stanley Children's Hospital ofNew York.
CHO NY is part of New York-Presbyterian
Hospital.
During the summer's super moons, Bob
Tuttle and wife Elizabeth loved their swimming
pool, finally heated after 26 years! They escape
Connecticut in the winter and flock with other
Bantams in Naples, Florida, at the monthly
Southwest Florida Club luncheon. His wife,
Elizabeth (Smith College), links with a Bantamfriendly, Seven Sisters group for gallery
receptions and poetry readings. A week's visit
to Amsterdam showed Bob six amazing
museums in as many days and an equally
amazing 21-course Indonesian Ristafel dinner.
/ Winter2015/
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Despite retirement, Bob's busy with courses in
political theory of war, philosophy of bioethics,
and Dante, plus bridge club, gym, and writing
biotechnology software on contract.
Please continue sending me e-mails with
updates on your lives. Keep our 50th Reunion
in mind. We get forgetful as we age, so I'll keep
reminding you.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $1,025,000
Class Secretary: Daniel L.
Goldberg, 53 Beacon St., #1,
Boston, MA 02108-3531; daniel.goldberg.
1968@trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Lawrence J.
Slutsky, M .D.
For most ofus, 2014 marked our 50th reunion
from high school. I got to spend a bit of time with
Carl Levitsky at my high school reunion, and
I got reports in from many of you with widely
varying reactions to your reunion experiences.
Consider it simply training wheels for our Class
of'68 50th Reunion in June of 2018.
Congratulations to Stu Bluestone on his
son Darren now having performed as a star in
in more than 1,000 performances of Avenue Q
off-Broadway. If you get a chance to see Darren
in the show, take it-like his Dad, he is very
talented and engaging. And for those of you who
ponder what your grandchildren should call you,
take heart: Stu's 2 1/2-year-old granddaughter
calls him, simply, "Blue."
T. John Hughes reports that he has a
book of photographs in the process of being
published. These are the "ghost" photos he
previewed at our 45th Reunion that overlay
historic architecture on the sites where the
building once stood. T. John was in the Boston
area for his 50th Wellesley High School reunion.
I got to spend some time with Rich
Weingarten at a summer's-end retreat weekend in Maine. Rich has devoted a good portion
of his adult life to explaining mental illness and
recovery. Most recently he spoke to more than
200 students at Trinity. The title of his talk was
"A Bantam Goes Berserk; My Journey through
Mental Illness, Recovery, and Work in the
Mental Health Field." He is also doing a series
oflectures in Brazil in March of 2015, teaching
Brazilians how to tell their stories of illness
and recovery in public. Rich's insights on these
issues are truly remarkable.
Also sharing the Maine weekend were
Joe Saginor, Rod Cook, Kim Miles, George
Fosque, Stu Edelman, John Vail, and
Ben Jaffee. Long evenings, appropriately
lubricated, led to those verboten topics of
religion and politics. Remarkably, we were all
still talking to each other the next morning.
Larry Roberts is hard at work, with
co-chair Paul Jones, organizing an everexpanding Reunion Committee. The more the
merrier. Among others, George Barrows and
Dick Pullman will focus on attendance, Gerry
Pryor has volunteered to help with a "profile
so
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book," Ralph Oser has offered his talents to put
together a Web site, our longtime class agent
Larry Slustsky will help focus on raising the
dough, and Kim Miles and your secretary have
volunteered to focus on the program (and we
solicit your input). This is just an initial list of
volunteers for the committee, and I am certain
that, by the time these notes are published, the
committee will have grown five- to tenfold.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $125,000
Class Secretary: Alden Gordon,
Fine Arts Department, Hallden
09, Trinity College, 300 Summit St., Hartford,
CT 06106-3100; alden.gordon@trincoll.edu
Class Agent: Nathaniel S. Prentice
Vic Levine reports that a group of Delta Phi
fraternity brothers and spouses-Vic Levine
and wife Judy, Gene Paquette and wife Muffy,
and GeoffMandly and wife Caroline-spent a
great mini-reunion weekend in Hendersonville,
North Carolina, in October. Vic is 95 percent
retired as a math teacher at Madison College in
Madison, Wisconsin, and is still coaching and
playing hockey. Gene is still working (why?) in
Bolingbrook, Illinois, while Geoff is retired and
living in Bolivia, North Carolina. We enjoyed the
food, weather, golf, and scenery and hope to do
this again in the near future.
Bill Marimow and Diane were out strolling
in Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia in
September and sent this account: We "had
the pleasure of seeing our classmate Bill
Cantwell's beautiful paintings at an art
festival .... Bill's paintings of seascapes,
city life-both New York and Philadelphiaand beachgoers are always colorful, vivid, and
distinctive. His work gets better and more
distinctive with each passing year. It's hard to
visit Bill's booth without purchasing one of his
works, and-sure enough-we added another one
to our collection last month."
On the adventure front, we have these reports
from the most active of the 67-year-olds! Andy
Haynes and his son Robert sought riding
thrills on a motorcycle tour of the Italian Alps
in June. They rode the Stelvio Pass with its 100
switchbacks made "interesting" by the presence
ofbuses, bicycles, hikers, and trucks. The ride up
the Grossglockner Pass to the summit where
the temperature plunged to 0.3 Celsius was
memorable. Andy made GoPro helmet-camera
footage but hasn't dared show his narrow misses
to his wife, Linda (yet).
Michael Beautyman wrote from Vietnam,
where he "spent a week in the home of some
Vietcong who fought Americans while living
in a hole in the ground. Some noteworthy
points: they have nothing but respect for the
USA and even for American soldiers, whom they
regard as having just done their job; they believe
they neutralized the major USA weapon, the
B-52 bombers, by living underground; they are
bitter toward their own former leaders who
·

set up a corrupt government where graft was
standard and not the government/life the
Vietcong soldiers were promised; the South
Vietnamese were not killed or imprisoned in
droves, as feared, when the Vietcong took over,
but they were sent to 'schools' to be educated
on the ways of the new society; and Vietnamese
parents are very concerned about their children
who skip school to play video games, sometimes
stealing the money to afford their habit." Mike
is next off to southeastern Turkey to play in the
Senior World Championships in tennis.
Matt Simchak is spending retirement on
his farm in Gettysburg and going on cruises to
remote fjords and other exotic destinations and
would go on more ifhe could convince his wife,
Jane, to retire from teaching.
Your secretary had an article in The Wall
Street Journal arts column on September 6,
2014, on Rome's oldest bridge, written during a
Resident Fellowship at the American Academy
in Rome last spring. You can check it out on the
Web at: http://online.wsj.com/articles/masterpiece-ponte-rotto-in-rome-1409959743.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $125,000
Class Secretary: John L. Bonee
III, Esq., 19 Scarsdale Rd., West
Hartford, CT06107-3339;john.bonee.1970@
trincoll.edu;fax: (860) 522-6049 • Class Agent:
Ernest J. Mattei, Esq.
Dick Hoffman, professor of international
management at Perdue School of Business,
Salisbury University, Maryland, was in Hartford
briefly last fall for a conference at International
Business; he and his wife, Karen, had dinner
with Ernie and Mickey Mattei. In 2013, he was
a Fulbright Scholar at the University ofTartu
in Estonia, and he received the Salisbury
University distinguished faculty award for
the second time in 2013. He has just finished
a collaborative study titled "Shared Entrepreneurship" with his colleagues, and he and Karen
are planning to travel to England and France
to see family and graduate students they have
known over the years as they relish in the
culture of the Chateaux of the Loire Valley.
Ernie Mattei recently had the privilege and
pleasure of hearing Danny Reilert play at
"open mic" at the Crown and Hammer
Restaurant. Danny has been in a band with
a partner of Ernie's named Dave Elliott for
30 years. Now that Bob Broatch has retired
as CFO from Guardian Life Insurance Company,
he is spending more time in Stonington,
Connecticut, with his wife, Debbie, and they
see the Matteis regularly. The Matteis recently
learned that Dave Barry '85 and Tom McGowan
'80 live in Weekapaug, where Ernie has a
summer home. Ernie's son Chris, who is now
an assistant U.S. attorney in Hartford, recently
had a second child, Everett Montaine, Ernie's
fifth grandchild.
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Steve Brown writes from Eugene, Oregon,
that he has worked a lot of different fields in his
career, focusing mostly on "technology transfer"
and product development. A few years after
graduation, he was funded by the Department of
Energy to teach builders, engineers, and
architects the basics of passive solar design.
He studied fluid mechanics, engineering,
and building design to prepare for it. He then
switched, when Reagan removed funding
for solar systems, and entered the dog world.
He created a special type of mixed-breed dog
(studied genetics) and developed two successful
products (showing a profit was difficult in that
business): Charlee Bear Dog Treats, available
at leading natural and pet food stores nationwide, and the first fresh-food diet that met all
nutritional standards. He now writes books on
canine nutrition and conducts classes for vets
on formulating fresh-food diets that meet NRC
standards. He is working on his third book,
Intelligent Self-Design in the Origin of the
Human Species. One of the reasons he is able to
switch fields and do various fun science-based
work is due to the liberal arts education at
Trinity, which he attributes to helping him
learn to learn for life.
Warren Tanghe was ordained a Roman
Catholic priest for the Archdiocese of
Baltimore in June of2011; this July he was
moved to a new assignment, as associate pastor
of St. Mark Church in Catonsville, Maryland. He
recently had a chance to stop by for a visit with
Archbishop Bob Duncan and his wife, Nara, at
their home in Donegal, Pennsylvania.
Lawrence Fox writes that after practicing
corporate and securities law for 41 years, first in
a law firm and then as in-house counsel
successively at two public companies, he
retired from full-time employment in July.
It was a great run for him, but law is a
demanding profession, and it definitely was
time for him to retire. He continues to work on a
very modest, part-time basis as an outside legal
consultant to his employer of the last 13 years,
Pfizer. He and his wife, Marilyn, don't plan any
significant lifestyle changes. They have lived
in Fairfield County, Connecticut, for 35 years,
love the area, and plan to stay right where they
are. In other happy news, their son Jonathan
(Trinity Class of 2008) got a master's degree in
architecture from Pratt Institute in 2013 and is
working at a firm in New York City. (Larry says
the creative genes definitely come from his wife,
not him!) His son recently became engaged to
a wonderful young woman, and their family is
looking forward to the wedding on Labor Day
weekend next year. Larry warns: Temp us fugit!
Good advice to us all!
Your secretary highly recommends a very
exciting book: Boys in the Boat, by Daniel
James Brown. It will really make you appreciate what our loyal and hearty members of the
Trinity crew went through and continue to go

through. It is cast in the exciting backdrop of the
1936 Olympics in Berlin, sandwiched between
the Great Depression and World War II to
come. I assure you, you will enjoy it.
Trinity Fund Goal: $110,000
Co-Class Secretary: Diane A.
Clancy, 32 Abbott St.,
Greenfield, MA 01301-2510; diane.clancy.
1971@trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary:
David M Sample, 93 MacArthur Road,
Concord, MA 01742-3203; david.sample.
1971@trincoll.edu • ClassAgent: William
H. Reynolds, Jr.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $130,000
Class Secretary: John C.
Matulis, Jr., 260 Beckley Road,
Berlin, CT 06037-2506; john.matulis.1972@
trincoll.edu • ClassAgents: JohnM.
MacCallum, William M. Whetzel
Dear Class of'72:
We have a number of different updates.
Due to the lag in publication time, some of them
are not as current as we would like. But thanks
to everybody for writing. Classmate contact
information has been omitted for brevity. If you
wish to contact a classmate who has written and
do not have the contact information, please let
me know.
Andy Cuellar reports on a 10-day scuba
diving trip to the Revillagigedos Islands in
the Pacific. Had a fabulous time. His work
assignment has changed, and he is now
presiding in a juvenile delinquency department,
while his wife, Joan, has retired and is actively
competing her border collies in agility contests.
The original Outerspace Band performed
for the Class of1974's 40th Reunion in June.
The personnel: Art Adruns, sound engineer;
John Koehler, bass; Kirk Kubicek, drums;
Comptom Maddux, vocals and guitar;
John Moses, vocals and lead guitar; David
Robinson vocals, harp; and Dan Reilert '70,
vocals, keyboards. The crew is hoping to be
become campus regulars for future Reunionsand not just our class.
Dick Hess brings us up-to-date on his
wanderlust: San Diego, Ireland, and Iceland
coming up and potentially New Zealand and
Tahiti in the fall of 2015. At this point, Dick
claims that Antarctica is the only continent he
has not yet visited. Home for Dick and Diane
continues to be Denver. He reports their home is
on shady street in an older residential area and
comfortably fits a dog, three cats, and the two of
them. Dick wishes the best to all Trin alums of
1968-1972.
Providing proof of the old aphorism that
education is wasted on the young, Dan
Reifsnyder received his Ph.D. in international
relations at Tufts University's Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy in May 2014. In the
process, he garnered an award for outstanding

a
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dissertation. Dan is still at the State
Department, where he is deputy assistant
secretary for environment in the Bureau of
Oceans and International Environmental
and Scientific Affairs.
Our very own "Shakespeare and the law"
expert, Tom Regnier, gave a presentation at
the Cosmos Club in Washington, D.C., this past
summer. It was titled "Hamlet and the Law of
Homicide: the Life of the Mind in Law and Art."
The Cosmos Club, founded in 1878, elects
members who have distinguished themselves
by their scholarship, creative genius, or
intellectual accomplishments. Many club
members have received the Nobel Prize,
Pulitzer Prize, and similar accolades. Tom's
presentation was reportedly very well
received by this discriminating audience.
Mike Sooley has provided a number of
photos depicting adventures with classmates
Givin Chase, Tom Robinson, and Al Winrow.
Looks like a pretty vigorous crew. We provided
them to our editors here at The Reporter with
hopes they will figure out a way to print them in
the near future.
That's it for now. Please provide information,
updates, and the like to share with our classmates-understanding that there is significant
lead time between receipt and publication.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $90,000
Co-Class Secretary: Diane Fierri
Brown, 62 Westwood Rd., West
Hartford, CT 06117,- diane.brown.1973@
trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary: Robert Haff,
8 RiverbendRd., Old Lyme, CT 06371-1428
Class Agent: Patti Mantell-Broad
Lance Mayer writes: 2013 was a big year
for me and my partner and fellow paintings
conservator Gay Myers. We finished the
treatment of 11 paintings by Gilbert Stuart
at the National Gallery of Art, including the
famous portraits of John and Abigail Adams; our
second book, American Painters on Technique:
1860-1945, was published by Getty Publications;
and we received the College Art Association/
Heritage Preservation Award for Distinction in
Scholarship and Conservation. After all that, we
decided to retire at the end of 2014 while we're
still on top!
From Ruth Anne (Mcsorley) Taylor:I do
have some really exciting news to share! After
both being widowed, Scott Fitzpatrick and I
reconnected via Facebook last January and were
married in the Trinity Chapel on June 28, with
family and a few close friends in attendance.
Among those were David Schirmer and
Stephen Hoffman.
Joyce Krinitsky and Janice Kozovich have
spent some time connecting with the Trinity
gang. In July, they met Danny Roswig and Paul
Dumont for their annual dinner get-together.
Everyone had a lovely evening with plenty of
memories and laughs. In October, Joyce and
/ Win ter 2015 /
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Janice took a trip to Lexington, Massachusetts,
to share an afternoon with Joan Malatesta
Storey. They capped off their visits with
meeting Suzie Chen Wise (and husband Leigh)
in Chappaqua, New York, for brunch, memories,
and photos of Suzie's and Leigh's grandchildren!
Always a joy to see Trinity friends!
Patti Mantell-Broad writes: I have retired
from teaching, and I am providing private
tutoring. I am a museum teacher at the Noah
Webster House in West Hartford and starting
my second year on the board of the Hartford
Stage Company.
Ric Ricci writes: September 2014 marked my
41st year of coaching. The challenge of coaching
a potentially winning team is still immensely
appealing. The fall of'14 has been challenging,
and I am always on the lookout for qualified
athletes. Small team this year but strong freshmen. The New England Championship on May
2, 2015, is the high point of the 2014-15 season.
My wife, Fawn, and I had a terrific vacation in
Stockholm, Sweden, in late August. The city is
called the "Venice of the North." Well-deserved
reputation and a place we will visit again. Trip
to Italy planned for November of'15! Teaching
and coaching single sculling in the summer at
the Craftsbury Outdoor Center continues to be
very satisfying. Spend about eight weeks each
summer working weekend and weeklong
programs. Fawn and I are very lucky to have our
daughter, son-in-law, and two grandchildren
living in Mystic, Connecticut, a 15-minute drive
from our home. Son Jan Mike is a flight medic
working for Air Georgia in Atlanta.
Len Reed was awarded the 2014 Pulitzer
Prize in editorial writing along with three
colleagues from The Oregonian in Portland for
a series mapping the unsustainable liabilities
beneath public employee pensions and the
threat they are to public services and education.
Len attended the Pulitzer ceremonies in May at
Columbia University. He lives in Portland with
his wife, Christina Lima, and daughter, Sara,
a junior in high school. Len and Christina met
while working as staff writers at the Los Angeles
Times 20 years ago and have called Portland
home for 18 years.
John W. Tyler recently retired from Groton
School, Groton, Massachusetts, after 36 years
teaching history there and acting as director of
its small art gallery. He will be splitting his time
between Boston.in the winter and Provincetown in the summer. Last year he published The
Correspondence of Thomas Hutchinson, Volume
1: 1740-1766, the letters of the last civilian royal
governor of Massachusetts. He will be working
on volumes 2-4 in his retirement.
Harriet J. Melrose recently was awarded
a 25-day writing residency in 2015 by the
Ragdale Foundation to work on her second
poetry book manuscript.
Danny Korengold writes: My fourth child,
Greer Korengold, is our final one attending
52
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Trinity. That is four for four. One of my other
daughters, Lizey, is engaged to a fellow Trinity
grad, Stephan Bernstorf.
Rod "Jake" Jacobsen writes: I am starting
my 38th year as an English teacher, still living
through the drought of Southern California
(Ojai). I'm enjoying my reconnection to Trinity
through my son, Grady, a present sophomore.
He's proud to follow his grandfather (George
'42) and his dad onto the Long Walk and beyond!
Jan Gimar advises: After the Reunion in
2013; 1 spent a month catching up with friends
and family from New England to Baltimore and
visiting lots of historic and scenic sites I hadn't
gotten to before or wanted to see again. While
in New York, I attended Sunday worship at St.
John's Cathedral, heard Jim Kowalski preach,
and then twisted his tail for not attending the
Reunion! That tour ended up with Fourth of
July on the Mall in Washington. My travels this
year have taken me to Hawaii for the first time
and also to North Dakota on the way to deliver
a garage full of"stuff" to my daughter, who has
decided to quit roaming and has settled in
Bozeman, Montana, as an occupational
therapist. The only two states I have not visited
are now South Carolina and Georgia, which
I intend to take care of this coming spring.
I'm still engaged in a number of volunteer
pursuits, mostly through church but also as
scholarship chair for our Philmont Staff
(Alumni) Association-which is where I spent
my summers working while at Trinityand secretary for our county Republican
organization. I actually have a job coming up as
a Republican staff aide for our 2015 legislative
session in January. Retired life is good!
Rabbi Dan Freelander has just completed
a 39-year tenure as vice president of the Union
for Reform Judaism, the coordinating body
of the 900 Reform Jewish congregations in
North America. In September, he became the
international president of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism, commuting between
offices in Jerusalem and New York. "Life has
been very good to me, a wonderful 26-year
marriage, three adult children, and a satisfying
career. Retirement just didn't feel right at this
moment. Looking forward to the next chapter."
"I am not one of those who in expressing
opinions confine themselves to facts."
-Mark Twain
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Trinity Fund Goal: $275,000
Class Secretary: Rebecca G.
Adams, 5503 Westfield Dr.,
Greensboro, NC 27410-9226; rebecca.adams.
1974@trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Constance
Hart Walkingshaw
Let me start by thanking all of you who e-mailed
me just to say "thanks" for taking on this role as
class secretary. I was actually kicking myself for
agreeing because I am so overloaded with work
and personal responsibilities (aren't we all?),

but once I started hearing from old friends, I
realized I am going to enjoy this role. I am
probably going to be working until I drop, but I
am looking forward to some of you moving south
(e.g., David Duennebier and his wife, Nicole)
or at least stopping by as you travel during
retirement. You may find my title amusing as
it seems more relevant now that we are getting
older. I am professor of and director of
gerontology at The University of North Carolina
at Greensboro, where I have been a faculty
member or administrator since 1983. If any of
you have plans to attend rock music festivals,
please let me know. So much music to hear and
so little time! Oh yes, did I mention I am teaching a course on music and aging next semester?
It is going to be a hoot. Lots of guest lecturers.
Speaking of old friends, one of the first to
contact me in my new role was Cathy Green,
an old roommate of mine who started out in
the Class of'75 but caught up with us. I had
not heard from her in decades. She wrote: "I
have been a criminal defense lawyer in New
Hampshire for 35-plus years and still love what
I do. I have a busy trial practice but make time
to travel-in recent years we have traveled to
Vietnam, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, India,
New Zealand, Turkey, Panama, and are soon
headed to Myanmar. My husband, Jim Starr,
who recently retired as clerk of the federal court
in New Hampshire, and I have two daughters,
Michelle, who is finishing her residency in
pediatrics at Seattle Children's Hospital, and
Tory, who is a producer at PRI's The World.
Life is good!"
Likewise I was pleased to hear from David
Bono, whom I had not seen since he brought his
daughter to our Reunion in 2009. He reported
that he and his partner, classmate Andrea
Galvin, still live in Wellesley, Massachusetts.
Sadly he reported that Andrea recently tripped
and suffered a fractured humerus at the
shoulder end, but she is finally showing good
progress healing. He writes further: "My work
the past two years at MIT has included the
invention of an improved method oftranscranial
brain stimulation using an array of 24 electrodes
on a headgear with EEG-type contacts. This
should go into clinical trials in the UK in a
few weeks. The general idea is to synchronize
the brain waves of patients with neurological
disorders to provide relief from Parkinson's
symptoms, depression, and other things we may
discover in the process. The multi-electrode
approach has the ability to create wave patterns
that will penetrate deeper into the brain than the
usual two- or three-electrode approach. There
are also some novel differential current source
drive circuit approaches we are patenting in the
process." I suspect it is not surprising to those
ofus who remember David's oscilloscope that
he is still a techy type. He also wrote that he and
Andrea had recently had dinner with Duncan
Smith, who lives in Australia. (I remember
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meeting Duncan the first week of classes-he
was the first man I ever saw wearing a kilt, but
subsequently my daughter spent years as a
swinging tenor in a bagpipe band!) Duncan's
son Carter is in high school and plays cello and
electric bass. When Andrea and David saw
Duncan, he was about to go to NYC to meet with
Neil Glassman, who has raised a family in
Wilmington, Delaware, while running a law
firm there.
Greg Bartlett, who has been flying under
the radar since graduation, has been a principal
technical writer at MathWorks, a successful and
fun software company in Natick, Massachusetts,
for the past 18 years. He continues to run and
play volleyball. He and his partner of the past 30
or more years, Rosemary, like to go to BSO and
jazz concerts and to plays.
Robert Epstein and his wife, Misti, had
quite an adventure over the past year at The
University of the South Pacific in the beautiful
Fiji Islands, where Robert was appointed
that university's first-ever full professor of
psychology. T~e university has 25,000 students
and is on a large, lush, tropical campus. Robert
also reports that he is hard at work on what will
be his 16th book, called Small Plate, Lose Weight:
Permanent Weight Loss, No Willpower Required.
He continues to be interviewed by journalists
frequently; his research has been described or
he has been quoted in nearly 400 news stories in
26 countries since early 2013.
Ron Kaplan, who attended our recent
Reunion, writes that he recently retired from the
pulpit rabbinate after 30 years of serving congregations as spiritual leader. Having earned his
doctorate in pastoral counseling a decade ago, he
is now establishing a full-time private practice
in spiritual psychotherapy, combining religion
with psychology. He writes that "the added
benefit of greater flexibility in my daily schedule
is the freedom to observe Jewish holidays and
Sabbath with my wife, who is also a rabbi to a
local synagogue. What a luxury to be together at
the same temple after being on separate pulpits
for so long!" The gerontologist in me cannot
help but note that many of us will have encore
careers. They might have thought we classic
baby boomers were slack when we were young,
but now we are known for our work ethic!
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Trinity Fund Goal: $200,000
Co-Class Secretary: Steven
E. Hirsch, 11 Ricky Beth
Ln., Old Greenwich, CT 06870-1013; steven.
hirsch.1975@trincoll.edu • Co-Class
Secretary: Christopher G. Mooney, 1352
Landings Dr., Sarasota, FL 34231-3207;
christopher.mooney.1975@trincoll.edu
Class Agent: Henry E. Bruce, Jr.
After 32 years as co-owner of The Philadelphia
Print Shop, Chris Lane is now sole owner of
a spin-off business, The Philadelphia Print Shop

READ ABOUT THE IMPACT OF
TRINITY DONORS' SUPPORT.

www.trlncoll.edu/glvlngtotrlnlty/news

West. When Chris followed his wife, Lindsey, to
Denver in 2010, Chris and his partner opened a
branch office. "After four years we decided it just
didn't make sense to keep the two shops as one
business, so on January 2015, The Philadelphia
Print Shop West will be a separate business. Not
quite like starting a new business, but some of
the same anxiety. The shop in Denver is a harder
go ofit than the one in Philly, but seems to be
doing okay." Chris also is going to be returning
for his 18th year as print and map expert on
Antiques Roadshow. Chris keeps in touch with
his card-playing buddies, Jeff Keller, Jim
Gomes, and Tony Piccirillo, and will be
visiting his old roommate Chuck Levine in his
wonderful home in Sonoma Valley. Also sees
Mike Pogue from time to time, who continues to
thrive in Cincinnati. We have been awfully quiet
as a class. Time to dig out the rally caps and get
ready for next year's 40th Reunion.
Keep the reports on your current status,
classmate sightings, and future plans coming.
What an interesting bunch we turned out to be!

J
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Trinity Fund Goal: $285,000
Class Secretary: Scott F. Lewis,
45BayberryHillRd.,Avon, CT
06001-2800; scott.lewis.1976@trincoll.edu
Just when Steve Triggs thought it was safe to
semi-retire to his native Maine, he accepted an
offer to become the corporate communications
manager for the Orlando Utilities Commission.
OUC is the second largest municipal utility in
Florida, providing electricity, water, and chilled
water to more than 250,000 customers.
John Muro was recently appointed
president ofNXEGEN, LLC, an energy
efficiency company based in Middletown,
Connecticut. John had worked at Energy New
England, LLC in Massachusetts for more
than 10 years prior as both president and
COO and EVP and was responsible for the firm's
conservation and sustainability initiatives. John
and his wife, Debbie, remain in Connecticut and
have four children. Their youngest, Marianne,
graduates from The College of the Holy Cross
this coming May. John and Debbie also became
grandparents recently, and their granddaughter,
Sophia, resides in not-so-far-away Fairfax,
Virginia.
Peter H. Hansen has been promoted at
the New Jersey Performing Arts Center to
senior vice president of development. He has
continued his impressive record of development
success by making NJPAC's endowment one of
the largest in the United States.
Catharine Mackay-Smith Kempson
says that all four of her kids, including Peter
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Kempson '10, have been launched into adulthood. She and her husband, Ken, are beginning
to think about their retirement. She spends
two to three weeks per month on their family
farm in Virginia, where they have hayfields and
pasturage, and she breeds and raises a small
herd of ponies for driving and riding. So, despite
a steep learning curve, she is now a farmer.
She enjoys the physical demands and mental
challenges that go with the job. If her husband
ever tires of his occupation, she will make
farming her permanent career, as she does not
miss her previous jobs.
Jonathan Porter wrote, saying he resides
in Clarksburg, Maryland, and is very impressed
with great the decision of the trustees appointing the remarkable Joanne Berger-Sweeney as
Trinity's 22nd president.
I, Scott Lewis, your secretary, have been
asked to continue in my role as president of
the Trinity Club of Hartford. Meanwhile, I still
enjoy the practice oflaw. As for my continued
mountain-biking exploits, this past fall, my
buddies and I went back to Mount Snow in
Vermont to ride its cross-country and downhill
trails. I was clearly the oldest guy on the
mountain that weekend, by a long shot. Being
an old goat, I wear a lot of protective gear
from head to toe, as I no longer bounce off the
ground but shatter on impact. Meanwhile, the
mountain's young turks ride smoothly over all
sorts of rugged terrain at high rates of speed
merely in their full-face helmets, T-shirts,
jeans, and sneakers. Wow! Though downhill
riding is thrilling, I am, nonetheless, in my heart
of hearts, a cross-country guy. I'd rather ride up
steep, rocky, technical, single-track trails and
hop over logs than launch off ramps or plunge
over drop-offs. But, every day on a bike, no
matter what, is a good day. So, what about
you? What is happening in your life? Please
e-mail me at sfl@llflaw.com. I will share your
stories with our classmates in the next Trinity
Reporter.

J
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Trinity Fund Goal: $105,000
Co-Class Secretary: Polly
Freeman Lyman, P.O. Box 2,
New Salem, .MA 01355-0002; polly.lyman.
1977@trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary: J.
Craig Shields III, 3631 Pine St., Santa Ynez,
CA 93460-9427; craig.shields.1977@trincoll.
edu • Class Agents: Barbara Ginsberg,
Lawrence J. Golden
Trinity Fund Goal: $300,000
Class Secretary: Jory Lockwood,
67 Scarlet Oak Dr., Wilton, CT
06897-1014;jory.lockwood.1978@trincoll.edu •
Class Agent: Andrew S. Terhune
Mimi Baron Jankovits writes: "This is Mimi
Baron J ankovits writing from Jerusalem, Israel.
We moved here six years ago with our 9-yearold in tow, leaving behind two married kids
/ Winter 201s /
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NANCY MOORE '75
Bou,did r,ourcaneraa an artist
beginFI'd been making art since early
childhood, but things really began
percolating in the late '90s as a result
of reading The Artist's Way, by Julia
Cameron, along with a group. I went into
this group thinking that I was finally
going to write the young adult novel I'd
been pondering and instead ended up
creating my first painting. That painting
ended up being the first work of art I ever
sold, at my first exhibition.

What is your}bf,orite medium to
toOrk toithr Wht,FThis may sound
weird, but my favorite media are Crayola
crayons and watercolors. This happened
in response to the life-changing workshop
mentioned above, when the group's
leader asked us to go home and make a
"creativity doll" while keeping in mind
what made us happiest as children. What
made me happiest was sprawling on the
floor of my playroom while drawing with
crayons. So, on a large slice of gorgeous
handmade paper, the adult me painted a
large chameleon using crayons and paint
and titled it "Self-Portrait," the idea being
that women in particular shed and grow
new skin as we assume a multitude of
roles over a lifetime. At this point, I have
created and sold a substantial body of
work using these materials, along with
graphite, metallic paint, gouache, and
colored pencil. I also create knitted
"blanket statements" and woodcuts, all
ofwhich can be viewed on my Web site
(www.nancymooreart.com).
WhatiB the moat rewarding part
ofyour toOt'kFFor me, the best part of

painting is that magic that sometimes
happens between idea and execution,
when I see that I've translated what was

and a growing bunch of grandkids. Living in
the world's spiritual epicenter means hosting
friends, families, and strangers for dinners and
holidays. We often have all six continents
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in my head onto a physical surface. It's
icing on the cake when a viewer "gets"
what I'm trying to communicate. It's a
terrifying process, presenting my work
to others, but I do it often and widely
because it seems important to get my art
out there. The other thing I love about art
is that it seems to be a safe way to discuss
topics that are, in other contexts, hot
buttons. After my son came out as
transgender, I looked to my art to
express my confusion and my awe.
I began knitting and framing "blanket
statements," baby blankets that address
the topic oftransgender. That's when
I approached a gallery about curating
a show about the continuum of gender
identity, and it ended up being a huge
success, with artists from all over the
world representing their work on this
theme. Curating is now one of my favorite
things to do. Artistically, I've moved on
to other subject matter and am presently
painting a series of "unconventional
women," exploring the idea of nontraditional beauty and traditional
women's roles.

Whichcouneat Trinity had the
biggestimp,rdonr,ouFWht,FThat's
a tough one, because I experienced an
embarrassment of riches when it came
to professors and courses at Trinity.
Judy Dworin's dance classes were
transformative for me. The revelation
for me was that any "body" could
participate-the class had all shapes and
sizes, including mine, which had become
unrecognizable to me as I ate my way
through my unhappiness at school In
those classes, I came to accept myself in
a new way. Another impact came from
the Fine Arts Department in the person
of George Chaplin, a disciple of Josef

represented at the table, with deep conversations and laughter. Look us up if you visit at
mimibj@gmail.com."
Tina Orsi-Lirot writes: "After a horrendous
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Albers at Yale, who graciously took me
on as an independent study student.
Chaplin took a look at the black and white
drawings I made during freshman year
and said, "This is where you live." His
only requirement was that I put down my
Rapidograph pen and begin working in
color-after all, color theory was Chaplin's
thing! His patient and generous guidance
laid an artistic foundation that I could
build on much later in my life.

move, the remodeling project is beginning to feel
like Boston's Big Dig. The heating system is still
not in, so we are using our wood-burning stove
to ease fall's chill. The good news is this is the
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last step. As a real estate agent, I spend much
time with stressed out buyers and sellers,
soothing nerves, providing contacts from
contractors to babysitters and everything in
between! My empathy quotient for my clients
has skyrocketed this summer. To add another
new challenge to my sanity during remodeling,
mother has moved in with us. For the faint of
heart, I do not recommend this living arrangement. My husband Greg has wisely taken to the
man cave and is adding an exercise area and a
bath. Hum, is this a none-too-subtle message?
Our son is still enjoying college in Maine. He did
mention he may have made a mistake not going
to Trinity as the first cold weather is sweeping
in early! In all seriousness, he loves the camping
and outdoor life, which he has in abundance up
there. I had a lovely visit with the ever-amusing
Charles Glanville, who was briefly on this
side of the pond from London. He has his own
publishing company, Oberon Books. His second
act after years of successful lawyering. Tempus
fugit. Only yesterday I was flagpole flying on the
quad and trying to fathom what a 'tangential'
line was in Tsumba's economics class. The
esteemed Ward Curran has retired, which
means there are now no professors on campus
who taught me. The end of a great era. Carpe
diem, and see you at the next Reunion."
Randy Pearsall knows all about old houses
and writes: "Wow. A 1971 house? Try a 1905
Victorian that seems to sprout a new problem
every day. We're busy with a venting issue for
the furnace and hot water heater. I could buy
a small home just for the cost of dealing with
the chimney and all that is entailed. Back to
Class Notes: Attended Fleetwood Mac reunion
concert at Madison Square Garden with George
Smith and our wives. Music was excellent and
the renovated Garden was spectacular. Also
supporting Trinity through my involvement
in the Alumni Communications Council.
Amazing to see how many talented alumni are
in the communications field."
Jim Shepard shares, "As for me, right now,
improbably enough, I'm out in L.A. to talk with
game designers(!) about writing for a project of
theirs. Apparently the head guy's a fan. I have a
new novel coming out with Knopf in May, and
I'm writing a screenplay of one of my stories
for Casey Affleck. I'm also teaching a fiction
workshop and a film course called 'Catastrophe/
Apocalypse: The Movie,' which sounds right up
my alley, doesn't it?"
Jeff Dufresne sent a note to The Reporter
editor. He writes: I just celebrated my 30th
wedding anniversary with Jodi on an equestrian
ride through southern Ireland. On a whim, we
stopped by "the other" Trinity College in
Dublin. Since inquiring minds need to know, this
former Tripod editor needed to compare these
liked-named institutions "across the pond":
Both Trinity colleges are among the highest
ranked academic institutions in their respective

countries. Both Trinity colleges have rich
histories. Dublin's Trinity College was founded
in 1592. Our Trinity College was founded in 1823
and is the second-oldest college in the state of
Connecticut after Yale University. Trinity
College in Dublin has a total of approximately
17,000 students. Trinity College in Hartford has
an intimate, highly selective student body of
about 2,400. Dublin's Trinity College retains a
tranquil collegiate atmosphere despite its
location in the center of a capital city. Their
college is bisected by College Park opposite
the former Irish Houses of Parliament and a
cricket and rugby pitch. Hartford's Trinity, near
the center of the state capital, offers a magnificent quad that is open to a variety of sports
and recreational activities "'neath the elms."
Our Trinity has an unbeatable reputation
for "building community partnerships" well
beyond the ivy-covered walls of the campus.
On a personal note, I am still in Atlanta after 30
great years of consulting institutional real estate
investors as well as start-up entrepreneurs in
the "green building" industry. In the lyrics of Joe
Walsh, "Life has been good to me so far." Give me
a holler whenever y'all in Hotlanta!
Your own reporter for The Reporter, class
secretary Jory Lockwood, writes, "I have failed
completely at my goal of simplifying my life in
retirement. On January 2015, I intend to reset
the process and redouble my efforts. To the good,
I did take three bags of'stuff' to the thrift shop
yesterday. In broader travels, immediately upon
retiring from 35 years of teaching at Greenwich
High School, I visited Alaska. They have eagles
there the way we have seagulls on Long Island
Sound. It is an incredibly stunning state and
made everything in Connecticut seemed
dwarfed upon my return. I highly recommend a
trip to the 49th state. Beyond that, I am getting a
puppy before Thanksgiving so my husband and
I will have a furry wingman in tow when we visit
friends."

Trinity Fund Goal: $200,000
Class Secretary: Kenneth C.
Crowe II, 395 State St., Apt. 4F,
Albany NY 12210-1214; kenneth.crowe.1979@
trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Edward P. Almy, Jr.,
Jane Terry Abraham
It was great to hear from and speak to many
different classmates as these notes came
together. Read on ...
Vera Toro and Diane Martell celebrated
their first wedding anniversary on October 20,
2014. Vera and Diane, who was director of
Trinity's Women's Center, have been together
for 25 years. They were the second same-sex
couple married in the Episcopal Diocese of
Rhode Island. Their daughter Julia ToroMartell is applying to colleges and is considering
Trinity. Vera works as a school social worker
at The Metropolitan Regional Career and
Technical Center.
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From Tori Dauphinot, we hear she's "still
happily married coming on 25 years. Living in
Greenwich but spending time in NYC and
Indian Wells, California. Both kids, West and
Skye, attend Duke University."
Fort McHenry in Baltimore is familiar to
Paul Christensen, wife Norah Worthington,
and their daughter, Caroline Christensen, 10.
"We've been doing living history. I was working
with the artillery crew," said Paul, who
teaches at the Baltimore School for the Arts.
At the bicentennial celebration for "The StarSpangled Banner," Caroline read the first verse
of the national anthem. Ken Crowe missed Paul
at the fort in July by 30 minutes.
Jim Cropsey won a Schecter electric
guitar in a contest. Jim contacted Nathalie
Reverdin for guidance. Nathalie recommended
professional lessons. Jim had some luck with his
chestnut tree project with two trees now taller
than he is.
Carol Baschwitz Smith and Peter Smith '81
celebrated 33 years of marriage. They have
lived in Thomaston, Connecticut, for 19 years.
Peter is pastor of the First Congregational
Church. Their daughter Coralie was married in
September, and son Ben is about to fly the nest.
Carol works in a local bank's trust department,
enjoys being a grandmother to a spunky 4-yearold, and invests in other women's lives with
Bible small-group study.
Chris Mosca writes he is principal of
Bellows Free Academy, a 1,000-student high
school in St. Albans, Vermont, and is a New
England Association of Schools and Colleges
commission member. Chris and his wife, Gina,
celebrated their 23rd wedding anniversary in
July. Oldest daughter Carlene is a freshman at
University of Maine Farmington. Son Raymond
is a senior at St. Dominic Academy in Auburn,
Maine, and looks forward to playing intercollegiate baseball. Daughters Christiana and
Caroline attend Cony High School in Augusta,
Maine, and enjoy soccer and fine arts.
Ron Kaufman got in touch. He's practicing
medicine in Albany and is an associate professor
of surgery at Albany Medical College.
Phyllis St. George received a local Springfield Cultural Council grant to run writing
groups at the library and senior center.
Ted Almy and his wife, Maura, report two
of their three kids married this fall. Son Jon
married Sheree Wu on Maryland's Eastern
Shore, and their oldest Gillian wed Oved Valadez
in Portland, Oregon. Gillian's maid of honor was
her younger sister Caroline, who's completing
her nurse practitioner degree in pediatric
oncology at Columbia.
Susie and Dave Duncan have been busy.
Dave's architectural practice has produced
new houses in Southampton and Lyme and
large renovation projects on Cape Cod and
Stonington. Susie co-chaired a national
conference on innovation for the College of
I Winter 2015I
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Law Practice Management-best one ever
according to attendees! Oldest son Nat is in
Houston with GE Energy's corporate audit staff
and will rotate through various GE businesses.
Wesley, a Hamilton junior, goes to China for
eight months in January. His twin brother,
Gordon, a junior at Union, is in Japan for a
semester.
Gary Savadove writes: Meredith and I have
been living in northern Italy for the past two
years. What a special part of the world and
wonderful experience! Unfortunately, all
good things must come to an end, and we'll be
headed back to the Northwest in early 2015.
Nancy Miller Davis spoke on campus in
Trinity's Science for the Greater Good series
about working as vice president and chief
information officer at United Technologies.
Lynn Kennedy took a delightful bike tour
through Burgundy, France, "that gave us a great
understanding of the regional wine making and
classification, something always confusing to
California wine enthusiasts. Pedaling through
small towns and vineyards also let us appreciate
the area far better than car touring and worked
off the abundance of delicious food and wine
that were served practically nonstop." Lynn
entered a recipe contest for meeting planners,
and her braised chicken dish earned top spot
at the San Francisco regional cook-off. This
sent her to the Las Vegas final showdown with
the other regional winners before a panel of
celebrity chef judges. When not cooking, Lynn
"was proud to help Michelin two-star chef David
Kinch write up restaurant recipes for his cookbook Manresa, An Edible Reflection, published
last fall by Ten Speed Press. This project fit in
well with my other freelance marketing
communications work, which, along with
meeting planning, keeps me very busy."
Neil and Lisa Hill McDonough are empty
nesters as their youngest, Dylan, went off to
his freshman year at Harvard. Lisa gave a great
rundown on their family. Neil is FLEXcon
Company's CEO, which recently opened a plant
in Hong Kong. Lisa volunteers "in development
and event planning and is on several boards for
various nonprofits." Three of the kids attended
Trinity. "Shaun '08, who went to Northeastern
Law School and after two years as a public
defender is now corporate counsel for FLEXcon
Company; Kelsey '10 is an assistant manager in
merchandising for Joss & Main US, while Darcy
'13 works as a public relations associate for
Wayfair.com. Ryan, Bowdoin '08, is a filmmaker
in Los Angeles, and Caitlin, Harvard '06, has a
master's in environmental science at University
of Vermont '10 and is now a Ph.D. candidate
at Boston University. Two have wed: Caitlin
married Mike MacKenzie in 2011 at Sugarbush,
Vermont, and Shaun married Cait Connors in
August at Boston's Fairmont Copley."
Eric Samuelson won a third term as vice
president of his.CWA local.
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Diane Molleson and Jim Cropsey have
volunteered to help with future class notes.
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/REUNION• JUNE 5-7, 2015/
Trinity Fund Goal: $450,000
Class Secretary: Thomas D.
Casey, 4944 Bradley Blvd.,
Bethesda, MD 20815-6244; thomas.casey.
1980@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Scott A.
Lessne, Esq., Harry J. Levenstein
Hello 1980-ers. Between now and our 35th
Reunion, yours truly will be temporary class
scribe. So, get those cards, letters, e-mails, texts,
and phone calls rolling my way; thomasdcasey@
gmail.com or TDC@ThomasDCaseyEsq.com
are the most direct routes.
While waiting for your news, I can provide
favorable eyewitness reports on, among many,
Carol Goldberg, first-rate Manhattan cultural
guide; Steve Stuart and family-a charming
crew; Mark Anderson, back in his hometown,
Washington, for the past few years; Lisa
Block, still running one of the nation's largest
professional conventions and spending way
too much time at her father's favorite hospital;
Hart Woodson and Tom Melly, both dinner
companions well worth the train fare to NYC;
Doug Stone, postsurgical infection consultant
extraordinaire; Lee Clayton Roper, emerging
celebrity chef, cable television Hall-of-Farner,
and wife of a cable Hall-of-Farner; and Sara
Thorne who, together with her husband, is
building and guiding an exciting new school for
young boys in the most neglected neighborhood
of our nation's capital. Currie Smith organized
a dinner in Northern Virginia to refresh and
reconnect with distinguished visitors Annie
Vive Crain Palm, Suzanne Herr Olson, and
David Clark.
After about 10 years as an entrepreneur in
financial services, your secretary (pro tern)
has hung his law degree back on the wall and is
going solo as a "small-town lawyer practicing
downtown." While awaiting liquidity events
(knock hard on a lot of wood), it is fun,
rewarding, and slow-growing work in trusts,
wills, estate planning, and general counseling
for small and young businesses.
The Alumni Office reports: Marc Cohen
was named as the newest member of the board
of the Philadelphia affiliate of Susan G. Komen
for the Cure.
The best saved for last: Cornelia Parsons
Thornburgh is well into her inaugural year as
chair of the Trinity Board of Trustees. Reserve
an air-conditioned dorm for your pals in '80,
please, Cornie.
Send me news to fill this space! See you in
June.

Trinity Fund Goal: $210,000
Co-Class Secretary: Susan Walsh
Ober, 469 Valley Rd., Watchung,
NJ 07069-6041; susan.ober.1981@trincoll.edu
Co-Class Secretary: Tabitha Zane, 8805 Salute
St., Raleigh, NC 27615; tabitha.zane.1981@
trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Peter J. Whalen
John Christopher Farmelo wrote that in
August he married Laura Hopkins, a friend from
high school with whom he reconnected at his
high school reunion! Together they have four
kids, one daughter and one son each! He writes,
"Our wedding was a blast-nontraditional, but
not wacky, and with some great music. Even the
judge sang and played the guitar. Our reception
was basically a party in a honky-tonk music joint
here in Buffalo. Alex Kirk and Bob Williams
were in full swing for the wedding. Tons of fun."
John also spent a great week in France with Alex
Kirk and Alan Schiffman last July.
Persheng Sadegh Vaziri wrote to say she
had been invited to Trinity on October 1 as part
of the AK. Smith Visiting Scholars Series.
Persheng delivered a talk titled "Society, Gender
and Politics in Iranian Documentary Films,"
followed by a reception and a viewing of her
2011 documentary, Road to Kurdistan, which
details the relationship between the Iraqi
and Iranian regions of Kurdistan through her
own family's experience. Persheng also visited
with a Trinity film studies class. Persheng is
a filmmaker and archivist and scholar of the
personal documentary filmmaking movement
in Iran. Persheng reports, "It was really nice to
be back there, and especially to show my film at
Cinestudio!"
Peter Duncan will participate in the Long
Walk Societies' The Industry Series Panel
Discussion on Real Estate in New York City
on November 6. Per the bio included in the
invitation, Peter "has more than 30 years
of experience in commercial real estate
acquisition, financing, repositioning,
management, and leasing, all at George Comfort
& Sons, Inc. Duncan is the controlling partner of
the company. A licensed commercial broker in
New York and New Jersey, Duncan is a member
of the Real Estate Board of New York and a
board member of the Realty Foundation of
New York and Phipps Houses."
Jeff Osborn wrote: "Just got engaged at 55.
Will wonders never cease? Getting married
next summer in Maine. My two new step kids
will pick up 27 new cousins in the transaction.
Living in Palo Alto and running a nonprofit, the
Internet Software Consortium, in Redwood
City."
Please join our Trinity College Class of 1981
Facebook group!
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TrinityFundGoal: $175,000
Co-Class Secretary: Mark R.
Thibault, 642 Lincoln Rd.,
Grosse Pointe, MI 48230-1220; mark.thibault.

TINHO '81
What does r,ourtOOrkatRolls-Bor,oe
entailP I run a plant that produces new
Trent 900 and Trent 1000 jet engines for
the AirbusA380 jumbo and the Boeing
787 Dreamliner. These are two of the
biggest engines ever built for commercial
aviation. I have a staff of 280 people.

What do"°" eJV01I modaboutr,our
workP I get tremendous satisfaction
knowing that the work we do impacts the
lives of thousands of people who fly every
day. Our product brings people together
and provides huge economic benefits.

And what do IIO"ftnd mod
cllallen9'ngP Getting 280 people to sing
to the same hymn sheet is never an easy
task. I see my job as the conductor trying
to get all the musicians to play beautiful
music. In my case, it's about getting
people to work together to make safe
and reliable engines, keeping them all
happy and motivated, and sustaining
the business.

Whatdnwr,oMtotlae~
fteldPWhere I grew up, I was told that
there are only three professions that I
should aspire to: medicine, engineering,
and teaching. I was good in math and
physics, hated biology, and didn't want
to be a teacher. So, by default, it was
engineering. Interestingly, I found out
that I really like engineering and stayed
with it.

1982@trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary:
Joseph H. Upton, 2019 Seneca Ave., Ann Arbor,
MI 48104-2614; joseph.upton.1982@trincoll.
edu • Class Agents: Lisa D'.Addeo Bohman,
Patricia Hooper Kelley, Wilfred J. Talbot III
Rise Singer says that 2014 was "a year of
renewal. Got a new job at Brandeis as assistant
director of the Schusterman Center for Israel
Studies, which is 'dedicated to promoting exemplary teaching and scholarship in Israeli history,
politics, culture, and society.' I ditched my 1998
Civic and finally bought a new car, and my son
graduated from Carnegie Mellon as a mechanical engineer and will be heading out to Seattle

Bou,dldr,ourtlmeat ninity
a/fectflOllrpath in lifeP I always tell
people that I had the best ofboth
worlds: a liberal arts education and an
engineering degree. I am really glad that
I had a broad education instead of a
narrow focus on engineering and science.
I am as much at ease talking politics and
history as I am talking about the laws
of thermodynamics. Trinity gave me
a superb education, and I am so much
better off in every respect because of it.
I wouldn't be where I am today if not for
Trinity, and I honestly mean that. When
I graduated from high school, my poor
parents who have 11 children couldn't
afford to send me to college. I had to seek
external funding or not go. Trinity offered
me financial support and helped fulfilled
my dream. I am forever indebted to
the College.
Wlnchninity,ro/et,Bor'toGBmod
~tollO"andr,ourcareerP
lfRaJ,PI would say the then-chairman of
the Engineering Department, Dr. August
Sapega, was the most influential on my
career. He was a tough professor, but very
fair. I took two classes from him: one was
"Strength of Materials," and the other was
a senior project. He was more interested
that you understood the material rather
thanjust getting good marks. If you did
not do your work properly, especially
lab work, he would make you do it over
and over again until you got it right. I

to ply his trade. (At least he's still in the States!)"
In April, Rise had a chance to catch up with her
"old roomie," Claudia Hart, who is doing well.
Our sincere apologies to Janice Kunin
Castle for not including her update in our
last submission. She is living in Monroe,
Connecticut, with her husband, Brian, and
16-year-old daughter, Patricia, who, by now,
should have gained her driver's license (no
word on whether said development has caused
the much-feared graying of Janice's hair). In
2013, after more than 15 years working at Louis
Dreyfus Commodities in Wilton, Connecticut,
Janice took a position as the director of human

remember him saying, "Where a doctor's
mistake is buried, an engineer's mistake
is always revealed." His passion for the
profession is second to none. He has
rubbed that off onto me, and I am glad
he did.

resources at the Knights of Columbus in its
New Haven headquarters. "It's a nonprofit
organization with both a fraternal side and an
insurance side and has about 900 employees in
New Haven." She saw Lori Ardolino Albino in
May at a graduation party for her two daughters.
Lori recently started her 19th year teaching
English at Cheshire High School in Connecticut.
She is rightfully vying for proudest mom in our
class: "My older daughter, Nicole, who is a 2010
graduate ofTrinity, just graduated from UConn
medical school and is now a first-year resident
at Johns Hopkins University Hospital in
Baltimore. She is an obstetrician/gynecologist.
/ Winter 2015/
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My second daughter, Lindsay, an All-American
water polo player, just graduated from
Occidental College in Los Angeles with a
premed degree and just applied to dental
schools. My son, my 240-pound baby, is 15 years
old, a sophomore at Choate Rosemary Hall in
Wallingford, Connecticut. He is a three-sport
athlete, currently a starting offensive lineman
and defensive linebacker."
Jennifer Prost shared a bit of"bad news,
good news" about a near-death experience
for Sharon Day. Last February, "Sharon was
crossing the street (in a designated crosswalk)
to the hospital where she serves as an ER doctor.
She was plowed over by a hospital valet driver
but never lost her sense of humor, joking about
how, when she opened her eyes to find her
colleagues staring at her, she realized she was
not in heaven yet. Despite some broken bones
and a lot of bruises, Sharon is back up and
running (literally)-an empty nester (with three
kids in college) living in Maryland with her
husband, Kevin." Phew!
David Brown dropped us a brief alert to
say that he and his wife, Jennifer, and son Neil
are still living in the great northwest-Oregon.
David just started his 15th year as a director
at Intel.
It was great to hear from Barb Levison: "I am
still living in NYC and just celebrated 30 years
of marital bliss with Lee. Our third and last child
just went off to college, Bates, not Trin, so my
last hope of a Bantam child is over. Coincidentally, Andy Stephenson also has a freshman at
Bates. My middle son graduated college in May
and is here in New York working at NBC and
living back home, so we aren't technically empty
nesters although we certainly have more
flexibility and freedom than we've had for the
last 25 years. Our oldest just began law school.
Just saw Lucida DeLorenzo on a quick stop
off in Connecticut. She is well and still living in
Berlin. My business consulting with families
looking for camps and summer programs
continues to grow and thrive, and in general
life is good as we enter the next stage."
One classmate who seems adept at following
his passions is Kurt Freund. "After graduating
with a B.S. in biochemistry, I went straight into
a graduate program in biochem at University
of Delaware. With a master's degree from
Delaware, I went to work as a research biochemist at Merck, after a short detour to work as a
deckhand on a charter fishing boat for a season.
After seven years at Merck, I took a position at
Mount Saint Joseph Academy in Flourtown,
Pennsylvania, where I taught chemistry for
seven years, while earning a master's degree in
education. When I moved to the Eastern Shore
of Maryland in 2002, I worked as a towboat
captain for TowBoatUS for a season before
establishing a fishing charter business. After
three seasons on the Chesapeake Bay, I moved
the charter business to Martha's Vineyard,
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Massachusetts, where for the last nine years
I have lived and worked as a fishing charter
captain for half of the year and a carpenter for
the other half of the year. I recently obtained my
construction supervisor's license, so the sideline
as a carpenter continues to grow into a career as
a builder." Pretty cool journey!

'83

Trinity Fund Goal: $200,000
Co-Class Secretary: Lauralyn
Fredrickson, 444 Central Park
W., #11F, New York, NY 10025-4358; lauralyn.
fredrickson.1983@trincoll.edu • Co-Class
Secretary: Alfred B. Strickler III, Strickler
Medical, Inc., 503 Libbie Ave., Ste. 2C,
Richmond, VA 23226-2660; alfred.strickler.
1954@trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary: Lisa
NebbiaLindquist, 11 Lakeridge Dr., Orchard
Park, NY 14127-3361; lisa.lindquist.1983@
trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Todd C. Beati,
Timothy Dillon Clarke, Tina L. Tricarichi
Hello Class of'83! Once again voluntary
communications for our class notes have
been sparse, but we were able to strong-arm
a few classmates into revealing their recent
activities. It's reassuring that many of our
reports involve reunions oflifelong friendships
born at Trinity.
Angelos Orfanos writes, "What a
coincidence your message is. I am in Milan
having dinner with Chuck Petridis, and we were
reminiscing about Trinity. Chuck has been in
Milan 27 years, having married a wonderful lady
and raising four beautiful children. I really enjoy
visiting him and his family."
Pat Sclafani reports, "Back in July, several
classmates from the classes of'83 and '82
participated in the 10th Annual CT Challenge
Bike Ride held in Westport, Connecticut.
The event raises funds to support programs
for cancer survivors and their families. Jim
Callahan '82, Michael Collins, Amy Fulton
Kuzmicki, Doug Kuzmicki, Paul Merrigan,
Marissa Ocasio, Bob Pigue, Kevin Sullivan,
and Tina Tricarichi all rode with me in the
event. It was the eighth year that group got
together for the event, and a great time was
had by all.
Dr. Wendy (Gorlin) Tayer traveled east
from San Diego in October, reuniting with
Agi Sardi, Sasha Opel, and Marissa Ocasio
in Boston.
JeffBamonte writes: "I am a sales director
for a medical device company, Novocure, based
in Times Square, NYC. Life is great. My older
daughter, Marissa, just graduated from Moses
Brown School in Providence, Rhode Island, in
June 2014 and is a freshman at the College of
Charleston in Charleston, South Carolina. She
went there to sail for them-number two in the
country for sailing currently. She is the only
person from Moses Brown that has ever made
the varsity sailing team as a freshman. She is
going to major in international business. My

younger daughter, Lauren, is a sophomore at
Moses Brown. She plays varsity field hockey
and varsity softball."
Dr. Mark Bronsky reports, "My wife, Jodi,
and I are enjoying raising our boys, Jack, 15, and
Mick, 13, who are attending Rye Country Day
School. Jodi is doing her graphic design, and I
am practicing orthodontics in two locations in
Manhattan-having a blast. Have been in touch
with Dr. J.E. Simmons, who is doing well in his
retirement. Always happy to meet up with
Trinity friends in NYC!"
Jim Frederick had plans to see James
Dooley this summer and speaks to Doug Morse
frequently. Jim's son Cole graduated from Canterbury School in May and is starting freshman
year at College of Charleston in South Carolina.
Andrea (Mooney) Leavitt writes, "Our
daughter Dana will be starting at Trinity
this August. Dana's twin brother, Stanton, is
starting UVA. Wahoo!"
Leslie Laub White writes, "I am keeping
busy trying to teach my old horse a new trick
(to be ridden without a bridle) and working
in finance. I'm also the treasurer for the
Connecticut Humane Society. My older
daughter is 20 and about to start her senior year
at Denison. My younger one is 18 and about
to start sophomore year. She's a mechanical
engineering major and spent most oflast year
building a car for the Formula competition."
Al Strickler reports that his oldest child has
flown the coop to college-TCU in Fort Worth,
Texas. His middle child is a junior in high school
and youngest a seventh-grader. Al's passion
continues to be raising money for childhood
cancer research. He's considering a significant
bike ride with my son in two summers to
raise money.
Marissa Ocasio rode again for Team Sclafani
in the CT Challenge in July. Marissa, also a
survivor, is supporting the Center for Survivorship, National Ovarian Cancer Coalition.
Marissa reports, "I have no kids, but my dog
would like to apply for the job of the president's
dog (if she doesn't already have one)."
On a sad note, MaryBeth Callan
Serdechny writes, "I wanted to let everyone
know of the recent death of our classmate,
James Maffiolini. He died on July 13, 2014, in
Southington, Connecticut. There were many of
us Trinity alums at his wake and funeral, such a
sad event. Jim had fought pancreatic cancer for
17 months, even attended our 30th Reunion last
year, and looked well. Much too young to die at
53. He left a beautiful wife and four kids. We'll
miss you, Jim."
I, Laurie Fredrickson, continue to live in
NYC, working with the severely mentally ill.
Our daughter, Elizabeth (aka Lizzy Itzkowitz),
graduated from LaGuardia Arts High School this
June and is a freshman at the School of Visual
Arts. Our son, David, is a sophomore at Bronx
Science. We spend time on the Connecticut
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shore each summer and see Trinity friends,
as well as my 90-year-old dad, Dr. Robert
Fredrickson, Trinity Class of1945!
I would like to challenge our classmates of
'83 to again contribute to our next report,
particularly those of you who try to remain out
of print. Someone from your past wants to know
what you are doing! Let us know what you are
planning next. Whatever! We look forward to
hearing from you!
Your class secretaries, Laurie and Al
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Trinity Fund Goal: $95,000
Class Secretary: Susan M .
Greene, 3 Weston Ter.,
Wellesley, MA 02482-6312, susan.greene.
1984@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Amy Waugh
Curry, Robert F. Flynn, Lorraine Saunders
White, W. Townsend Ziebold, Jr.
Many thanks to all of you who responded to
my last request and forced me to edit your lives
down to the allotted word count. An e-mail
will be forthcoming with all the details I had to
excise from your submissions.
Amy Waugh Curry: "I am still in real
estate, 20 years now, yikes. I was with
Prudential CT Realty, which was acquired by
Berkshire Hathaway Home Services. I work
out of the Westport, Connecticut, office. If
any of you have kids thinking of moving to
Connecticut, please think ofme! My daughter
Sarah is working at Sports fllustrated in Boston
and having a blast, and my son, Conn, a long pole
defenseman, is at Roanoke College in Salem,
Virginia. All is well! Hello to all my old friends ...
amazing how time flies!"
Susan Thomas Schlett: "I thought it might
be time to put my two cents worth into the mix
and perhaps inspire others to do the same! After
graduation I worked fo r Sikorsky Aircraft on
helicopters as a mechanical test engineer for
15 years. There I met my husband, Dereck.
We have three children: Tyler is in high school,
Ethan is in seventh grade, and our daughter,
Shea, is in fourth grade. Since leaving
Connecticut, our family has moved four times
and currently lives in Wisconsin. We love it
here. I continue to be active with the Society of
Women Engineers (SWE) since helping charter
a collegiate SWE section at Trinity. I recently
completed one term as SWE membership chair
for our combined professional and collegiate
membership, and for six years I served on
the Trinity Engineering Advisory Council.
Encouraging women and students to discover
engineering is one of my passions. Through
SWE I have had the opportunity to participate
in a multitude of efforts to help increase the
low number of female engineers. Anyone can
join SWE. If you are on board with the goal
ofincreasing the number of women in the
classroom and in the workplace, come join us at
www.swe.org! The last Trinity alum I was able to
see face-to-face was my dear friend and former

roommate Anne Mahoney, at the memorial
service for both my parents in Connecticut in
October 2012."
Katherine Aiken Sullivan and Dan
Sullivan both have book news: Katherine's
first poetry collection, Necessary Fire (Black
Lawrence Press), was the winner of the St.
Lawrence Book Award and is coming out in
January. Dan's newest book, NoSQLfor Mere
Mortals (Addison-Wesley), will be out in April.
"We moved out to Portland, Oregon, last year,
and our youngest (of five) just started college at
Portland State University. Our third grandchild
is due on Christmas Day. Life does move along
at a pretty impressive clip!"
Liz Lynch Valicenti is "privileged and proud
to still be a part of Team Titleist working as
director of interactive marketing at Titleist.
My oldest son, Nick, is currently at The Taft
School in Watertown, Connecticut, and I
think of my days at Trinity as I travel through
Hartford to Taft. As a divorced mom of three
athletic teenage boys, I tend to spend most of
my time at football fields, hockey rinks, and
baseball facilities (and more often than I like,
in the ER!), but I managed to get a few rounds
of golf in this summer-never enough though. I
still keep in touch with my sister-in-law, Lisa
Sperry Lynch, who is close to becoming an
empty nester when her fourth is off to college
next year; Sue Rice Keenan-always something
exciting going on in her life. Lisa, Sue, and I
try to connect at least once a year with former
roomies Laney Lynch Makin, Weezie Kerr
Mackey, Suzie Schwartz Symons, and Annie
Mathiasen Farquhar."
Jen Rudin Wickboldt: "Life in droughtridden Walnut Creek, California, is blue skies
and sunny. Two of our boys are freshman and
sophomore year in high school, while youngest
son is a happy fifth-grader (of course what's not
to love about fifth grade). I'm working part time
at C&T Publishing, a quilting and sewing book
publisher. I also volunteer in the schools and
with the local ed foundation helping to raise
money for our dismally underfunded public
schools. Paul works in the semiconductor
industry in Silicon Valley with lots of travel-for
better or worse-to far-flung corners. We aren't
a sports family, but we are currently in soccer
season with my youngest, and the other two
keep us busy as well. I don't see many Trinity
friends except for intersecting on Facebook, but
if they're ever in the Bay Area, I'd be happy to see
them in real life!"
Lorraine White: "So for all of you who have
kids in college and out of college, how's this for
an update? I just got back from my daughter's
eighth-grade two-day overnight in the Catskillslots of bears, deer, and other creatures. We did
half-day hikes, mountaineering, high ropes, and
zip-lining! All good fun, but suffice it to say that I
am a beach girl at heart! And I can look forward
to repeating this in three years when my twin

boys will go for their eighth-grade trip! When I
am not in my hiking boots, I am still working
in the city at United Healthcare (going on 18
years now!). Spending lots ohime in the
summer months up in my favorite spot in
Weekapaug, Rhode Island, pretending I am a
kid again. All good stuff. Missed so many of you
at the 30th Reunion last June-we need to rally
for our 35th ... but let's not rush things."
Bob Reichart: "In February, I'll leave active
duty with the U.S. Navy after 30 years of
service. It has been a great ride-lots of great
people, experiences, and places to live (East
Coast, West Coast, Italy, Japan, and Hawaii).
Anne and I will be staying in the D.C. area for at
least a few years-still considering options for
what's next."

REUNION
JUNE 5-7, 2015
SAVE THE DATES!
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Trinity Fund Goal: $185,000
Class Secretary: Stephen J.
Norton, 9 Ninth St. SE,
Washington, DC 20003-1333; stephen.norton.
1985@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Stephen J.
Norton, Annette M. Boelhouwer, Esq.
I hope many of you are planning to come to
Hartford in a few months to mark 30 years
since we graduated and to celebrate our times
together. These years have had good measures
of happiness and hope as well as pain and
discouragement for each of us in one way or
another. It will be both poignant and fun-filled
to reflect on our journeys with people to whom
we were once so deeply entwined and often
remain very close with to this day.
When I was gathering news last fall, I
happened to reach out to several classmates who
were in the San Francisco Bay area. What a royal
nail-baiter the World Series turned into for the
Giants, but Bumgarner was scary good as usual.
Among our classmates reporting that things are
great on the West Coast was Donna Gilbert.
She has been out there since '98 and loves it. She
lives in San Jose, where she teaches and chairs
the History Department at The Harker School.
She is celebrating 13 years with her partner. Also
in the Bay area, Brian Wanerman is engaged
in running and building a solo legal practice
and hopes his new professional venture allows
him to attend the Reunion. Tim Raftis is also
in San Francisco. He remembers arriving just
before the Loma Prieta earthquake, so it has
been 25 years. He and his wife had just celebrated their 21st wedding anniversary. One of their
daughters is a junior in coilege, and the other
/Winter2015/
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is a senior in high school. Their son is in eighth
grade. Tim still works for the same firm he
joined in 1989, although the name has changed a
few times. He hopes to make it in June.
Mike Tighe also plans on attending, maybe
with the added incentive that his oldest
daughter, Megan, is a sophomore at Trinity and
"having a blast" while trying to decide if she is
majoring in biochem or neuroscience. "Two
majors that never entered her Dad's thought
process," he assured. She is a Kappa pledge as
well, and he is delighted to see her enjoying the
school so much. Mike has made a number of
trips to "the homeland" and has stayed in touch
with a bunch of folks and was getting ready
for a tailgate at the Amherst game. His middle
daughter, Katie, is a freshman at Union College.
"I am now cheering for the Dutch as she is
playing lax there!" His youngest daughter, Abby,
is 12 and keeps her older sisters in line.
Late last summer when reading about the
issues related to Scotland's vote on secession, I
noticed that one of the experts cited on security
and defense issues was a Dr. Phillips O'Brien.
Recalling that our classmate by that very same
name studied in Scotland sophomore year, I did
a quick search and confirmed it was one and the
same. Phillips has been director of the Scottish
Centre for War Studies at the University of
Glasgow since 2001. We had a nice exchange. I
felt compelled to admit I wince when I think of
how I carried myself at Trinity when Phillips
and I sparred about campus political issues.
He was gracious enough to assure me there is
no reason to apologize for college behavior and
assured that none ofus is likely delighted with
all aspects of the person we see in the distant
mirror.
Those of you who have been on our Reunion
Facebook page that Bill Detwiler set up
enjoyed the photo of1983 Spring Weekend
with U2-freakin' U2! I am sure we've all told our
kids about our private concert with the world's
greatest band-though maybe not everything
about Spring Weekends!
Whether you felt you became a butterfly or
wince at your larval stage at Trinity, please plan
to attend the Reunion. Unload your admissions
of embarrassment from those years and talk
about the dreams you have for the halcyon years
that we hope await us all.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $100,000
Class Secretary: Aileen M
Doherty, 271 Baltic St.,
Brooklyn, NY 11201-6404; aileen.doherty.
1986@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Sheila J.
Andrus, Molly Schnorr-Dunne, John T. Wilson
Greetings! Thanks to Jerome, Kris, Olive, Drew,
Sam, Chris, and Lesley for checking in! The best
part about this job is hearing from old friends.
But there are more of you out there-so if you
have been thinking ...
Here is this quarter's update!
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INSPIRING LEADERSHIP GIVING.

All Trinity alumni, parents,
and friends are invited to join
The Long Walk Societies.
www.trincoll.edu/givingtotrinity
Jerome Kapelus writes: All good in NYC and
entering our 20th year in our little enclave on
the Upper West Side. I run an event marketing
company with headquarters in Manchester,
New Hampshire, so go back and forth. My eldest,
Liza, a junior at Trinity, is gallivanting around
Europe like many of us did many years ago. She
is on the Trinity Barcelona program and having
way too much fun. Sydney kicked off her
freshman year at Kenyon College in Ohio and
is the happiest freshman we know! Griffin is a
sophomore in high school, and for those who
have 16-year-old boys, you know the gray hair
caused by this particular child. I "switched"
sports and am spending a lot less time on the
squash court and a lot more time on the soccer
field, trying to defy age and bad hamstrings.
I have seen a bunch of the Trinity crew over
the past months-had drinks and a catch-up
with Justin Lilley early this summer in NYC,
enjoyed a fantastic Trinity graduation in May
with Ben and Christine Rhodes (whose
daughter Samantha graduated), had a near
sighting of Paul Kipnes '85, who stayed at our
apartment this summer when we were away,
and have been in touch with Erik Smith. Erik
and family, who have been in Palo Alto the
past few years, are heading off to Sweden for a
few years as Erik has an exciting job leading a
technology company. I also had the pleasure of
lunching with J.D. Cregan at the University
Club, where he is by far the most liked and
popular patron after his many years of service
to their squash program years ago.
Olive Cobb Waxter writes: Tom and I are
doing well in Baltimore. Oldest daughter, Olive,
graduated from Washington & Lee in May of
2014 (hard to believe!), and she is working
for the One Love Foundation to help battle
relationship violence. Maggie is a sophomore
at W&L, playing field hockey and lacrosse. Jake
is applying early to Denison for the fall of 2015,
and he is planning to play lacrosse there. Empty
nesters soon!
We have been happy to see some Trin
classmates over the past few months-so happy
to see Cappy Daume three or four times this
year, along with husband Sam. Also fun to
see Lisa and Tom Price and Justin and
Stephanie Lilley ... all these 50th birthdays
give us a good opportunity to get together!
I keep seeing Chris and Ben's kids' pictures on
FB at Trinity-along with Jerome's-and that
is fun. The pictures I see remind me of what a
wonderful place Trinity is; we are hoping the

new president can reinvigorate the community's
positive feelings about such a wonderful school.
Wishing all of our 50 (or so!) classmates a happy
year ... two more years until our 30th!
Drew Caesar writes: I live in Portland,
Oregon, the one with all the REAL good
breweries and really good food. I now have
a daughter of driving age, armed with a
permit. So much for the clutch on my car. I
am a therapist, and I work with adolescents
and adults to prevent sexual abuse, in private
practice since moving on from my supervisory
position in a juvenile detention program. I'm not
on Face book, but it would be nice to hear from
some Trin folks (dcaesar@sprintone.com)
and great to connect if you are ever out in the
Northwest. It's great out here ... but there's
nothing like the Northeast.
Kris Kinsley Hancock writes: Life on
Nantucket continues to be pleasant. The local
piece oflife here is complex as people strive to
preserve the history, shoreline, species, and
other special qualities of this island while
making it desirable for modern living and
vacationing. I had some catch-up time with
Mimi Gatchell Rodgers, who continues to
live and teach abroad in Abu Dhabi and travel
the world (including hiking in Nepal), when she
returned for a vacation on the island. As each
year passes, it becomes increasingly special to
reconnect. I barely travel these days; instead, I
watch the world come to our little island. There
is a growing international community living
and working here, and fundraising events have
become increasingly sophisticated. I photograph
events for the local newspaper as the "Seen on
the Scene" documentarian. Some of my photos
make it into The Globe and Heraid and beyond. I
enjoy engaging in conversation with attendees
as well as observing and preserving moments
they share. Work-wise, I currently balance
photography with motherhood, tutoring, and
teaching. One ofmy educational projects is
working with my child to train our puppy to
become a therapy dog.
Sam Slaymaker writes: I am pleased to
report that my son, Trip, is now a freshman. He
seems to be really enjoying the College and his
professors and is writing a weekly movie review/
entertainment column for The Tripod.
Christopher Lorenz writes: I finished
hiking the Pacific Crest Trail (2,660 miles)
this summer after completing 1,400 miles last
summer and 1,300 this summer. It was great
to get to spend so much time out west, as the
trail goes from the Mexican border to the
Canadian border, through California, Oregon,
and Washington.
Leslie Gallager writes: All is well here, and
I love my second career as a school librarian in
Brooklyn! This is my third school year working
at Brooklyn Prospect Charter School, an IB
school, where my eighth-grade son and one of
my 10th-grade daughters go. My other 10th-

/4
grade daughter goes to Stuyvesant. There is
never enough time to read for my liking, but I try
to grab what time I can and look forward to the
college search process with my daughters and
visiting Trinity in the process!
Your secretary writ es: I was thrilled to run
into Jim Mancall, who was representing
Wheaton College at the Inauguration of
President Berger-Sweeney. Jim looked great
and is happy in his duties as assistant provost
and faculty secretary.
Finally, congrats to some amazing ladies:
Kristine Belson for overdue kudos for her
2014 Oscar nomination and Kathryn George
Tyree for her appointment as a trustee of the
College. We are in good hands.
Send news.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $87,000
Class Secretary: Douglas Kim,
708 Union Valley Rd., Mahcrpac,
NY 10541-3973; douglas.kim.1987@trincoll.edu
Class Agent: Bryant S. Zanko
It occurred to me that I have now been class
secretary longer than I was actually at Trinity.
This is a little like when the television show
M*A*S*H ended up running longer than the
actual duration of the Korean War. (It's a lot like
that, except without the fame and residuals.)
First comes news from Cleveland that Peter
Voudouris has, once again, been named among
the Best Lawyers in America in 2015. You'll
recall Pete is a trial lawyer at Tucker Ellis, where
he focuses on pharmaceutical and medical
device litigation and medical malpractice,
representing physicians, nurses, and hospital
systems in cases ranging from brain-damaged
infants to wrongful death. Pete and his wife,
Elizabeth Hosler Voudouris '88, have three boys.
(I'm exhausted just typing that.) And yes, Pete
not only finds the time to be their coach on
their various athletic teams but also runs the
occasional marathon himself. Well done, Pete.
In early October, several alumni gathered
in Rye, New York, at the home of Betsy Smith
to celebrate the birthday of the late Bill Hatch.
Along with Betsy and me were alumni Claude
Brouillard, Mei-Wa Cheng Brouillard, Jennifer
Osborne Prescott, Laura Ulrich Brett, and a few
other friends and spouses. Bill was a character,
so there was no shortage of Hatch anecdotes to
share that night in what will surely become an
annual tradition among Bill's friends. I'd like
to think that all over the country that evening,
glasses were being raised in Bill's honor.
While I abhor the loss of privacy that we
surrender as users of Facebook, I am grateful
that I have been able to connect-and stay
connected-to classmates such as Carla Gray,
Marti Lay, Ellen Garrity, Jon Potter, Bob
Edmunds, and all my friends online. In fact,
social media tells us that Jon Potter is no longer
with the Brattleboro Reformer and is the new
executive director ofBrattleboro's historic

Latchis Theater. Bravo, Jon.
In closing, I'd like to remind you to seek me
out online, if you haven't already. !just know
people would love to hear from you.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $115,000
Co-Class Secretary: Nancy E.
Barry, 166 E. 61st St., #BC, New
York, NY 10065-8518; nancy.barry.1988@
trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary: Thomas P.
Chapman, 61 Copper Beech Dr., Rocky Hill, CT
06067-1836; thomas.chapman.1988@trincoll.
edu • Class Agents: Constantine G. Andrews,
Jeffrey A. Baskies, Esq., Arthur F. Muldoon, Jr.
It's been a whirlwind of mini-Trinity reunions
these past few months both in Connecticut and
New York City. First, Tom had the pleasure of
seeing Tina Viglucci and Laurie Carlson
Giannaros on the Trinity campus in August.
They were visiting Hartford, and we had a
chance to tour the campus while the first
students were moving in for the semester,
bringing back lots of memories. We were able
to sneak into Jones Hall, where we first met as
freshmen, which surprisingly looks a lot more
utilitarian than it did back in 1984 compared to
the rest of campus. We also took a quick tour of
t he highlights of Hartford, including The Mark
Twain House and Los Cubanitos Bakery on
Park Street.
Also, Nancy had the chance to catch up with
classmates at Barbara Caldarone's birthday
party in New York City, including Karen
Albano Mair, Vikki Wenzel, Lisa "Laker''
Lake, and the elusive Julie Diez, who remains
busy with her job in Manhattan as senior vice
president at Trust Company of the West and her
second job as proud New Jersey soccer mom.
We now turn to former Class President
Bryant McBride for his top 10 (actually 11)
highlights of the past year: "1) Bill Carroll's
wedding, spring 2013. The highlight was Pally
(Mark Palladino) conducting the service-get
this-in Korean! The looks on the faces of Bill's
beautiful bride's family and relatives when Pally
mistakenly swore at them in Korean during
the service was tremendous; 2) Seeing Wendy
Goldstein Pierce regularly throughout Boston.
The highlight is that we park at the same garage,
so I often hear 'move your damn car McBride'
to start my day; 3) Sharing the NCAA tourney
with Bob Loeber. The highlight was listening
to Montell J ordan's 'This is How We Do It .. .' (be
sure to check it out on You Tube to immediately
be transported back to the '80s) between
commercials cranked to 11 on the stereovinyl of course; 4) Woburn, Massachusetts,
Halloween Parade. The highlight was Woburn
Selectman Mike Anderson answering
constituent questions like a young Mayor
Menino (RIP); 5) September weekend in
Honolulu Harbor, Hawaii, with Kevin
Robinson. The highlight was Kevin giving
a guided tour to a Filipino Girl Scout Troop
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and their moms-surprisingly engaging and
informative ... fun for everyone! (6) A visit to the
Massachusetts home of former Commissioner
of Major League Baseball Fay Vincent with
Mark Galley. The highlight was after the
commissioner described his awesome oral
baseball history project to us, he asked Mark to
help produce it for air on Fox Sports TVthe show was a huge hit and was critically
acclaimed; 7) Seeing Dean Andrews at his
son George's basketball tournament. Suffice it
to say that George got all of the 'athlete genes'
that Dean did not-the kid can flat out play; 8)
Talking regularly to Jeft'Baskies. Still wise and
has been an unreal help in growing my current
business; 9) Erik Johnson. Bumped into him
at a Bruins game and he looks exactly the same
as 1988-has not aged a day; 10) Seeing David
Provost weekly in Boston. The highlight is
seeing David Provost weekly in Boston; 11)
Seeing (Elizabeth) Lou O'Brien Berl's family
in my neighborhood all the time. The highlight-Lou, the Harvard women's crew coach
(last year's national champions), and her family
moved in around the corner this summer, and
now our daughters are in the fifth grade together
and great friends."
Also from Bryant is this note: "Okay guys, this
space has been far too sparse for too long. I know
that you guys are doing some really fun things
(or maybe your kids are ...) that people want to
know about. Help Tom and Nancy out and send
some fun news and a quick update." Thanks,
Bryant, for that great wrap-up.
Wendy Rawlings writes in from the heart
of Dixie: "Not really much new with me. I direct
the Creative Writing Program at the University
of Alabama and was promoted to full professor
in the English Department. I don't come
across Trinity people down this way but
have developed quite the football rivalry on
Facebook with former classmate Doug Curtis,
who is a Tennessee Volunteers fan. I've become
a rabid Crimson Tide football fan, so we hurl
insults into cyberspace at each other! Finally,
people won't know this because it didn't hit
the best-seller list, but several years back I
published a novel, The Agnostics, that features
scenes at a college some classmates might
recognize. It's available on Amazon or your other
favorite online bookseller."
Class President Mark Biedermann has this
to say: "It's been a busy 2014. My oldest child,
Jack, graduated from high school this past June
and is now a freshman at Tufts focusing on a
premed curriculum when he's not out exploring
Boston. Although we have one child out of the
house, our youngest, Kathryn, is now a high
school freshman and is keeping us very busy
with all of her school and sports activities.
Additionally, the de novo bank I invested in
five years ago and help manage is now under a
merger agreement with a regional banking
franchise located in suburban Philadelphia, and
/ Winter 201s /
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the integration of our bank will be keeping me
busy throughout the upcoming holidays."
Rob Bibow writes in: "Life is well at the
Bibows. Tamarin and I had a daughter,
Wilhelmina, last year, and we have a son due in
December. Bidwell Capital, the business I run
which advises family offices, is having a banner
year, having just recently advised a member
of a Middle Eastern royal family on a large
private equity disposition and a Russian
family office on its investment program. The
Foundation for Student Freedom of Association
(www.studentfreedom.org) continues to go from
strength to strength, and our membership is
growing impressively, particularly among
Trinity alumni and parents. Looking forward to
a new president at Trinity bringing the school
back up in the rankings."
Rita Barbagallo writes in that she has been
gallivanting all over the globe recently for work,
including Croatia, and is getting ready for the
Bike Ride Across Georgia (BRAG) this coming
summer and is looking for Trinity alumni in
Georgia interested in participating.
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Class Secretary: Juliana Lowry,
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/REUNION • JUNE 5-7, 2015/
Overall Goal: $200,000
Class Secretary: Sara Moorin
Lang, 416 Marlborough St.,
Apt. 702, Boston, MA 02115-1507; sara.lang.
1990@trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Alexis
BrashichMorledg e
We are officially in the 25th Reunion countdown. To get you thinking about Reunion, a few
people sent in memories. Remember taping a
"legal" birthday to our Trinity ID to gain
admittance to the View? Liquid brunch?
Remember when Halloween meant deciding
whether to go to Crow or DKE (and those of us
who were compromisers found time to go to
both)? How about all the chilly mornings spent
in the Cave working on The New York Times
crossword puzzle?
Beth Clifford writes, "One of my fondest
memories is playing volleyball at Trinity,
co-captaining with Emily Knack, and now my
13-year-old daughter is playing volleyball! It's
really fun for me to watch and hard not to coach
from the sidelines."
Dave Copland doesn't go all the way back
to senior year. He remembers an incident from
the 10th Reunion. "I was assigned a room in
Funston that had a window that led to the
roof of the bridge to Jackson. I thought 'cool, a
balcony.' Late on Saturday night, I headed back
to Funston with Paul Nikolaidis. It was hot,
so we went out on top of the bridge where it was
62
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SAVE THE DATES!

Lure, North Carolina, (of Dirty Dancing fame)
and spend a fair amount oftime there boating,
wakeboarding/ waterskiing, fishing, hiking, and
partying/entertain ing."
Malcolm Miller checked in from New
Canaan, Connecticut, where he lives with his
wife and three kids (Peter and Amanda, 11, and
Hilary, 6). He sees a good deal of Scott and
Olivia English, Peter Denious, and Bob
Hopkins, who all live locally. Malcolm is
treasurer ofITT Corporation in White Plains,
NewYork.
Greg "Gretzky" Johnson is spending a
lot oftime on the college circuit because his
daughter, a junior, is a lacrosse prospect.
When visiting Fairfield University, they saw
Jim Murphy and Dave Wells. Our upcoming
Reunion was a topic, and all of them are looking
forward to staying on campus for the weekend.
Greg's kids are also looking forward to Reunion,
as they had a blast at the 20th.
Jim Murphy sent in a great update: I've
been in regular contact with the Trinity crew
that gets together every year for Super Bowl
weekend (Paul Diaz, Ray Hannan, Jeff
Proulx, Ed Troiano, and Neil Walsh). This
will be our 29th year, and we are excited to head
to the Big Easy (New Orleans) to watch the big
game. I also met up with Ed, Ray, and Neil last
summer at Ed's home in Rhode Island for a
weekend of fishing and shellfish. We could sense
we were getting older when Ed's sons beat us
thoroughly and repeatedly on the badminton
court. Mike Cavanaugh, Greg Johnson, Chris
Johnson '92, Jim Dormer, and Dave Wells
have visited for various mini-Trinity reunions
and pong tournaments. I've seen Pete Denious
several times on the sidelines of our daughters'
soccer games (his daughter plays for Wilton; my
daughter plays for Darien). Pete is excited about
our 25th Reunion, and we look forward to seeing
many of our classmates in June! I love my new
role as a senior portfolio manager in the
Bernstein Global Wealth Management division
of AllianceBernstein. My wife (Robin), son
(Tripp, 12) and daughter (Lane, 10), and I are
enjoying life in Connecticut with lots of boating,
sports, and school activities.

cooler and chatted for a while. When we were
worn down enough to seek sleep and went back
in through the window, it was like entering an
oven. I thought 'this is not going to work; I can't
sleep in this heat knowing there is a/c in the new
dorm.' The new dorm (Vernon Street dorm, or
whatever it is called) was air conditioned, but
reserved for more senior alumni. We wound up
heading over there, finding unoccupied rooms
in the basement, and enjoying an excellent night
of air-conditioned sleep. We slept so well that
when we got back to Funston on Sunday,
everyone else was mostly gone!" Fast forward
15 more years, and here is the latest on Dave:
"I am continuing to work as a trademark lawyer
based in the Chicago office of a national firm
and spending much of my time in Germany.
I've brought the Boy Scouts of America to the
former East Germany and am now in my third
school year as cubmaster for the Transatlantic
Council's Pack 24. My son is in Dresden's
700-year-old boys' choir, the Kreuzchor, and
is living in the dorm at the choir's school, and
my older daughter recently competed in her
first equestrian event and smiled for days
after placing fourth. I've kept in touch with a
number of Pike brothers and have had a lot of
correspondence in the past year with them
regarding the College's changing social policies."
Dave knows he won't be able to make Reunion
but sends greetings to everyone.
I was lucky to see Courtney Jennings when
I was in Minneapolis. She looks great. She's
working in marketing at United Healthcare,
where she is an implementation manager.
Among other things, she organizes the perks
that come along with your health benefits.
She and her children are very active, riding
their bikes all around, and she invests a fair
amount of time in cheering from the sidelines
of their games.
Thanks to Michael Rinaldi for a great
Trinity Fund Goal: $85,000
update. "I live in Charlotte, North Carolina, with
Class Secretary: Heather
my wife, Mariangela, and my three children,
Watkins Walsh, 6407 81st St.,
Rocco, 13, Sofia, 11, and Nicholas, 8. I am an
Cabin John, MD 20818-1617; heather.walsh.
interventional cardiologist. I also serve as
1991@trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Robin
director of clinical research for the CV service
Halpern Cavanaugh
line and run our clinical trials unit. I just
Robin Cook Mcconaughy:After three years of
returned from Vietnam and China, where I
renovation and one year of being open full time,
presented at conferences in Danang and Beijing
our full-service market in Hopewell, New
and did some procedural work in Hanoi. I will
Jersey, is humming along and very busy. Bill
be presenting in South Korea in December. My
Brick claims he has something to do with it,
wife and I will travel to Singapore for another
as it's named the Brick Farm Market (www.
conference in January. I work like a dog but
brickfarmmarket.com). We'll have to see about
enjoy what I do. When I'm not working, I spend
those royalties. All is running well on our
time with my family. We bought a house on Lake
livestock and vegetable farm, Double Brook
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MARGARET WATTERS '90
What does it mean to be a remote
sensing and visualization specialistf
A lot of time staring at a computer
screen, but also a lot of time in archives
and in the field collecting data. While
trained as an archaeologist, I specialize
in noninvasive mapping of archaeological
sites and landscapes, which means
I do not dig on a regular basis. I work
with a suite of tools for data capture
and software for data processing,
interpretation, and visualization. Data I
work with comes from many platforms,
including satellites, airplanes and UAVs,
ground-based scanning, and historic
archives. I gather data, process, and
integrate the results. Then the work
begins to interpret a site or landscape.

What drove you to this.field ofworkf
My studies in antiquity at Trinity,
including my semester abroad at the
Intercollegiate Center for Classical
Studies in Rome, truly engaged me in
past cultures, religions, philosophies,
and material culture. When presented
with the opportunity to excavate in the
Athenian Agora, I pursued it and-backpack packed-left for Greece with a
one-way plane ticket. I found myself
working for a volcanologist on the island
of Santorini. A ground-penetrating radar
survey team was engaged as part of his
research, and as soon as I realized it could
map what was underground without any
digging (or me getting too dirty!), I was
hooked.

What is Time TeamAmericaf Time
Team America is a reality TV program on
PBS about using archaeology as a gateway
to science. I have been involved from
the beginning. I know the original UK
developer; when he was looking to
bring the program to the United States,
I jumped on board. The second season,
funded through an NSF grant for
informal STEM education, focused on
the underlying scientific methods and

tools fundamental to archaeology and our
investigation, analysis, and interpretation
of the past. Part of our goal is to provide
engaging programs and opportunities
for youth to learn about what we do
in the field. We travel as a group to
different sites and work alongside local
archaeologists bringing relevant
specialists with us to help discover
and interpret what we find.

What was the most exciting
discovery you've made in the field?
This is a tough one. I've worked on sites
around the world and have discovered
many amazing things, from a new shaft
tomb on the Giza Plateau to a privy
(outhouse) at the historic one-room
schoolhouse in my hometown. I have
three discoveries that I class as the most
exciting in my career. Certainly, my first
very exciting discovery was a Roman
villa in Vescovio, Italy (1997). The second
was a temple at the site of Jebel Barkal
in Sudan (1998). We had been surveying
this amazing site for a month, but due to
site conditions, did not map any major
structures. On the final day, I surveyed
in the morning, packed up all my gear for
the three-day over-the-desert trek back
to Khartoum, and at lunch reviewed the
data, which showed we had mapped a
new, previously unknown temple! Finally,
of equal excitement to me was a discovery
made during the second season of Time
Team America (2012): the stockade wall
at the Camp Lawton Confederate Prison
site in Georgia. Based on the data we had
collected with a few survey methods, I .
marked a trench for a backhoe to dig.
It turns out the backhoe skimmed
along exposing the eastern wall of the
stockade. Continued "ground truthing"
of the geophysical data (i.e., digging)
identified an additional two walls- the
southern and western-thus completing
the mapping ofthe entire enclosure.

My favorite Trinity memories (at this
point, mind you it's been 24 years!)
merge together from pizza dinner
research sessions with Gary Reger's
classes to crisp autumn football game
mornings ana late-night walks across
the quad.

How did your time at Trinity
prepare youforyourcareerf
My first response to this question is
always "how to communicate."
How to learn, research, and synthesize
information. I also experienced great
friendships, faced great challenges, and
had the time to learn more about who I
was and what I wanted to do. I may not
have been on the high-end, high-tech
path when I graduated, but I had the skills
and confidence to pursue what I was
interested in, including the potential
to become a specialist in high-tech
applications in archaeology.
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Farm, and we still plan to open our restaurant,
the Brick Farm Tavern, in early 2015. And then
we plan on taking a long vacation! Kids are
just getting their "teen" on: Finn, 14, is at The
Pennington School, and Drew, 12, just started
at Princeton Day School. Please come see us if
you're in the area!
Lawrence Kolin has joined Upchurch
Watson White & Max, a nationally leading
mediation firm known for facilitating
reasonable agreements to resolve complex
civil litigation. Lawrence is a Florida Supreme
Court-certified attorney mediator and former
general magistrate with wide-ranging
experience, including serving as an arbitrator
and e-neutral in technology and e-discovery
disputes. He often speaks on implementing
innovative methods of alternative dispute
resolution, such as early neutral evaluation,
across the country. Lawrence also authors an
officially ABA-listed blog at www.abajournal.
com/blawg/ Orlando_Mediator.
As for me, I have been playing some tennis.
This October, I captained a ladies 4.5 tennis
team that represented the Mid-Atlantic at the
USTA National Tournament in Indian Wells,
California. The team earned our spot in the
tournament by being undefeated in the local
Maryland league, Maryland districts, and
Mid-Atlantic sectionals. At nationals, my team
played matches versus Middle States, Southern
California, and lost to the eventual champion,
Florida. I also just returned from the National
Father-Daughter Clay Court Championships in
J upiter, Florida. We had lots of fun and made it
to the quarterfinals in the main draw and semis
of the consolation. My youngest, Hayden, who
is 7, has picked up the tennis bug and played his
first Junior Team Tennis match, and India, who
is 8, plays only for the "cute outfits." Can't argue
with that logic!
Molly Whelahan Ducker: In August, my
family and I moved from Massachusetts to
Portland, Oregon. My husband started a new job
with Columbia Sportswear, and I am home with
my boys, Logan and Rowan, who are now 10 and
7. We are living in Lake Oswego. Getting settled
and loving the West Coast!
Hope to see you all at our Reunion-is it next
year?!

Trinity Fund Goal: $55,000
Class Secretary: Allison Picott,
31 Central St., Concord, MA
01742-3014; allison.picott.1992@trincoll.edu
Class Agent: Eric H. Holtzman
Congratulations to Jay Villeneuve and his
new bride, Beth! Jay writes, "Well, I guess you
know I got married! On October 11, I married my
beautiful bride, Beth, and we now have a blended
family of SEVEN kids, THREE kittens, and a
dog. It's like living in High Rise again it's such a
madhouse! Drew kemalian was the best man,
and Drew Irving, Jeff Nowak, Bruce Orem,
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and their lovely spouses were in attendance. It
was a great time and a great chance to catch up
with everyone."
Christian Johnson also wrote in to share
some wonderful news. "My wife, Sonia, gave
birth to our daughter, Finley Kathryn Johnson,
on October 12, 2014. Everybody is doing well,
and Finley is enjoying exploring the Upper East
Side ofNewYork." Congratulations and best
wishes!
Matt Vaughn writes, "My family and I,
including my wife, Suzy Stevens Vaughn '95, run
a golf tournament in honor of my father every
June in Portland, Connecticut. It is an event that
raises scholarship money for high school
graduates to attend college at various high
schools that were connected to my father. In
attendance this year were Dr. Michael Allen,
Matt McGowan, Pat McKeigue, Dennis
McCoy, Dave Golas, Joe Reilly '91, Pieter van
der Heide '93, and an old friend of my father's,
Woody Baird '80. A great time golfing, eating,
and drinking was had by all, and the alums
are doing great and very busy with children
of all ages and life in general. Another special
highlight Trinity related was seeing Marty (of
College View fame) the night before the event
at First & Last Tavern. Not sure the exact nights
he works there, but worth it to stop in and try to
catch up with him as he looks great and loves to
see Trinity grads!"
Eric Holtzman was also great to write in
with an update. "In late May, I went to Kenya
for 10 days with a charity called One Kid, One
World. It was an amazing adventure, where I
not only got to see all of the amazing wildlife I've
wanted to see since I was a child, but I also got to
help build classrooms and meet some amazing
and inspiring young people in some extremely
poor, tribal, and AIDS-ravaged communities.
Upon my return, I started a new job as director
for Buccellati in Beverly Hills. They are a familyowned Italian fine jewelry company from Milan
with just four locations in the United States
and are considered one of the most exclusive
high jewelry brands in the world. It is going
exceptionally well, and I just returned from a
'conference' in Aspen, which really was five days
of hiking, biking, and being homesick for New
England with the beautiful yellow leaves of
the aspen trees. I have two recent Trinity
adventures. The first was the day after Labor
Day, when I met Malcolm MacLean at 4:30
a.m. to stand in line for the opening of Dunkin'
Donuts in Santa Monica. The line was so long
that Mal waited with me for nearly two hours
and had to leave to get his kids to their first
day of school. I soldiered on for an additional
two hours and got my coffee and doughnuts,
and crazy as it sounds, it was worth the wait. I
also recently got to meet up with my freshman
roomie from Elton 102, Steve Shorte, who was
in California with his adorable wife, Dana, and
their bright and charming son, Gavin. I was able

to give them an 'insider's tour' of Rodeo Drive
and reminisce about our time adjusting to Camp
TrinTrin. Oops almost forgot ... last March I was
invited to lunch by Katie Kwak Garvin, who
was visiting Los Angeles with her mom. As we
sat down at our table, I looked across the room
and saw Nicole Morretti Hockley getting up
to leave. It was such a wonderful and completely
unexpected reunion."
In June, I was elected to serve a four-year
term as an alumni trustee on Andover's Board of
Trustees. I'm also proud to write that my sister,
Andrea Picott '94, was also recently named to
Groton School's Board of Trustees as president
of the Groton Alumni Association. In July,
Andrea hosted a girls' weekend at her weekend
home in Connecticut that included Tovah
Kasdin, Robin Halpern Cavanaugh '91, and me.
Tovah, who lives in Bethesda, Maryland, with
her husband, Alex, and their two sons, Elijah, 11,
and Caleb, 9, recently connected with Jeff Ward
and his wife, Kendra '93, through their sons
who played together on t he same baseball team.
Tovah works as the director of the ElderSAFE
Center (www.eldersafe.org) at Charles E. Smith
Life Communities in Rockville, Maryland. This
is the first of its kind in the Washington, D.C.,
metro area, which provides safe temporary
shelter for older adults who are being abused.
Additionally, the ElderSAFE Center provides
community outreach, education, and advocacy
on elder abuse prevention and response. Robin
and her husband, Mike '90, live in Sudbury,
Massachusetts, with their three tween boys,
Charlie, Aidan, and Michael. In her spare time,
Robin volunteers for the Boston Children's
Hospital League. She also is t he owner of oh
goodie bakery and is known around the 'hood
for her sinfully delicious whoopee pies. In
September, I had the pleasure of seeing Erin
Markey during a layover on a flight back home
to San Francisco following a yoga retreat in
Iceland. While in town, Erin and I met up with
Indu Basavaiah for dinner.
And in a first, Gregory Bernstein, husband
of Nichole Pardo, wrote, "I saw your e-mail
about class notes and Nichole is too humble to
write back, but she was voted a top doctor in the
March 2014 issue of Washingtonian magazine
and was on the cover of the magazine issue as
the top vote getter (voted on by peers not
patients)." Thanks, Gregory, and congratulations, Nichole! What a great honor!
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Trinity Fund Goal: $50,000
Class Secretary: James M
Hazelton, 1238 S. Holt Ave.,
Apt. #2, Los Angeles, CA 90035-5100;james.
hazelton.1993@trincoll.edu • Class Agents:
Gregory M. Creamer, JonathanE. Heuser,
ElissaA. Raether Kovas
Wow! Great update, lots of news from many of
you. You are making my job easy. Since the last
update, the Los Angeles alumni group has gone
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to a Dodgers game and had a couple of happy
hours. We have a really fun group, and alums
from the Class of'65 all the way to the Class of
'14 attend our events. All is well out here in L.A;
summer is finally over for us. We had 100-degree
weather into October. My son Finn just turned
7, and he has discovered the sport of football.
This means I take a beating every night in our
one-on-one football games in the living room.
Enough about moi; here's what I heard from
you guys:
Chrissy Hewitt Woerz writes in: "Craig
and I just celebrated our 20th wedding
anniversary! (Yay Trinity couples!) Craig is still
with the company he started, Media Storm. I'm a
full-time mom, driving our two middle school
kids back and forth from Connecticut to NYC
every day so that they can be actors. Our son,
Ashton, is in Pippin on Broadway. It's his second
Broadway show. Our whole family's lives revolve
around theater. I never would have thought this
would be my lifestyle because I'm terrible at
anything theater related. But I'm very, VERY
good at driving in NYC."
Doug Rausch reports, "I have been living
in Berkeley Heights, New Jersey, for about the
past eight years with my wife, Kerry, and our
two children, Max, 5, and Amelia, 3. About nine
months ago, I started with Ropes & Gray, an
international law firm with headquarters in
Boston, as the director of financial infrastructure, which entails managing all of the
financial systems and data platforms. From
Trinity, I have mostly kept in touch with
Justin Grigg, who is living in Alfred, New
York, with his family, teaching geographic
information systems (GIS) at the university
in town and is mayor in his spare time. We
have a somewhat unhealthy obsession with
Bruce Springsteen and recently saw him
in Pennsylvania as he wrapped his latest
tour. Great show." Who doesn't love Bruce?
Adam Stern and his family sound like
they are really getting around. "Ethan, our
son, 14, went to Italy with his Latin class and
then Costa Rica for a service-learning trip
(Rustic Pathways), Ella, 12, went to camp in
Switzerland, and Lola, 10, spent time with her
cousin in Minneapolis. Mom (Erika) and Dad
(Adam) combined business with pleasure in
Italy and South Korea and did our annual
'birthday' 14er in Colorado, Mount Elbert
(14,439 feet),justto make sure we are not too
old. The family regrouped in London for a week
and then spent three weeks in Kenya on safari
for Granddad's 70th birthday, fitting for Mom's
new role as a board member of the LA Zoo.
We are all working on our surfing at home in
Malibu, California."
Joe Porto checks in: "Not much new here to
report. I played in the Trinity lacrosse golf event
last fall and am looking forward to round two
this month. We had a great party at my house
this July with Barry Hudson, Mario Maturo,
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Dave Lynch, and Matt Peterson ... almost
the complete eight man ... just missing Steve
McIntyre, Mike Donovan, and Rick Morris."
Rock on!
Prescott Stewart is still hanging around
with known troublemakers/ classmates in
Concord, Massachusetts, such as Jon Piper,
Greg Creamer, and Nat and Caty Kessler.
In fact, J on hosted Rich "Lurch" Corcoran
for a quick visit to Concord this summer.
Allen Remley tells us: "Lots of camping
and family raft trips this summer, enjoying the
outdoors in the Crown of the Continent. Also
took the family to visit with relatives in Boston
and New York. Got my Montana kids their first
Fenway experience when we were able to catch
a Yankees vs. Red Sox game in August. They will
never forget it! Business took me to Africa and
Australia. Life is good, except when I look in the
mirror and am reminded that I am old."
Audrey Brashich updates us: "Since I last
reported in, I've been working on getting back
to my writing career after a two-year hiatus at
home with my kids. I'm still covering trending
pop culture topics and how they impact girls and
women, in addition to parenthood and wellness
trends. (Trinity grads who are editors reading
this: hire me!) I've recently had pieces published
in The Washington Post and on Web sites like
WhatToExpect.com (the companion site for
the What to Expect When You're Expecting book
series) among others. I'm in touch with lots of
fun '93-ers like Britt Stockton Lee, Debby
Gammons Brown, Rachel Schreier Schewe,
and Ran Barton on Facebook ... and I tried to
have coffee with Scott Welkis when I was last
home in NYC, but my cell phone went cuckoo,
and we missed each other. He's got three kids
and is doing well!"
A fun report from Sandy Giardi: "Rachel
(Schreier) Schewe, Denise (Tsiumis)
Gibbons, Joanna (Pollio) Onorato, Sarah
(Fridy) Hellwege, Liz (Sassi) Norton, Kitz
(Skipsey) Baxter, Kiki (Rainey) Sizelove,
Sandy (Silliman) Giardi, Angela (DeNicola)
Player, and Bisa (Player) Jones-all Class of
'93-recently met up in West Palm Beach for
their annual escape from the rigors of their
professions and parenting (a collective 23 kids!).
We're happy to report that everyone is doing
well-and now that much better thanks to some
spa and golf time, great food and drink, a little
sunshine, and a lot oflaughter." Trouble!
Come on down! A cool update from Quanti
Davis: "So for ALL you avid daytime TV game
show watchers, yes, that was indeed these two
fellow Bantams on CBS's The Price is Right
airing on October 14. Tashonna Smith and
I accompanied my mom on a 'bucket list' trip

for a taping of the popular show, and I actually
ended up on stage with Drew Carey and won a
prize. So for all of my fellow '93 people who are
in need of a Sea-Doo personal water vessel, I'll
be off racing around the Potomac River. LOL. It
was tremendous fun to represent the class on
national TV! Special thanks to Charlie Schewe
for helping me with the trip, too!"
Kelsey Rollinson pipes in, "After about 15
years ofliving in New York City, I moved with
my family up to Ridgefield, Connecticut, last
year. We love it and don't miss life in the big city.
My son Hunter, 4, and his sister, Paget Lambie
Rollinson, born June 23, 2012, keep us busy and
on the go! I still get into New York City doing onair segments for the BBC and Thomson Reuters.
I hope to see folks up at Homecoming!"
Thanks for the updates folks. It's fun to see
what we are all doing. Keep sending!

'94

Trinity Fund Goal: $50,000
Class Secretary: Charles C.
Fuller Iv, 31 De Sales Pl., Apt. 2,
Brooklyn, NY 11207-1706; charles.fuller.1994@
trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Anne Dillon Fisher,
Maureen A . McEleney, Deborah Watts Povinelli
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Trinity Fund Goal: $60,000
Class Secretary: Paul J.
Sullivan, 239 Eden Rd.,
Stamford, CT 06907-1009; paul.sullivan.1995
@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Colleen Smith
Hayes, Ashley G. Myles
There is nothing like a blank space where notes
are supposed to appear to get everyone writing
in. Thank you for filling my inbox this time
around!
Let's start off with future Trinity students.
Shelley (Butler) Coughlin and her husband
Gerry had their second boy on October 17. Quinn
Butler Coughlin and big brother Ryan, 3, are fine
and living in a great pad on the Upper East Side.
Tim Sullivan welcomed his first child,
Patrick William Sullivan, in August. Tim
remains as reticent about fatherhood as just
about everything else I remembered about him.
When asked if the lad got his father's shock of
red hair, he replied, "It is a little early to say on
the hair, but it definitely has a red tinge to it."
Rich Gienopie wrote to announce his third
child, Haven, who is 8 weeks old and follows
Elliot, 3, and Auggie, 5. Living outside of
Philadelphia, Rich said he is pretty much exactly
between Mark Izzo and Jeff Pennington. "I
see them both way too much!" He confirmed
that in his free time Pennington pretty much
does what Facebook would have us believe about
him: he builds or brews something. Izzo, on the
other hand, "is either brewing something or
drinking what he's brewed or doing both at the
same time."
Alex and Katherine (Mitchell) Ladd
welcomed their second dog since I've known
/ Winter 201s/
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them. Bacon, a fluffy golden retriever puppy,
is bringing unmitigated joy to Mitchell
(Katherine's clone) and Mason (Alex, Jr.). I saw
them very briefly on a trip to San Francisco, but
in the two hours I was there, they stuffed me
with barbecue and wine at their home in the
Presidio (complete with golf-course view).
Patty (Sarmuck) Canny, a math teacher in
Canton, Connecticut, said that everything was
great with her family. "Our children keep us
happily busy: Cam, 8, James, 6, Helen, 5, and
Billy, 3," she wrote. "I talk to BJ (Toolan)
Constantine and Kate Armstrong '94 every day,
and we get together as much as we can, hoping
our 10 combined kids stay friends for life." BJ,
a standout basketball player at Trinity and
member of the Connecticut Women's Basketball
Hall of Fame, continues to coach basketball.
Projecting further into the future of Trinity
students, Josh Weinstein got engaged to his
longtime girlfriend Giulia right before the end
of the year. In a move reminiscent of George
Clooney, he has kept wedding plans secret.
Lake Como, perhaps?
This past summer I reconnected with two
of the all-time nicest guys out there, Charlie
Adams and Pat Gringras '94. It turns out
Charlie's daughter and my daughter go to the
same school, something my savvy investigating
skills revealed when I saw his name at the top of
a parent list. Charlie lives in Darien and works
at Barclays in New York. We ended up playing
golf several times, and I got to know his wife,
Katie Reifenheiser Adams '97, and their two
great girls.
As for Pat, he lives in Old Lyme, Connecticut,
with his wife and two kids. He said he often sees
Sarah Cody and Paul Rector, who are doing
great with their two kids.
By the time of this reading, Paul Wasserman will have finally been repatriated to Texas,
though he is being sent to Houston and not his
native Dallas. (Evidently there is no statute
oflimitations on unpaid library fines.) Wass,
who is married with one son, took a job at KKR,
where he is working in the real estate division.
Leah Terranova also left New York (albeit
four years ago) for Kansas, where her husband
teaches law at Washburn University School of
Law. "After slacking off and thoroughly enjoying
being unemployed for about a year, I got back
to work as the director of career and student
counseling services at the University of Kansas
School of Law," Leah wrote. "It's a great job
where I get to use my 13 years oflegal practice
experience, but rarely have to wear a suit!" She
said the transition has been great for her two
children, Oliver, 10, and Giova, 7, who got over
leaving the East Village about as soon as they
realized they would have their own bedrooms.
"We really love it out here and will probably end
up staying, much to the dismay of family and
friends."
Leah reported that Meadow (Davis) Slater
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is the assistant dean of residential life at
Bowdoin College. She has two children, Caden,
10, and Greer, 7. And Melinda (Leonard)
Reed recently returned to Montana, where she
runs a domestic violence shelter, after doing
humanitarian aid work overseas. She is married
and has a 2-year-old boy, Jack.
In other educational news, Lindsey
(Miller) Boden was named director of
enrollment management and financial aid at
AIM Academy in Conshohocken, Pennsylvania.
She has spent her post-Trinity years combining
her degree in psychology and a master's in
education from Harvard to help children with
learning difficulties.
Jill (Charlesworth) Hellman wrote inwell, to be honest, her father, David, Class of
1966 secretary, acted as her Boswell, but hey,
after last time, I'm not complaining. Anyway,
Jill lives in Midlothian, Virginia, which is
outside of Richmond, with her husband,
Jeremy, and three children, Libby, 12, Whitney,
10, and Nate, 7. "While Nate is playing soccer,
our daughters are horseback riding, something
I did as a child," she said. She is working at
Virginia Commonwealth University School
of Medicine, in the Department of Family
Medicine. "For fun, I still run, having completed
both the Boston and the New York marathons
in the remote past," she said. "I always look
forward to skiing every winter, and this year
won't be any different."
As for me, I am writing this after President
Joanne Berger-Sweeney's inaugural weekend.
The weather was gorgeous, the campus looked
perfect, and the speeches I heard her give
were smart, witty, and filled me with hope. I
also saw Sam Kennedy and Peter Krawiec.
The three of us were asked to join the Board of
Fellows. Sam is the chief operating officer of the
Boston Red Sox and president ofFenway Sports
Management, and Peter works at Amazon.
com, where he is vice president of worldwide
corporate development. He said he loves living
in Seattle.
That holding of our year means it's our
20th Reunion, which brings back all kinds of
thoughts, not least of all the fate of the lemon
squeezer. Will someone tell me if we really lost
it, thus ending a tradition stretching back over
100 years, or did we just misplace it?
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Trinity Fund Goal: $70,000
Co-Class Secretary: Christopher
M. Parzych, 301 Commons
Park S., Unit 705, Stamford, CT 06902-7088;
christopher.parzych.1996@trincoll.edu
Co-Class Secretary: Nicole Tateosian, 53Ash
Ave., Unit 1, Somerville, MA 02145-1427; nicole.
tateosian.1996@trincoll.edu • Class Agents:
Philip S. Reardon, Amanda Dwyer Savage
Hi Class of1996! Not much news to report this
time around. Josh and Ellen Sanderson have
moved to a new neighborhood in Seattle (Mount

Baker area) and have settled into their new
house. They have two children now (Kaitlin,
who is almost 5, and Connor, who is almost
2). Ellen is excited to get back to work, and Josh
is still working in cloud computing and having
a blast!
Luke Tansill reports that he and his wife,
Sally Amon '98, and their kids Laird, 7, and Elsa,
5, moved to Portland, Oregon, in 2012 and love it!
They have seen a steady stream of Trinity posse
over the past few years. They miss Tom and
Sarah Back (classes of 1998 and 2000, respectively), who moved to Chicago this past year.
Jono Lenzner was in the area in the spring.
J ono has been indoctrinated into the Portland
Timbers Army (major league soccer) to go
along with his favorite NFL team, the New York
Giants. They hope everyone is well; drop them a
line if you are headed to Stumptown!
As for me, I went to the U.S. Open in
Pinehurst in June and have stayed in the area
for most of the summer and fall. I am headed
to the Bahamas in November and really
look forward to the trip! That is it this time
around! Happy birthday to all who have made
it to the big 4-0 milestone! I have seen lots of
celebrating on Facebook! Hopefully we will have
more news the next time around!
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Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Courtney H.
Zwirn, 65 Oak Hill Dr.,
Arlington, MA 02474-3547; courtney.zwirn.
1997@trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Benjamin
J.Russo
Dear Classmates,
What great news from so many of you this
edition! Thanks for writing! To start off, I
am happy to announce that Stephanie
(Brewster) Higgins and her husband, Scott,
welcomed their second daughter, Eliza Shepard
Higgins, on August 24, 2014. She joins big sister
Amelie. I recently got to host Steph for lunch
and had the privilege of meeting and snuggling
with sweet Eliza. Stephanie and her family live
in West Newbury, Massachusetts, where they
hosted a mini-Trinity gathering in late July, just
a month before Steph's due date. Tyler Booth's
family of five joined my family of five as we took
over the Higgins house for a fun afternoon. I just
heard that Tyler is a finalist for the Hartford
Healthcare Heroes Award for his work in mental
health. We're all really proud of Tyler and the
work he is doing in Hartford.
Daniel van Nierop writes: Over the Labor
Day weekend, I went out to Portland for the
wedding of my Pike brother Terry James '98 to
his fiancee, Hanna. Flying into the Portland
airport was awesome, as the plane flew by
Mount Hood, whose peak was higher than the
plane as we descended into the airport. While
out in Portland, I ran into fellow Pike brother
David Woodhouse '94 and his wife, Leslie
(Remington) Woodhouse '94, both of whom
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I hadn't seen since their graduation from
Trinity. The next day Dave was kind enough to
show me around Portland, and we visited some
of the finer drinking establishments before we
headed up to Mount Tabor for the wedding. On
top of the mountain, we met up with another
Pike brother, Christopher Comer '98, and his
wife, Charlotte (Fairbanks) Comer '98. The
wedding was a lot of fun, and I am sure everyone
had a great time.
Responding to a Facebook call for notes,
Michael (Mick) Nardelli quipped: "Crossan
Barnes is still old, Ben Russo is still a smart
a**, Antonio Carreno is still studying for his
10th degree, Martin Schnabel is still a classics
major, Todd Mandella is still the serious one,
and I am still usually drinking some form of
alcohol on a daily basis!" It's good to know some
things never change.
Ben Russo has started a salsa and guacamole
business up here in Boston (www.chicadegallo.
com) and is starting to get a little broader distribution. Ben reports that Crossan Barnes likes
the guac because he doesn't have to put his teeth
in to eat it.
Amy Shackleford shares that she recently
moved from Denver to Austin to work for The
University of Texas System in the Institute
for Transformational Learning as director of
strategic partnerships. They are focused on
creating competency-based, industry-driven
education at scale through the UTx program
offerings. Amy and her boyfriend love life in
Austin, enjoying hikes in the Greenbelt and
recently attending their first Austin City
Limits Music Festival.
Jeff Pyle headed to campus in late October to
play in a jazz combo in the Chapel before the
memorial service for the late Professor
Chatfield, who passed away in September 2014.
Some of you may remember that Professor
Chatfield '64 played drums in So What? a jazz
group that also included Jeff, Mike Bradley '98,
and Kenyon Murphy '00. My condolences to all
of you who knew Professor Chatfield.
The Alumni Office received notice that
Sean P.D. Berry has joined the Corporate
Practice Group at Martin, LLP (Stamford,
Connecticut) as a senior associate. Sean's
practice concentrates on corporate law,
with emphasis on mergers and acquisitions,
private equity, corporate finance, distressed
transactions, and venture capital. Sean earned
his J.D. from Boston College. Congrats on the
new position, Sean!
As our classmates turn 40 (I will have by the
time this prints), our class vice president is
showing that it doesn't need to slow us down.
Chris Slaw sky recently ran the 2014 Chicago
Marathon- his fourth marathon in the last six
years! He has also run Hartford, D.C., and Philly
and plans to run NYC next year. He's living in
New York City, working as sales desk manager
for a real estate investment trust company

and still keeps in close touch with his Trinity
buddies. Way to go, Chris!
Tanya Jones wrote with fun and exciting
news: "I had a wonderful Trinity reunion in NYC
celebrating my birthday this past fall. Trinity
peeps in attendance were Ali McCartney
Auth, Kate McCabe, Paul Lordan, Jessica
Lopes, Shaakirrah Sanders, and Rachel
Carr Devlin. We hid a blast, and a few ofus are
planning a girls' trip to Nashville for summer
2015 with Kimberly Roberts . By the time
this publishes, I will be a certified professional
coach. After a nine-month training program, I
look forward to working on my practice, creating
content, coaching clients, and facilitating
workshops. I'm excited to blend my skill set as
a producer with the coaching practice. There's
a lot in store for me in this next chapter of my
life. Call me if you're looking for a life coach!"
Congrats, Tanya!
In closing, I leave you with a note from our
class president:
Hello Bantams! Can't believe our 20th
Reunion is less than three years away! Hope you
all have been doing well, and I look forward to
catching up in 2017. Idaho has been treating me
well. I've recently moved to the university's
law school's campus in Boise, where I teach
class to second- and third-year law students.
Boise, which is also the capital city ofldaho,
is very beautiful and offers many new
opportunities. As the marriage equality debate
has heated up, I've had opportunities to offer
radio and TV news commentary on the subject
of constitutional law. It's been fun! Speaking of
fun, at the time I am writing this update, I am
traveling to NYC to surprise fellow classmate
Tanya Jones for her birthday! Looking
forward to hanging with Mz. Jones.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Jessica
Lockhart Vincent, 8Arborlea
Ave., Yardley, PA 19067-7406;jessica.vincent.
1998@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Levi D.
Litman, David B. Messinger
Jenica Rogers writes, "My husband, Justin,
and I were married in August 2013, and our
daughter Gwyneth Winter Capen was born in
February 2014. In November 2013, I gave the
closing plenary speech at the Charleston
Conference, and in May I gave the closing Vision
Session at NASIG, both national conferences
about librarianship. In June 2014, I accepted the
2014 HARRASSOWITZ Leadership in Library
Acquisitions Award, presented at the American
Library Association Conference in Las Vegas,
press release here: www.ala.org/ news/pressreleases/ 2014/02/harrassowitz-leadershiplibrary-acquisitions-award-jenica-p-rogers."
Mike Weiner reports, "I got married to a
fantastic and amazing girl, Ashley Rath, at the
Seattle Aquarium on July 19! In attendance
were Michael Kashiwagi, Levi Litman, Jim

Katy Deconti '98 and Elij ah Duckworth-Schachter were
married on September 27, 2014, In Newport, Rhode
Island. Those in attendance Included Malalal Wassil
'99, Emmy Tracy Bernard '98, Gretchen Orschledt
(Trinity College Advancement), Douglas Loutlt '9S,
Bill Manger '87, John Dalshelm '87, Laura Anthony
Johnston '88, Asuka Naito '97, Uzma Akhand Hossain
'98, Camilla Bradley '99, and Katie Mackay '98. Missing
from the photo are Lydia Potter Snyder '05 and the
Reverend Erik Larsen '75.

Terry James '98 and Hanna James were married during
Labor Day weekend 2014 in Portland, Oregon. Those In
attendance included Daniel van Nierop ' 97, Leslie
Remington Woodhouse '94, David Woodhouse '94,
Terry James '98, Chris Comer '98, Hanna James, and
Charlotte Fairbanks Comer '98.

Heneghan, Dave Aucoin, Dave Messinger,
Jim Rodrigues, Pete Mangione, and Tom
Hazlett. While mid-July, it was Seattle and
the weather threatened to move the ceremony
indoors. Luckily meteorologist Pete Mangione
assured all the weather would hold (as usual
he was correct), and we were able to have an
amazing wedding outside on the water!
Also, I personally wanted to thank all the
Bantams who participated in the #ALSicebucketchallenge over the summer. In particular a
number of members of our class who took the
challenge in memory of my Dad."
Tim Lynch is in his 15th year as a fifth-grade
teacher in Ansonia, Connecticut. He and his
wife, Lisa, live in Seymour, Connecticut, and are
expecting their second child in April. Four-yearold Benjamin can't wait to meet his new sibling!
Lisa (Davis) Tranquillo and Joe
Tranquillo '97 attended the Inauguration of
Joanne Berger-Sweeney. Joe, as an associate
professor at Bucknell University, represented
Bucknell at the ceremony. Lisa stated that it
was great to be back on campus, meet up with
faculty, and take in the beauty of campus in
the fall.
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Palmer O'Sullivan and her husband, Ryan,
are still living in NYC. They welcomed twin
girls to the family in December 2013. Hayes
and Plum O'Sullivan joined big brothers Finn
and Ford, and they are enjoying life as a family
of six. Palmer recently had a fun dinner with
Bridget Best and Jessica Brierley.
Katy Deconti reports, "A lot has happened
in the past two years! I (sadly) left my beloved
Trinity as director of alumni relations and
annual giving in August 2012 and moved to New
York City to become director of development
for The Perlman Music Program, a nonprofit
organization that educates and supports gifted
young string musicians. My husband, Elijah
(whom I met through John Dalsheim '87), and I
welcomed our little boy, Campbell, in April 2014
and were married in September in Newport,
Rhode Island. A bunch of fun Trinity friends
joined us for the celebration, and the talented
Camilla Bradley '99 designed a custom wedding
gown and dresses for the bridesmaids, Emmy
Tracy Bernard and UzmaAkhand Hossain,
who are all new moms as well!"
Liz Freirich is still living in NYC. She has
been working at the Solomon Schechter School
of Manhattan for the last three years and
recently became the director of institutional
advancement, overseeing all fundraising,
marketing, and communications for the K-8
school. Her older daughter, Jory, is in the
first grade at Schechter Manhattan, and her
younger daughter, Zeva, recently turned 4.
Liz regularly sees Rachel Brumberg '94. Liz is
enjoying reading a book by Danny Meyer '80
about his restaurants in NYC; Trinity gets
some nice shout-outs in the early chapters.
Phi (Bang) Choi writes: "Christina
(Palmese) Roosen, Erica Hammer, Tina
Rideout, Juliana (Blunt) Bouvel, Cari
(Salisbury) Narotsky, Jennifer Joseph,
and I recently met up in NYC for a Trinity
girls' reunion. The weekend was filled with
shopping, stopping at Momofuku Milk Bar
for some snacks, an off-Broadway show, and
dinner out. It was a whirlwind 24 hours.
Momofuku Milk Bar is owned by David Chang,
a Trinity graduate as well, and the famous thing
to get there is the cereal milk soft-serve ice
cream. It was a great time catching up with what
everyone is up to. Christina has twins who are 2,
William and Catherine, who are absolutely
adorable! Tina Rideout has two girls, Dory
and Julie, and is busy with her job and life in
Middletown, Connecticut. Erica Hammer is
living with Tim Lishnak '97 with her two boys in
Vermont and is an OB/GYN. Juliana is busy with
her two kids in Philly and life with her husband,
Stephane '97. Cari is living in Massachusetts
with her husband, Eric Narotsky, and their
two children. Cari told me she qualified for the
Boston Marathon. Go Cari! Jennifer Joseph
lives and works in NYC as a clinical psychologist and recently just started her own private
68
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practice. As for me, I am still living down south
in Atlanta with my husband and two kids, ages
6 and 4. My husband and I are busy working our
two optometric practices and chauffeuring our
kids to their activities. Their social life is more
active than mine (sadly). This past May, I took
a Disney cruise with my family along with Joe
and Jennifer (Gregg) Bacani and their three
children. A great time was had by all."
Sean Sabarese continues to live in the San
Francisco Bay Area. K.C. Sabarese arrived on
July 4: He joins his brother Hunter, 6, and
sister Campbell, 4. Sean just got back from
fishing in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, with Hassan
Chaudry '01, David Chang '99, Will Egan '99,
and Bill Egan '68 (Will's dad). While in Jackson
Hole, Sean bumped into Dorothy Cavanaugh '99.
Sean also ran into Steph Lindsay at a
University of Oregon game and has plans to go
wine tasting with Will Egan and Eric Swanson
'00 and significant others this weekend. He has
also been spending lots of time with Morgan
Rissel Tarr and family. He reports that they
traveled to Kona, Hawaii, in March with their
two families. He ended his e-mail with a very
enthusiastic "GO GIANTS!"

'99

Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Alyssa Daigle
Schoenfeld, 28 Woodvue Rd.,
Windham, NH 03087-2113; alyssa.daigle.1999
@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Alyssa Daigle
Schoenfeld, Maureen Smith St. Germain
For some reason, fall has me wrapped tightly
around its finger this year. I cannot get enough of
the crisp New England air, the beautiful colors
of the leaves, pumpkin beers-and I am even into
Halloween this year. It's not usually one of my
fave holidays, but Pinterest has a way of making
everything seem fun and crafty! It's this time of
year I feel badly for those who don't live in the
Northeast ... yes, this five-day span of amazing
before the autumn train goes off the rails into six
months of winter. "Hello, San Diego?" I hope fall
has brought some fun and enjoyment to you and
yours this season as well. Here's what's going on
with your Trinity people:
Terry (Rifkin) Wasserman writes: I
got married this year to Andrew Lorn, son of
Trinity alum Tom Lorn '70. Sara Merin '00 and
Stephanie Harmon Lewis '00 both attended the
wedding. We just had a son, Nereus Isaac, who
joins big sister Eunice Mae. Sounds like a busy,
exciting year! Congratulations, Terry!
Mike Jaffe rang in with this news from
Los Angeles: "My wife, Kaori, recently had our
second baby, Luna. Our oldest, Amelie, is 2 now
and will be Yoda for Halloween. [Side note:
LOVE this!] I've been teaching Japanese
bilingual kindergarten and often hang with
David Weiner '98 and his 1-year-old, Noah."
Please share a pie of2-year-old Yoda-I'm sure
that will be adorable! Congratulations on the
birth of baby Luna as well!

Alyssa Daigle '99 married Michael Schoenfeld In Eden,
Utah, on June 21, 2014. Those In attendance Included
Christina Glennon Czerwinski '99, Amy Cardello '98,
Josh Watson '98, Heidi Notman Mucciforl '99, Michael
Schoenfeld, Alyssa Daigle '99, Kevin Fay '99, Katie
Modzelewski WIikinson '99, Karyn Meyer Johnson '99,
and Trlstin Crotty '98.

We interrupt this report to bring you the
following important message: Michelle
Russell and I would like you all to plan on being
at our 20th Reunion in five years. Time to step
it up, folks-you have five years to plan. Go.
Shameless pitch complete-we will now return
to our regularly scheduled news.
Norajean (McCaffrey) Nelson recently
went crazy and joined the "three under three"
club! As in 2012 and 2013, she wrote to share
news of anew addition to the family in 2014:
"We are excited and overjoyed to have officially
become members of the three under three club.
On October 4, we welcomed our third child,
Colin Kevin. Mike and I, along with big brother
Carter and big sister Michaela, are ecstatic to
welcome Colin to our family!" Many congratulations and best wishes for maintaining some level
of sanity-you are a very brave mom, Norajean!
Javier Velasquez has been working hard
to support families in need following the
2013 Boston Marathon bombings through his
fashionable apparel company, Game Changer
Threads. From his recent post to the Class of
'99 group page on Facebook: "After college, I
joined the Marine Corps-a desk job was not for
me. When I returned from Iraq, I got on Boston
police, where I work with my brother, another
Trinity College grad '97. I fight mixed martial
arts and was designing shirts for my teammates.
I did a shirt for co-workers after the Boston
bombing. Since then I have established a T-shirt
company, which focuses on giving back to the
community. In the last two years, I have donated
over $100,000 by selling T-shirts with the help
of friends and family. If anyone ever needs any
apparel, let me know. I have the best prices, and
my designs have been on the cover of Sports
fllustrated and a few other magazines." Nice
work, Javier! You can check out Javier's
business at www.gamechange rthreads.com.
In other news, Trinity inaugurated its 22nd
president, Joanne Berger-Sweeney on Sunday,
October 26. You can read her inaugural address
here: www.trincoll.edu/ Inauguration/ Pages/
address.aspx. I am excited to see what President
Berger-Sweeney brings to Trinity. Having

/4
graduated with a major in neuroscience from
Trinity, I am particularly intrigued by the fact
that she is a neuroscientist and look forward to
seeing how this will no doubt impact her role
as president. I think the following excerpt from
her inaugural address is a great start to what
will hopefully be a very successful journey at a
very special institution of higher learning: "I am
a neuroscientist, by training and in spirit. I am
fascinated by the complexities of the brain and
how we learn. I am an experimentalist at heart;
I believe in trying things, revising, and trying
again. I am intrigued by problems that others
think are unsolvable." Welcome and best wishes
from the Class of'99!
That's all for now folks-happy hibernation,
and I'll look forward to connecting with you
again based on whatever the groundhog reports
come February! Wishing the happiest and
healthiest of holidays to all of you and your
families.
Be well-Alyssa

JUNE 5-7, 2015
SAVE THE DATES!
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Trinity Fund Goal: $25,000
Class Secretary: Virginia W.
Lacefield, 3504 Tates Creek
Rd., Lexington, KY 40517-2601; virginia.
lacefield.2000@trincoll.edu • ClassAgents:
Christopher J. Borden, Anne Sawyer Shields
Greetings, double-Os! Hope you're all recovered
from holiday festivities by now. We've got five
quick updates this month, four from the colonies
and one from across the pond. Moving from west
to east, I'll start with Tyler Charlesworth, who
sent in a nice long update by way of his father,
David, who happens to be the class secretary for
the Class of'66.
Tyler writes, "I love living in Wynnewood,
Pennsylvania, with my wife, Melissa, and two
daughters, Sloan (2 years) and Sadie (2 months).
From there I go wherever PwC Consulting sends
me, which for the past three years has been
Dallas. I have a lot of frequent flyer miles. One of
the important reasons I like Wynnewood is that
it is right next to Philadelphia, where Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia is located. That is
where Sloan had open heart surgery last May
with an excellent outcome. We are very grateful.
It happens to be the best children's hospital in
the United States. When not working, or doing
my at-home to-do list, I enjoy running and
skiing. A great run is the Broad Street Run in
Philadelphia-10 miles straight-held in early
May. It is a great way to spend quality time
with 40,000 of my closest friends. As for skiing,

nothing beats heli-skiing in the Wasatch
Mountains in Utah. If you want to go, give me
a call andiwilljoinyou. Mostly I credit my
current good fortune back to Trinity, beginning
with my adviser, Professor Blackburn, and his
advice and support. And, of course, accessing
the Career Counseling Center got me my first
job in consulting at Accenture, back when Tiger
Woods was the spokesperson for Accenture.
Neither one of us is still with Accenture, but for
very different reasons. If any of my classmates
are ever in Philly, give me a call. I'm only 15
minutes from downtown." Unfortunately, Tyler
didn't include his number with his note, but you
can find him on Linkedin.
From Pennsylvania, we head north to our
alma mater, where John Miecznikowski and
Laura Vangsness-Holt were in attendance at
the Inauguration of Trinity's new president,
Dr. Joanne Berger-Sweeney, back in October.
John was serving as a delegate representing
Fairfield University, while Laura, now an
assistant professor of psychology at Trinity,
was a delegate for Psi Chi, the psychology
student honor society. John reports that the
event, which was held in the ice hockey arena
at the Koeppel Community Sports Center and
included a performance by the Trinity Samba
Ensemble, was "very nice" and that "all of the
speeches were excellent." Sounds like Trin's
new leader is off to a good start!
Brooke Crisman Belanger is also toiling
away in support of the public good as a
managing attorney with the New Hampshire
Public Defender. She writes, "I am still enjoying
my work at NHPD. I have recently started
teaching at UNH Law as well, which is great fun.
My husband and I love living in New Hampshire.
Hard to believe we have been here for 10 years
now. We have two wonderful daughters:
Charlotte is 4, and Evelyn is 2. This past summer
I was able to spend a few weeks on Martha's
Vineyard with my family-it was a lovely break
from real life!" I'll bet!
To close, we take a quick hop over to Finland,
where Mikko Auvinen had a pretty exciting
end of the year. "Two life-transforming events
within three weeks make this fall one to
remember: On September 17, we welcomed our
third child into this world. Our sons, Miska, 4,
and Marlo, 3, are now joined by a little sister.
The following paternal leave, which ended
up being busy beyond measure, culminated
in the public examination of my doctoral
dissertation. The title of my thesis is delightfully
short and self-explanatory: 'A Modular
Framework for Generation and Maintenance
of Adjoint Solvers Assisted by Algorithmic
Differentiation-with Applications to an
Incompressible Navier-Stokes Solver.' This
marked the end ofa four-year-long effort,
which began in October 2010. I have never felt
so relieved, tired, and happy." Congratulations,
Mikko-those are some truly impressive
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accomplishments, especially back-to-back!
With that, my friends, we have reached the
end of yet another edition of the class notes.
If you'd like to contribute to the next column,
e-mail me anytime at virgquest@gmail.com, or
look me up on Linkedin. I also hope to see many
of you at our upcoming 15th Reunion, which is
June 5-7- only a few months away! How time
flies!

Trinity Fund Goal: $40,000
Class Secretary: Benjamin
E. Sayles, 43 River Glen Rd.,
Wellesley Hills, MA 02481-1626; benjamin.
sayles.2001@trincoll.edu • ClassAgents:
Charles K. Botts III, Jay P. Civetti, Jr., Ann W.
Grasing, Carrie B. Kasper, David K. Kieve
Happy winter to the Class of2001! So many
weddings ... so many babies ... let's get right
into it.
For starters, I had the extreme pleasure of
running into Doug Carlson, his lovely wife,
Jillian, and two children (Charlie and Alton)
during an apple-picking excursion just west of
Boston. It was a lovely day, and needless to say, a
good time was had by all.
Also in Boston, Casey Tischer recently
relocated here from New York with his wife,
Ashley, and they had a boy in June, Kingsley
Case Tischer. They live in Beacon Hill (for now)
and would love to see any Bantams that may be
around!
Frank Maratta is still practicing dentistry
in Stamford and New Haven, Connecticut.
He routinely sees Adam Yee, Dan Roth, and
Kevin Walsh.
In the Big Apple, Michelle Theodat
reports a new life event-a new job as director
of entertainment partnerships at Natural
Resources Defense Council (NRDC). She is
working to integrate the entertainment
industry, and celebrities, into NRDC's
amazing work protecting the environment.
Oh, and she got engaged, which is also very
exciting. The wedding is no doubt to be a great
Trinity reunion.
Michelle sees Kim Grad, who, with her
husband, Tenny, welcomed their daughter,
Annabelle Dora Field, into the world on
February 12, 2014. Annabelle is keeping them
and their dog Coby on their toes. They are still
in New York City, and though they have enjoyed
searching Trulia immensely for a house with
grass (a girl and her dog can dream!), they have
no plans to leave the city anytime soon. Kim
enjoyed a typical New York summer filled with a
handful of weekends in the city spending time in
their favorite places, Amagansett and Cuttyhunk
Island among other fun New England getaways.
A shout-out to Bobbi Oldfield Wegner, who,
of course, even with a baby and two kiddies,
whipped up a gourmet lunch including fig pizza
in her Boston Globe-featured home kitchenrestoration project (sorry Bobbi, but it's amazing

'01
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Stephanie Ng '01 married Matt Grein on September 12,
2014, at The Crescent Beach Club In Bayville, New
Yo rk. Th ose In attendance Included Michelle Theodat
'01, Alex Costas '01, maid of honor Anna Bookwalter
Hildret h '01, Matt Grein, Stephanie Ng ' 01, officiant
Trevor Martin '01, Brian Andre '01, Sarah Amick '01,
Jenni Montell Featherstone '01, Amy Werner '02, and
bridesmaid Shanno n Daly '01.

of senior writer for the Abramson Cancer
Center of the University of Pennsylvania within
the Division of Development and Alumni
Relations. She and her partner, Brad Latimer,
live in Philadelphia and just welcomed their
second child, Ash. They also have a 3-year-old
daughter, Zooey, and a Corgi named Donovan.
Susanna Kise is still living in Houston,
where she is working toward a master's in
accounting while maintaining her involvement
in the art world. She is still very much involved
in the junior League there as well and
continues to travel (L.A, NYC, Philadelphia,
Boston, Maine, Providence, London, Vietnam,
Paris, Cannes in 2014 alone), much ofit with
her boyfriend. She is heading to San Diego soon
to see Cassi Hallam. If y'all are ever passing
through Houston, give her a holler!
Chris Herb writes in from the Left Coast,
where he lives with his wife, Sue, and two
INSPIRING LEADERSHIP GIVING .

All Trinity alumni, parents,
and friends are invited to join
The Long Walk Societies.
www.trincoll.edu/gi vingtotrinity
Shannon Daly '01 married Bart Wyand In Shelter
Island, New York, on July 12, 2014. Representing the
blue and gold were Scott '01 and Caroline Montgelas
Elwell '0 1, Diana Hyde '00, Stephanie Ng '01, and Jenni
Montiel '01.

and had to mention!) on their visit to Milton for
their first anniversary. Kim still has her own
business out of her home, Castle Court Images,
where she creates photo slideshows and video
montages to music for clients' family memories
and special events.
Kim recently visited with Scotty and Chris
Harris, Tina Couch and Chris Desiderio,
Ana Holwell and Mark Tassie, Michelle
Theodat, Molly (Malgieri) Schiff and Teddy
Schiff, and Matt Brown. Also Jillian
(Fowkes) Roscoe and Sarah (Green)
Shooman each visited from L.A and got to meet
Annabelle, which was so fun. Kim saw Annie
Hutton at a wedding in Baltimore this fall and
visited An,y (Deren) Lock '00 and Mike Lock '00
in Newton to meet their second baby, Sadie, who
was born just a few days after Annabelle!
Also in NYC, Brian Andre and his lovely
wife, Rachel, are living in Brooklyn with their
newborn daughter, Simone! The baby looks just
like her daddy, which is to say she's stunning.
Everyone's as happy as can be. Brian teaches
high school math these days, preparing kids for
a future of depressing desk jobs. But he enjoys it
very much, and it makes him feel smart. Also, he
finds it a little weird to write in the third person.
He sends his love to the Class of 2001!
Lizzy Easter recently accepted the position
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children (ages 6 and 2) in sunny Pasadena,
California. Chris moved west shortly after
graduating from Trinity and never left (can you
blame him?). After 11 years with one employer,
Chris just took a new job with the ETF
provider Wisdom Tree.
Sarah Greenwood Salmon writes in from
sunny London, where she and Morgan Salmon
welcomed Field Alexander to the family on July
12. So far he's a delightful little guy! He joins big
sister Isabel, who is 4 and has started school
here in London. Can you believe they have been
in London going on five years? Needless to say,
they love living there.
Now to the weddings ... Shannon Daly also
got hitched ... and looked simply ravishing. She
made Bart Wyand the luckiest guy in the world
in Shelter Island, New York.
On September 12, Stephanie Ng married
Matthew Grein at The Crescent Beach Club in
Bayville, New York. It was a beautiful day, and
they were so lucky to be surrounded by the love
offamily and friends.
On September 14, Mandy Rabinowitz
married David Plonsky in Pebble Beach,
California. While the bride was not wearing
Hugo Boss head to toe, she looked absolutely
stunning. Mandy continues to live in New York
but can more often be found in planes or airports
as she keeps a hectic work travel schedule.
Well that wraps up this edition of"How Old
Do You Feel Now?" I hope all is well with you,
and I look forward to hearing from more of you

soon. Enjoy the winter, and stayed tuned for
more updates!

Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000
Class Secretary: Kristin Hagan
Sprincin, 60 Russell St., San
Francisco, CA 94109-1916; kristin.hagan.2002
@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Adam J.
Chetkowski, Nicole B. LaBrie, Ellen M . Zarchin

'02
'03

Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Colman
Chamberlain, 355 W. 51st St.,
Apt. 65, New York, NY 10019-6456; colman.
chamberlain.2003@trin coll.edu • Class Agents:
Suzanne H. Schwartz, Craig M . Tredenick
The Alumni Relations Office reports that Joe
Giallanella and wife Lucia welcomed their first
child, Angeline Lake Giallanella, in June. Joe,
Lucia, and Angeline are all doing well and
enjoying the summer together as a family in
Pittsburgh, where Joe is the brand manager of
Heinz Ketchup.

'04

Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Peter J.
Kennedy, 41 Huckleberry Ln.,
Darien, CT 06820-2211; peter.kennedy.
2004@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Lori Evans,
Lauren C. McDowell

'05
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TrinityFundGoal: $50,000
Class Secretary: Diana
Dreyfus Leighton, 984 Mercer
Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540-4824; diana.leighton.
2005@trincoll.edu • Class Agent: Bracknell
E.Baker
Hello, Class of2005! I'm very excited to be your
new class secretary and am pleased that many
of our classmates have taken the time to send
me their notes for my column debut. Throughout the year, please remember to send me your
news, whether it be job related, weddings,
babies, moves, travels, small reunions, hobbies,
or more. Additionally, with our 10th Reunion
coming up on June 5-7, now's a great time to get
back in touch through Class Notes! All the best,
Diana (Dreyfus) Leighton '05, 8'04.
Meredith (Alcarese) Lorenzen reports that
she married Brian Lorenzen '07 in July 2013,
and Rabbi Jillian Cameron '06 officiated (she
admits to booking Jillian as her officiant about
13 years ago while lying around their apartment
on Crescent Street for whenever she got around
to finding someone suitable!). Meredith and
Brian both live and work in Brooklyn, Meredith
as an interior designer in a residential architecture firm and Brian as a middle-school librarian.
They just bought a fixer-upper, so Meredith
is excited to be applying her renovation skills.
She's also looking forward to once again attend
the annual Trinity Pipes in New York caroling
during Christmas, which has been hosted by

JASON GALLANT '05

Whatt.OC&B the subjeetofthe IOOt'kr,ou
had published in ScienoePFish have
evolved electric organs for the purposes
of communication and navigation six
times in the history of life. Most fish
that have electric organs use them for
communication and navigation, though
some use them for defense and predation,
like the electric eel. My research is aimed
at two fundamental questions: where
do electric organs come from, and once
you have an electric organ, how does it
diversify to perform all of those amazing
functions? We found that the same set of
about 30 or so genes seems to underlie the
repeated evolution of electric organs from
ordinary skeletal muscle in four of these
groups of electric fish, which is, needless
to say, surprising!

Why toere r,ou droam to researching
electricjWaPWell. it all started at
Trinity! In my first semester at Trinity,
I took an animal communication course
with Kent Dunlap, who also studies
electric fish. Soon after, I was working in
his lab and forming these questions that
I am still trying to answer!

Whatrnoafintere8tltr,ouabotctr,our
researdaPMy mother is a nurse and my
father is a mechanic. I like to think of
myself as a perfect intellectual hybrid
between the two-I love to understand
how the little parts ofbiology come
together to make a functioning system;
it just so happens that it is biological
and not mechanical. In biology, so many
things seem "messy" and "imperfect,"
but this is only because we don't fully
understand the history and process
behind how these traits and proceaaes
evolved. Shedding light on these

Molly Goggins Talbot '97 and Jamie Talbot '94
fo r the past 15 years or so.
Elizabeth (Hanusovsky) Patterson and
her husband, Dave, are happy and proud t o

processes is deeply satisfying to me. I also
get to work with a lot of really smart, fun
people who are also into this kind of stuff.
And the travel is fantastic.

Whattlo r,ouhope to accomplish
through your studyPUltimately,
we hope to understand how electric
organs have evolved in all six groups of
electric fish, and we have some good ideas
in four. We are working with the other
groups currently. More broadly, we are
hoping to apply some of these principles
to understand how other types oftraits,
particularly complex ones, may have
evolved multiple times in the history of
life. Finally, it may be possible one day
to apply what we've learned in electric
fish to build biological batteries to
power biomedical devices that act as
pacemakers for heart arrhythmias,
bladder control disorders, or even
power or control artificial limbs.

WhatprojetltJorat Trinity had the
biggesti'4ftuence on r,ouP WhyPThe
faculty at Trinity are undoubtedly one of
its greatest assets. I feel fortunate that
I realized this early on and decided to
take the maximum course load possible
every semester. Each professor I took a
course with helped me refine the way that
I tackle a problem in my life, from the
Human Rights Program, to the English
Department, Philosophy Department,
education, and even theater and dance.
I would be remiss, however, to leave out
the entire Biology Department. There
is scarcely a day that goes by that I don't
think of one of them when I'm explaining
something to a student or trying to
understand this new ream of data that has
come back from the sequencing facility.

announce the birth of their daughter, Hannah
Rose. She joined the world on July 3, 2014, at
9:32 p.m., weighing 6 pounds, 9 ounces. She's
already had her first visit to Trinity on Labor

JOB TITLE:

FAVORITE TR I NITY MEMORY:

for me. iT'he second, more concrete one
ttiat comes to mind was this: a bunch
of my very good friends once did a
field biology course fo~ two weeks
with Joan Morrison and Christoph
Geiss in Death Valley, California, where
we camped and traveled around
learning about desert biology and
geolo~~- We had a blast!

What adoicewould yougii,e to
Trinity students punuing a career in
biologr,P Get into the lab as soon as you
possibly can. Find good mentors and start
forming your own questions. Biology has
a long tradition of mentorship, and it is
specifically these relationships that make
it possible for you to get into the field.
Those relationships are really made in
the laboratory.

Day weekend with mom, dad, and Alexis
Schweizer, who was in town on a visit from
NYC. She loved seeing mommy and daddy's
alma mater with mommy's roommate!
I Winter 2015I
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Carey Robertson Evans ' 05 and Louis Evans ' 05 were
married on July 13, 2013, at the Newagen Seaside Inn
In Southport, Maine. Front row: Kristen Gelger Cochran
'06, Danielle Markel Kozlowski '05, Louis Evans '05,
Caroline Robertson Evans 'OS, Kelly Rice Decker '06,
Jesse Hansen '06; back row: Jonathan Amory '02 1
Matthew Kozlowski '05, Ted Pettus '64, Elizabeth
Harris Hoffman '05

Jackie O'Brien Kankalnen '05 and Erik Kankalnen were
married on June 28, 2014, at the Newagen Seaside Inn
In Southport, Maine. Those in attendance Included
Kate Kane '05, Nicole Sempert Tatlow '05, Lindsay
Hovanesian Harlow '05, Lindsay Symes '05, James
Burns, Barry O'Brien '74, Graham Davidson '10, Jackie
O'Brien Kankalnen '05, Erik Kankalnen, Jake Burns '06,
Mike Hoskinson '74, Kathy O'Brien Dinnie ' 85, Neva
Egloff Davidson ' 05, Vanessa Hunt Burns '05, Mark
DeMeulenaere ' 73, Paul Gossling '74, John Allen '74,
Lauren Annlcelll Bennltt '05, Sandra O'Brien, and
Wendy DeMeulenaere.

0

Tim Wenson and his wife, Kate, welcomed
their second son, Rhodes Samuel, on August 2,
2014, and his big brother, Brahm Timothy, just
turned 2 1/2. Tim is looking forward to seeing
everyone at our 10th Reunion in June!
Jamie (Calabrese) Bratt and her husband,
Sasha Bratt '03, are proud to announce the
newest addition to their family, Austin Schuyler
Bratt, born September 18, 2014. Their firstborn,
Mina Joy, will turn three in November and has
been a spectacular big sister so far. Austin is the
15th grandchild for Tom Calabrese '63. Tom's
14th grandchild, Celia Rose Calabrese, was born
just one day earlier on September 17. Everyone
is happy and healthy during this very exciting
month for Jamie's extended family!
Carey (Robertson) Evans and Louis
Evans and were married on July 13, 2013, at the
Newagen Seaside Inn on Southport Island in
Maine.
Nearly one year later, the Newagen Seaside
Inn hosted another Trinity wedding- which
means the venue must be spectacular! This
72
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time Jackie (O'Brien) Kankainen and Erik
Kankainen tied the knot on June 28, 2014.
Elizabeth Welsh is living in Philadelphia,
working as the city manager for Instacart (Best
of Philly 2014!). She moved down there from
Boston in '09 to get her J .D/M.B.A. from Temple
University. She reports that she has no spouses
or babies (so far), though she'll appear on
Genealogy Roadshow on PBS this fall.
John-Robert La Porta reports that as of
September, he's a practicing anesthesiologist
at The Hospital of Central Connecticut in New
Britain. He has been married for the past two
and a half years to his wife, Heidi, and they have
a beautiful 1-year-old daughter, Stella. They live
in Burlington, Connecticut, about 20 minutes
from Trinity, and he's anxious to get back into
the Trinity scene now that they live so close to
the campus.
Jonathan Chesney reports that he
graduated in May from Virginia Theological
Seminary with a master of divinity degree.
During his time there, he was taught by two
Trinity alums, Drs. Tony Lewis '63 and Stephen
Cook '84, was able to spend time with dear
friends Matthew and Danielle Kozlowski,
and was honored to become godfather to their
second daughter, Grace. Jonathan was ordained
to the transitional diaconate in the Episcopal
Church in June (where Matt, a fellow clergyman
and Pi Kappa Alpha pledge brother, preached in
the service), and, if everything goes as planned,
will be ordained to the Sacred Order of Priests
on December 4, 2014, at the parish he serves,
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church, Auburn, in
the diocese of Alabama.
Speaking of Matthew Kozlowski and
Danielle Markel Kozlowski, they moved back
to Alexandria, Virginia, in early 2014. They have
two children, Maria, 3, and Grace, 1. They live in
a historic townhouse in Old Town, in which you
will be a very welcome guest should you ever be
in the Washington, D.C., area.
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Alicia Diaz ' 06 and Dustin David were married on
September 27, 2014, In New York City. Trinity alumni
Included Kevin Quinn '06, Marla Fernanda Quinn '06,
Lindsey Jordan ' 06, Mara Giorgio '06, Sldra Rlaz '06,
Alicia Diaz '06, Gina Bacchlocchl '06, Naralys Slnanls
'06, Courtney Budd '06, Sugelly Fernandez ' 07, and
Erick Soto ' 06.

Rico Thomas Murtha '06 and Shannon Lindgren ' 06
were married on October 4, 2014, In Sag Harbor, New
York. Among the Bantams In attendance were Adam
Goldkamp '00, Brendon Sullivan '01, Elizabeth Gryska
Rice '06, Will Moyet '06, Helen McCarthy Paul '08,
Keell Davis '06, Christine Ryan '06, Emmy Handy '08,
Jason Fuhrman '06, Rico Murtha '06, Shannon
Lindgren '06, Margot Koch '06, GIiiian Bernard '06,
Eric Wadhwa '07, and Erik Lindgren '14.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000
Class Secretary: Maureen E.
Skehan, 503 S. Bond St.,
Baltimore, MD 21231-2805; maureen.skehan.
2006@trincoll.edu • Class Agents: Virginia
A. Adair, Sarah B. Bookwalter, Timothy R
Coughlin, John P.S. Gregory, Jr., Gabriel L.P.
Rotman, Nicole E. Tsesmelis
Hey hey hey, Class of2006! I hope this note finds
you all well. I am still in Baltimore, loving my
Fell's Point neighborhood while still sneaking
back up to New England at least a few times
a year. I am proud to report that after years
of competition, zero hours of practice, and
multiple cases of Natty Boh, the bocce team that
Jackie (McKenna) Secor and I are a part of
finally finished a season with a winning record.
I wish I were joking.
Elena Wetmore spent the summer traveling
with family. They traveled in Greece and went to
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Kathryn Cammlsa O' Leary '06 and Timothy Wright
Frost of Boca Raton, Florida, were married on
September 28, 2013, at the Church of Saint Patrick In
Farmington, Connecticut. Bantams In attendance
Included Nikki La Bella Bruno '06, Lara Dieterich ' 06,
Hoa Lam '06, Meredith Murphy Craven '06, Julia
Hoppock '06, Alissa Doty '06, Elizabeth Guernsey ' 06,
and Mark Randall '07.

Athens, Santorini, and Crete. In Santorini, Elena
hiked an active volcano, rode a donkey, and
stayed in a gorgeous cave house. Her adventures
continued in Crete, where she did a 10-mile hike
through the biggest gorge in Europe. Elena also
went to Peru and experienced the amazingness
ofMachu Picchu. Elena writes that both trips
were amazing and were a perfect way to relax
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before switching from teaching first grade to
fourth grade. I'd have to agree-they kinda put
my four days sleeping on a friend's couch in
California to shame!
Kathryn Cammisa O'Leary and Timothy
Wright Frost of Boca Raton, Florida, were
married on September 28, 2013, at the Church of
Saint Patrick in Farmington, Connecticut.
The reception was held at the nearby Country
Club of Farmington.
Rico Thomas Murtha and Shannon
Lindgren were married on October 4 in Sag
Harbor, New York. Rico and Shannon were both
varsity ice hockey players during their time at
Trinity, and Shannon thinks this might have
been the first inter-team wedding!
Alicia Diaz married her best friend Dustin
David on September 27, 2014, in New York
City. Alicia tells me that she is really happy to
start this new chapter in her life and is
thankful for the love and support she has
received from friends and family.
Dena Raffa and husband Matt welcomed
their son, Vincenzo Philip Mayerhofer (or
Vinny), into the world! They also bought a house
and moved to Northborough, Massachusetts,
near Dena's hometown of Shrewsbury.
Pam Elis Gilly and husband Zoli welcomed
baby boy Henrik Lorine Gilly on August 23 at
4:56 a.m., weighing 8 pounds, 13 ounces. Pam
writes that the Class of 2006 has had a bit of
a baby boom of boys with Polly Espinoza,
(Natalie) Thai Phouypahone LeBlanc, and
(Maureen) Mo Masterson Santamaria
all welcoming baby boys within the same few
weeks of each other!
I can personally attest that Thai made an
adorable mama-to-be. I attended her baby
shower with Amy Hilliker Tobin, Stef
Pagano-Kor, Katie Chabalko, and Marlyse
Rudnick. The night before heading up to New
Haven, the girls enjoyed a late summer pizza and
beer dinner with Brooklynite Reid Offringa.
As always, please send notes to me at
maureen.skehan@gmail.com. Any news is
welcome!

Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Co-Class Secretary: Jaclyn
Caporale, 3349 Quinlan St.,
Yorktown, NY 10598-2009; jaclyn.caporale.
2007@trincoll.edu • Co-Class Secretary: Erin
Ogilvie, 344 E. 49th St., Apt. 7B, New York, NY
10017-1685; erin.ogilvie.2007@trincoll.edu
Co-Class Secretary: AndrewAhrensdorf, 530
W. 45th St., Apt. 2H, New York, NY 10036-3471;
andrew.ahrensdorf,2007@trincoll.edu • Class
Agents: Joseph C. Butler, Alexandra F. Carmel,
Devon C. Lawrence, Michael W. Lenihan, Nile I.
Lundgren, Molly Carty Sparrow, Timothy
C. Woodhull

Lisa Bottomley '08 and James Finkenstaedt '08 were
married on August 2, 2014, at the Westchester Country
Club in Rye, New York. Those in attendance Included
Fernanda Rocha Maturi '07, Dan Maturi '08, Harry Sills
'08, Tom Dolan ' 08, Erica Tabacoff '08, Brett Ramsay
'08, Kathleen Crum '08, Matt Crum '08, James
Finkenstaedt '08, Lisa Bottomley '08, Kris Tedeschi
'08, Chris Stoeckle '08, Derek Cohen '08, Neal White
'08, Brendan Daly '08, Madeline Bierbaum '08, Ross
Grubln ' 08, Travis Smigiel '08, Drew Longcore '08,
Rich Zelson '08, Sasha Kravetz '08, Tory Salomon
Sprehe '08, Gavin Moseley '08, Kat Conlon '08, Kat
Blanton '08, Abbie Stoeckle Tedeschi '10, Rose
Flnkenstaedt '04, and Helen McCarthy Paul '08.

Andrea Chivakos '08 and 8rooks Barhydt '08 were
married on June 28, 2014, in Rockport, Massachusetts.
Those in attendance included the Reverend Daniel
Helschman, former Trinity College chaplain, who
officiated; Emily Schnure '08; Tom Favaloro '08; Hilary
Barhydt M'04, P'08; Ashley Bell '08; Jennifer Haykin
'08; Dutch Barhydt '81, M'04, P'08; Sean Langton '07;
Jimena Bedoya '08; Caroline Barhydt Francis '84; Tim
Henry '81; Melinda Moore Cropsey '81; and Henry
Cropsey '82.

'07

Gwendolyn Hopkins '08 and Steve Kendall '10 were
married on August 16, 2014, in Western New York
outside Gwen's hometown of Rochester. Trinity alumni
In attendance included Meghan Boone '06, Karla
Torres '06, Chris Moore '06, Sam Zivin '07, Claire
Nasuti '08, Noa Landes '08, Carolyn Edwards '08,
Stephanie Glover '09, Alex Manevitz '09, Meg Smith
' 09, Emily Witt '09, Allie Kokesh ' 09, Ryan Haney ' 10,
Oz Nemli '10, Brian Cheney '10, and Luc Rioual '11.
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Trinity Fund Goal: $7,500
Class Secretary: Hadley
M. Schroll, 366 W. 11th St.,
Apt. 4G, New York, NY 10014-6237; hadley.
schroll.2008@trincoll.edu • ClassAgents:
Andrea B. Chivakos, Alexandra L. Dwyer,
Sasha C. Kravetz

Sam Slater '08 and Loren Massimino Slater '08 were
married on September 27, 2014, in Lutherville,
Maryland. Front row: Derek Anderson '10, Carmel
Smith '08, Alex Penfold '08, Sarah Pitts '07, Loren M.
Slater '08, Sam Slater '08, Alexandra Wueger '09,
Steph Apstein '10, Natalie Jones '09; back row: Emily
Forsyth '10, Nelson Lassiter '09, Amory Minot '09,
Chris Abruzzese ' 07, James Murdoch '07, Ashley
Swiggett '09, Mario Gaggloli '07, Gideon Blatt '08,
Code Sternal ' 08, Shaun McDonough '08, Nadia Anne
Zahran '08

Abbie Stoeckle Tedeschi '10 and Kris Tedeschi '08
were married October 4 , 2014, on Lake Wlnnipesaukee
in Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. The following
Bantams were there to celebrate with them: Jason
Tedeschi '10, Chris Stoeckle '08, Brendan Daly '08,
Madeline Bierbaum '08, Sasha Kravetz '08, James
Finkenstaedt '08, Lisa Bottomley Finkenstaedt '08,
Dan Maturi '08, Fernanda Maturi '07, Harry Sills '08,
Matt Crum '08, Katie Crum '08, Neal White '08, Tom
Dolan '08, Brett Ramsay '08, Derek Cohen '08, Artie
Schweitzer '09, Ray Mooney '10, Lindsey Beggan '10,
Samantha Colgan '10, Ryan Moriarty '11, Laura
Anderson '10, Meghan Ryan '10, Caitlin Prendergast
'10, Jake Gaffey '11, Jessica Sims '10, Erin Mulvey '10,
Teddy Bascom '11, Emma Santangelo '10, Emille
W iggin '10, and Katherine Barton '10.

Femi Faoye and Andrew Maia both started
the full-time M.B.A. program at Cornell
University this fall. Joe Kenol started the
full-time M.B.A. program at Wharton this fall.
This summer, Kyle Maganzini proposed to
Emily Moore at the top of the Dolomites in
northern Italy. They are planning their wedding
for July 2016 and couldn't be more excited to tie
the knot!
Sam Slater and Loren Massimino (Slater)
were married on September 27 in Lutherville,
Maryland. They were joined by many Bantams
and had a wonderful day!
Brenna Driscoll and John Coughlin '09 were
married on September 27 on Martha's Vineyard.
They had an incredibly special day surrounded
by friends and family and had fun exploring
Panama on their honeymoon. They are now back
in San Francisco loving life as husband and wife.
Dave Sullivan has started a company that
blends his passion for quaint, rustic experiences
with his background in hedge fund research.
I Winter 2015/
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Quail Hollow LLC is an independent research
provider, focusing on institutional investments
in colonial inns, wicker furniture, seasonal
gourds, split-rail fences, and maize.
Vanessa Lee graduated from Emory
University School of Law in Atlanta, Georgia,
last year and moved back home to Seattle,
Washington, to take the bar exam. After
becoming licensed to practice in Washington
last fall, she did a yearlong fellowship program at
two local litigation firms. She then accepted an
offer to become an associate in the employment
group with the San Francisco-based law firm
Gordon & Rees. A week after accepting the offer,
her boyfriend of three and a half years (whom
she met in law school) proposed! Appearances
by Hana Lew Herz and Gloria Kim during
the weekend's festivities were two of many
amazing surprises her fiance planned!
Sean Langton '07 proposed to Jimena
Bedoya in front of the Trinity Chapel this past
May. They will marry in Boston, Massachusetts,
in August 2015.
Andrea Chivakos and Brooks Barhydt
were married on June 28, 2014, in Rockport,
Massachusetts. After getting married in June,
Andrea and Brooks moved to Alexandria,
Virginia, where Brooks is training in IBM's
Summit Program. Andrea telecommutes for
Liberty Mutual and enjoys running into fellow
Bantam Bob Whitbread '52 on her daily trips
with their dog, Piper, to the park.
Becca Wenner has recently started a
new job at Conde Nast in the entertainment
group. Becca will be working in development,
production, and strategy/distribution of original
video for Vogue, Glamour, Self, and Allure.
Lisa Bottomley and James Finkenstaedt
were married on August 2 in Rye, New York,
at the Westchester Country Club. They met
freshman year and reside in New York City.
Gwendolyn Hopkins and Steve Kendall
'10 were married on August 16 in Western New
York outside Gwen's hometown of Rochester.
They were thrilled to share their wonderful day
with many close friends and former classmates.
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Kate Gibson Carey '10 and Hugh Carey were married
on July 12, 2014, In Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Front
row: Gina Bachiocchi '06, Jillian Richard '10, Kate
Gibson Carey '10, Kate Coughlin '10, Kate Barton '10;
middle row: Eleanor Bradley '12, Laura Anderson '10,
Allie Burstein '10, Samantha Colgan '10, Lacey Rose
'10, Sarah Baldwin '10, Will Cyphers '09, Katie Lazares
'10, Kristin Phelps '10; back row: Hugh Carey, Chad
Burdette '06, Ryan Moriarty '11
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Jo-Ann Jee '10 and Andy Janlga '11 were married at
the Trinity College Chapel on May 24, 2014. Those in
attendance included George Duryea '11, Jim Ramsey
'12, Kevin Mortimer '12, Eddie Donovan '12, Kyle
Friedman '12, Justin Harnett '12, Welles Vydra '11, Mark
Young '11, Angus Anderson '12, Jim Perkins '12, Matt
McCullough '12, Ricky Lynn '11, Penn Steel '12, Caroline
Snite '12, Ryan Carr '14, Patrick Carbone '14, Allison
Lawrence '10, Randy Lim '11, Daniel Echavarria '12,
George Disesa '11, Robyn WIiiiams '11, Ylming King '97,
Lynn Leong 'OS, Tiffany Ruiz '10, Tehanl Guruge '11,
Johan Detter '13, Catalina Pelaez '14, Jason Oxner 109 1
Ian MacGregor '09, Marc Spagnolettl '09, Kurt von
Seekamm '09, Katherine Fawcett '11, Julien Franklin
'09, and Coach Wendy Bartlett.

Jo9

Trinity Fund Goal: $25,000
Class Secretary: Aileen L.
McBride, 203E. 27th St.,
Apt. 39, New York, NY 10016-9120; aileen.
mcbride.2009@trincoll.edu • Class Agents:
SamanthaR Moorin, Alexandra G. Purdie
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/ REUNION• JUNE 5-7, 2015/
Trinity Fund Goal: $15,000
Class Secretary: Courteney
Coyne, 2800 Woodley Rd.
Nw, Washington, DC 20008-4116; courteney.
coyne.2010@trincoll.edu • Class Agent:
Alexandra C. Masko
Hello Class of2010! It was wonderful to see so
many of you at Homecoming, and I look forward
to seeing many more at our five-year Reunion
74
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Matthew Sullivan '10 and Cecilla LaMontagne were
married on October 25, 2014, In Boston, Massachusetts.
Those in attendance Included Rhett Prentice '10,
Sara Fiorillo '09, Joey Roberts '11, Stephan Bernstorf
'10, Ryan Piacentlnl '09, Jack Abbott '10, Matthew
Sullivan '10, Andrew Rathmann-Noonan '09, Cecilla
Sullivan, Corey Stein '10, Cory DIBenedetto '12, Luke
Auger '12, Ryan Mlrpanah, and Alex LI Donni '12.

this June! Thank you for all of your updates.
Justin Barrett is at the Tuck School at
Dartmouth, working toward an M.B.A
Members of our class who have recently
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become engaged include Erin Mulvey to
Teddy Bascom '11 and Laura Anderson to
NicGrala.
Abbie Stoeckle and Kris Tedeschi '08 were
married on October 4, 2014.
Jo-Ann Jee and Andy Janiga '11 were
married at the Trinity College Chapel on
May 24, 2014.
Kate Gibson Carey was married on
July 12, 2014, in Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
She was joined by several Trinity alums, and
they had a fantastic summer day and night in
Cape Cod.
Matthew Sullivan is a partner at Yelling
Mule, LLC (www.YellingMule.com), a Web
development firm in Salem, Massachusetts,
and was married on October 25, 2014, to Cecilia
LaMontagne, Boston College 2011.
The Alumni Office reports that John Graves
is featured in a recently published book, Rowing
Blazers, by Jack L. Carlson.
Congratulations to all!

'11

Trinity Fund Goal: $7,500
Class Secretary: Adrienne M.
Gonzalez, c/o David Gonzalez,
13027 Gordon Cir., Hagerstown, MD 217422702; adrienne.gonzalez.2011@trincoll.edu
Class Agents: Katherine F. Cummings, Joshua
Stuart Growney, Molly B. McDonnell, Rebecca
L. Savage,AbigailA. Smitka
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Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000
Class Secretary: James J.
Armillay, Jr., 322 Manor Ln.,
King ofPrussia, PA 19406-2528;james.
armillay.2012@trincoll.edu • Class Agents:
James J. Armillay, Jr., Nicole E. Lustig
Hello again, Class of 2012! First up, I would like
to thank Kat Van Sickle for her service as class
secretary over the past few years! Kat works
tirelessly on behalf of Trinity, and her efforts are
greatly appreciated.
It has certainly been an exciting few months
for many of our classmates. In the spring of
2014, Teri Incampo founded Exiled Theatre,
a Boston-based fringe theater company with
fellow Trinity alum Jamie Wilkinson '10. The
work created by Exiled Theatre is not meant
to appeal to any one audience but to create
links and motivate dialogue among the diverse
theatergoers of the Boston community. With
that in mind, the theater's inaugural season is
composed of new works by contemporary
writers and established works from the
theatrical canon. Exiled Theatre's upcoming
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Trinity Fund Goal: $10,000
Class Secretary: Mitchell Mirtil,
147 Sears Ave., Elmsford, NY
10523-2115; mitchell.mirtil.2014@trincoll.
edu • Class Agents: Stephen T. Chase, Nicole R
Leclair, Katherine C. Weatherley-White
Class Secretary: LillieN.
Lavada '10, 1223 N. Miro
St., Apt. B, New Orleans,
LA 70119-3547; lillie.lavado.2010@trincoll.edu
Beth Miller (IDP '00) recently started a new
job in Scituate, Massachusetts, as executive
director of the Creative Education Foundation.
She tells me that "CEF is a 60-year-old nonprofit
started by ad man Alex Osborn, who is credited
for coining the term 'brainstorming.' Osborn
partnered with Dr. Sidney Parnes to develop
Creative Problem Solving (CPS), a process
driven by the founders' belief that creativity
can be taught." Beth, who shares her home with
husband James K. Smith IV and their 6-year-old
yellow Labrador, Gus, brings some creativity
of her own to the position; in her spare time,
she's partnering with playwright Stefan Lanfer
and the Charlestown Working Theater to bring
her prize-winning undergraduate paper about
schoolteacher Prudence Crandall, Connecticut's
state heroine, to the stage. Definitely something
to watch for, Boston-area alums!

IDP

Rebecca Levy '12 and Joshua Grossman were married
on September 6, 2014. Those In attendance Included,
center, Joshua Grossman and Rebecca Levy '12, and
clockwise from left, Faylis Matos '12, Holly Maykow '12,
Elizabeth Whitman '12, Kate Meissner '11, Julia Quattro
'12, Katie Marinello '11, Kayla Chadwick '12, and
Alessandra Ambroglo '12.

production of Strange Days will be performed
at Green Street Studios in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in March 2015. Teri and Jamie
would love to see some faces from Trinity in
the audience! For more information, feel free
to visit Exiled Theatre on Face book or at
exiledtheatre.com!
In addition to entrepreneurial pursuits, many
of our classmates have distinguished themselves
professionally and academically in the past few
months. Rebecca Weintraub was recently
named one of New York City's 40 Under 40
Rising Stars in politics, government, and
advocacy by City & State Magazine. Since
graduating from Trinity, Rebecca has spent time
at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst in
the UK as a research assistant and student. She
has also worked at the Clinton Global Initiative
as an aide to a member of the New York State
Assembly and for a corporate public relations
agency. She is assistant vice president at
Connelly McLaughlin & Woloz public affairs.
Natasha Scantlebury was recently
accepted as one of about 30 fellows into the
highly selective 2015 cohort for the Fellowship
for Emerging Leaders in Public Service through
NYU Wagner School of Public Service. The
program is a premier leadership development
program designed to provide early-career public
service professionals in New York City with
valuable experience and exposure to a range of
career exploration activities that will help them
define their own public service paths.
Mary Morr recently received her master
of social work degree from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. She moved back to her
hometown of Denver, Colorado, where she will
be working with Denver Public Schools as the
community outreach coordinator for the GEAR
UP grant.
Genevieve Quinn is furthering her
academic pursuits at Oxford University, where
she recently began a Ph.D. program in politics.
Some of our classmates have spent time
recently teaching English abroad. Bo Hearshey

Kate Plotrowski '13 and Yannlck Nicome were married
on July 11, 2014, at The Branford House In Groton,
Connecticut. Among those celebrating were Rebecca
WIiiiams '12, Mary Morr '12, Yannlck Nicome, Kate
Plotrowski '13, Danielle Padula '12, Nabila Taj '12, and
bridesmaid Kayla Demers '12.

has moved back to the States from Shanghai,
China. Bo moved to Shanghai after graduation,
where he taught history at a Chinese middle/
boarding school called YK Pao. Jon Chu is
currently teaching English in Prague, Czech
Republic, having recently finished up his TEFL
Certificate.
On a more personal note, I hope we can all
share in congratulating Rebecca Levy on
her recent marriage to Joshua Grossman.
Rebecca met Joshua through Birthright Israel,
in which she participated through Trinity
College Hillel her freshman year. They were
married on September 6 with several Trinity
alumni in attendance.
As for myself, I am in my second year at
Villanova University School of Law, pursuing
my J.D. I am interning for the Pennsylvania
Office of the Attorney General, Bureau of
Consumer Protection. I also recently finished
up some interesting research on law student
happiness and laWYer satisfaction with a
member ofVillanova's law faculty. Thanks again
to all those who wrote in with updates. I hope
I hear from the rest of you soon! E-mail me at
james.armillay@gmail.com, or look me up on
Facebook or Linkedin. Till next time,
best wishes 2012!
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Trinity Fund Goal: $7,500
Class Secretary: Emily Lindahl, 7
Peach OrchardLn., Eastham, MA
02642-2673; emily.lindahl.2013@trincoll.edu
Class Agent: Dobromir G. Trifonov
The Alumni Relations Office reports that nine
members of the Class of 2013 assembled in
mid-October for a long weekend of fun by the
ocean in Jupiter, Florida. They were: Tory
Jones, Alison Gutermann, Melanie Bete,
Page Harbeck, Abigail Reynolds, Sarah
Miller, Anna Luke, Alanna Capasso, and
Emily Thornton.

www.trincoll.edu/alumni.

MASTER'S

Arthur Hennig M'13 (economics) had the
opportunity to ring the NASDAQ opening bell
on July 16, 2014. He was part of the Magellan
Health management team that was celebrating
the company's 10-year anniversary of being
publicly traded on the NASDAQ Stock
Market. Hennig serves as chief operating
officer for Magellan Complete Care.

Class Notes photo policy
We know that many of you have photos
that you 'd like to share with your classmates, and we'd like to help make that
possible. For many years, The Reporter has
limited photos in Class Notes to wedding
photos. However, sometimes we have extra
space. That's why we'd like to invite you to
send other Trinity-related photos to us. We
can't promise that we'll be able to publish
all of them, and some issues may have
room for more photos than others, but we'll
do our best. We reserve the right to decide
what is published based on available space,
photo quality, and photo content. Please
be sure to send only high-resolution photos
(generally with a file size of at least 1 MB)
and complete caption information to
sonya.adams@trincoll.edu.
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1941 JOHNT. CARPENTER, 94, of Shelburne,
Vermont, died on June 23, 2014.
Carpenter graduated with a B.A. in history from
Trinity, where he was a member of Alpha Delta Phi
and the Interfraternity Council and participated in
football, tennis, soccer, and track.
Carpenter went on to teach school in Arizona
before serving in the U.S. Marine Corps. He then
became a highly respected banker in Vermont and
finished his career in 1988 as senior vice president
for marketing at the Chittenden Corporation. He
was active in his church and in the community,
including serving as president of the Burlington
Rotary Club. He also was a loyal supporter of the
College and tried to return to campus annually,
especially for football games.
Carpenter is survived by children Christopher
Carpenter (Claire), Debra Wood, Kim Stege (Kurt),
John "Tag" Carpenter Jr. (Nancy), and Scott
Carpenter (Lisa); 12 grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren; and sister-in-law Dorothy
Carpenter. Carpenter was predeceased by his
wife of 65 years, Connie. His father, Fred Donald
Carpenter, graduated from Trinity College in 1910.
1941 JOHN L. SPANGLER, JR. , 94, of Roseville,
California, died on February 11, 2013.
Spangler received his B.S. in English from
Trinity College, where was a member of Delta
Phi. Spangler went into the U.S. Army and was
stationed in Europe. He also received an industrial
administration degree from Harvard University.
Spangler worked for the Eaton Corporation for 32
years, retiring in 1978 as personnel manager.
Spangler is survived by children Martha
Garrigues and John L. Spangler III. He was predeceased by his first wife, Martha Jane, and his
second wife, Elsie.
1944 LEWISSTACKPOLEDABNEY, 92, of
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts, died on August 29,
2014.
Dabney originally attended Harvard University
but suspended his studies to serve in World War II
as a fighter pilot. He completed his bachelor's
degree in history at Trinity. On campus, Dabney
was a member of Delta Psi and Pi Gamma Mu
and participated in squash and baseball. He
began his career at the FBI and then moved into
advertising and publishing, most recently with
Yankee Publishing and New England Business
Magazine. Dabney also served on the Board of
Directors for both the Massachusetts Audubon
Society and Stop Handgun Violence. He was
deeply engaged with Trinity, contributing to the
College in many ways.
Dabney is survived by his wife, Edith Lacroix
Dabney; daughters Bettina Abe (George) and Leila
Marconi; stepchildren Edith Williams (Tom),
Joe Knowles (Polly), Sheilah Mahan-Knowles,
James Knowles, Laurie Hedlund (Johan), and
Robert Knowles (Jennifer); two grandchildren; 12
step-grandchildren; sister Fay Dabney; a niece and
nephew; and many cousins. He was predeceased by
his former spouse, Joan Chaplin Waters; stepson
Charles Knowles; son-in-law Richard Marconi; and
sister Carol Runner.
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1944, M.S.1960 RICHARD W. ILES, 91, of Sun
City Center, Florida, died on May 8, 2014.
Iles began his undergraduate work in
September 1940 but left the College in 1943 to join
the U.S Navy. While on campus, Iles was a member
of Sigma Nu and the Glee Club. He completed his
B.S. in chemistry in absentia. As part of his naval
training, Iles also studied at Harvard University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Columbia University. In 1960, he earned his M .S.
in chemistry. He spent significant time in the U.S.
Navy, officially retiring as a lieutenant in 1957.
Iles is survived by his cousins.
1948 EDWARD NORRIS III, 91, ofBurlington,
Vermont, died on June 3, 2014.
While at Trinity, Norris earned a B.A. in
engineering and was a member of Psi Upsilon.
He also served as a naval pilot in World War II.
Norris worked for Stanley Tools in New Britain,
Connecticut, and later started his own precision
tools company. He also was involved with several
other small business endeavors.
Norris is survived by children Sara Brettell
(Chip), Ned (Kami), Dave (Melanie), Sam (Cady),
and Julia (Rob); five grandchildren; and one
great-grandchild. He was predeceased by his wife,
Sarah Cheney, and a daughter, Lee.
1949 DAVID C. MAHONEY, JR. , 86, of Meriden,
Connecticut, died on May 6, 2014.
Mahoney earned a B.A in economics from
Trinity, where he participated in football and
track and field. He went on to earn an M.B.A. from
American University in 1951. He served as an
aviator in the U.S. Navy and then began his career
as a car salesman. He later moved into real estate
and was eventually president of his own real estate
leasing, appraisal, and management company.
Mahoney is survived by children Katherine McGrath (John), Deborah Mahoney, David C. Mahoney
III (Peggy), Patricia Mahoney, Susan Psoter (Carl),
Cynthia Mahoney Rock (John), and Virginia
Mahoney McKinney. He was predeceased by his
wife, Jeanne, and a daughter, Sharon MacEwen.
1950 WENDELL STEPHENSON, 85, ofWest
Hartford, Connecticut, died on August 17, 2014.
At Trinity, Stephenson majored in history and
was a member of Pi Gamma Mu honor society,
the Political Science Club, and the Brownell Club.
Stephenson then spent two years serving the U.S.
Army in France. He had a distinguished career
with 18 years in the insurance industry and 17
years as executive director of the National Kidney
Foundation of Connecticut. He ultimately retired
from the real estate industry. Stephenson was a
president and longtime member of the Trinity Club
of Hartford.
Stephenson is survived by his brother, E.N.
Stephenson, two nephews, two grandnieces, and
one grandnephew.
1951, M.S.1958 KARLJ. BERG, 84, of Meriden,
Connecticut, died on June 29, 2014.
At Trinity, Berg received his B.S. in physics and
his M.S. in mathematics. He was a member of

Sigma Pi Sigma and was a co-founder and treasurer
of the Brownell Club. Berg went on to work for
United Technologies Corporation as a computer
systems specialist, retiring in 1991. He also taught
a class, "Numerical Analysis and Computer
Methods," in the evening division of Trinity's
graduate program.
Berg is survived by his wife of 60 years, Therese;
children Leeann (Eugene) and Joy Craig (Scott);
and nine grandchildren.

1952 TERENCE CROWLEY, 83, of Goodman,
Wisconsin, died on July 13, 2014.
Crowley completed an interdisciplinary B.A.
at Trinity College and went on to earn a master's
in education from Central Connecticut State
University. He was a U.S. Army veteran of the
Korean War who later enjoyed a long career in
public schools, first as a teacher in Connecticut
and then as an administrator in New England and
in the Midwest. His father, James H. Crowley,
graduated from Trinity 1945, and his brother,
James H . Crowley, earned a master's degree from
the College in 1976.
Crowley is survived by children Kevin Crowley
(Sharon), Kathleen Cavitt (Tom), Tom Crowley,
and Jennifer Monteux (Robert); one brother; four
sisters; 12 grandchildren; and seven great-grandchildren. He was predeceased by his wife of 56
years, Gloria, and a son, Brian.
1954 JOHN H. ADAMS, 82, of Ludlow, Vermont,
died on May 12, 2014.
Adams received his B.A. in English from
Trinity, where he was a member of Alpha Delta Phi
fraternity. After graduating, Adams received an
advanced degree from the University of Virginia's
Darden School of Business. He also served two
years of active duty and six years of reserve duty
in the U.S. Army. Adams worked as executive
manager with Tenneco, where he managed Walker
Manufacturing in Racine, Wisconsin, and then
in Memphis, Tennessee, before being obtaining
a position with Newport News Shipbuilding and
Dry Dock Company in Virginia. He later moved to
Ludlow, Vermont, where he owned and ran his own
NAPA automotive supply store.
Adams is survived by his beloved wife of 53
years, Judith Adams; daughters Mary-Louise
Adams and Christina Adams (David Struthers);
and granddaughter Madison Adams O'Brien.
1955 DAVID HEALD CLARY, 81, of Hamden,
Connecticut, died on April 28, 2014.
Clary graduated from Trinity with a B.A. in
English. He went on to serve in the U.S. military
from 1955-1957. Clary also earned an AS. from
Albany Business College in 1975 and an M.S. in
library science from Southern Connecticut State
College, where he was a member of Beta Phi Mu,
the International Library and Information Studies
Honor Society. His cousin, Richard R. Stewart, was
a member of Trinity's Class ofl953 and received
. his master's degree at the College in 1968.
Clary is survived by nieces Elizabeth Clary
Chow and Patricia Clary. He was predeceased by
his brother, Edward Thayer Clary.
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1955 WILLIAM ROBERT GLADWIN, 80, of
Tarpon Springs, Florida, died on July 23, 2014.
Gladwin graduated with a B.A. in English from
Trinity, where he was a member of Alpha Delta Phi
and participated in swimming. Gladwin served in
the U.S. Air Force as a navigator for three years. He
was self-employed in insurance sales at Gladwin,
Inc., later working for a shipbuilding firm. Gladwin
also was a loyal supporter of his alma mater. His
father, Douglas J . Gladwin, was a member of the
Trinity Class of 1934.
Gladwin is survived by his wife of 59 years,
Helen; daughters Lee Watson, Jane Weisner,
and Lydia Gladwin; two granddaughters; four
great-granddaughters; and friend Cathy Shaibly.
1955 EARL H. ISENSEE, JR. , 81, ofEdina,
Minnesota, died on August 1, 2014.
Isensee received a B.A. in psychology from
Trinity and went on to receive an L.L.B. from the
University of Minnesota in 1959. While on campus,
Isensee was a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon,
the Inter-dormitory Council, and the Interfraternity Council and served as secretary of the Young
Republicans. He also worked on the staff of The
Trinity Tripod and participated in varsity football
and track. Isensee was a self-employed lawyer for
many years.
Isensee is survived by children Elizabeth Anne
Isensee Ben-Ozillo and Christopher Earl Isensee
and three granddaughters.
1955 HOWARD L. YOOD, 79, ofEast Amherst,
New York, died on April 12, 2014.
Yood graduated with a B.A. in philosophy and
history from Trinity, where he was a member of
The Trinity Tripod staff and the Brownell Club.
He also participated in football and baseball. Yood
went on to earn a law degree from the University
of Pennsylvania. He was a founding partner of the
Buffalo, New York, law firm Silverberg, Yood,
Sellers and McGory and specialized in family law.
He also was a dedicated supporter of the College.
Yood is survived by his second wife, Candace;
children Michael, Kenneth, and Helen; and two
grandsons. He was predeceased by his first wife,
Roberta Sarfaty.

1958 PAULS. ELDREDGE, 78, of South
Yarmouth, Massachusetts, died on July 12, 2014.
Eldredge received his B.S. from Trinity, where
he was a member of Theta Xi fraternity and the
Inter-dormitory Council. Eldredge taught high
school science and math at Newington High School
and then held positions in programming and data
processing at Hartford area corporations, including
United Aircraft Corporation, The Institute of
Living, Pratt and Whitney, and Aetna.
Eldredge is survived by his wife, Maureen
Eldredge; children Clyde Eldredge (Teresa),
Theresa Cleary (Michael), and Michael Eldredge
(Deborah); seven grandchildren; many nieces and
nephews; brother Robert Eldredge; and sister
Candace Keller. He was predeceased by a son,
Paul Stillman Eldredge, Jr.

1964 JOHN H. "JACK"CHATFIELD, 72, of
Hartford, Connecticut, died on September 18,
2014. For more on Chatfield, please see page 79.
1964 ROBERT W. HEVNER, 72, ofWilton,
Connecticut, died on July 2, 2014.
Hevner received a B.A. in religion at Trinity,
where he was a member of Theta Xi fraternity
and participated in swimming and cheerleading.
Hevner went on to a long career in banking and
finance, ultimately retiring from Deutsche Bank as
a managing director. He also was involved in a local
animal rescue and rehabilitation home and with
SCORE, the Service Corps of Retired Executives.
He was a faithful supporter of the College.
Hevner is survived by his brother, John D.
Hevner '67 (Lisa); niece Jennifer Stebbins
(Morgan); nephew Donald Hevner '98; and the
mother of his niece and nephew, Anne Hevner.
1965 PETER J. KNAPP, 71, of West Simsbury,
Connecticut, died on September 14, 2014. For
more on Knapp, please see page 79.
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William Herbst, a professor at Wesleyan, in 1990.
Her father, Arthur S. Koret, also attended Trinity.

1982 JAMES M. THOMSON, 52, of Mamaroneck,
New York, died on April 9, 2012.
Thomson graduated with a B.A. in history from
Trinity. In addition to a successful career in New
York City, he was devoted to volunteer work in the
community, including serving as president of The
University Club of Larchmont and as a literacy
volunteer.
Thomson is survived by children Diana Grace,
David Chase, and Catherine Annie Thomson;
brother Robert Chase Thomson and his wife,
Darlene, and their children, Caroline Ann and
Zachary Chase; aunt and uncle Mary Ellen and
Roy Jacobsen and their children, Toby, Jeffery, and
Kirk; aunt Susan Chase; and friend and mother of
his children, Jamie Mongiello Mooney.

1966 FRANKR. NOVAKOWSKI, 69, of Avon,
Connecticut, died on May 10, 2014.
N ovakowski graduated Phi Beta Kappa from
Trinity with a B.A. in classics and was a member of
the Brownell Club. He also was named to the Dean's
List during his sophomore, junior, and senior years,
in addition to winning first prize of the James
Goodwin Greek Prizes. He went on to earn a
master's degree in classics from Princeton
University. Novakowski spent many years living
in Norway and then returned to live with family
in the Hartford, Connecticut, area.
Novakowski is survived by his sisters, Mary Ann
Novakowski and Joan Gress (Glenn).

1983 JAMES PAUL MAFFIOLINI, 53, of Southington, Connecticut, died on July 12, 2014.
Maffiolini graduated from with a B.S. in
sociology and computer coordinate with sociology
from Trinity, where he was involved in the Outing
Club, AS.I.A., intramural volleyball, the Trinity
Engineering and Computer Society, and Trinity
Christian Fellowship. In addition, his semester at
Trinity's Barbieri Center in Rome was especially
important to his undergraduate experience.
Maffiolini spent his career as a computer programmer and consultant for the Hartford Insurance
Group and the Computer Sciences Corporation.
Maffiolini is survived by his wife, Debra; children
Marissa, Steven, Alicia, and Teresa; his parents,
Paul and Anne; brother Richard; aunt Lucille
Seccareccia; and several cousins, nieces, nephews,
and in-laws.

1969 MICHAELS. SAMPLE, 66, ofBillings,
Montana, died on June 19, 2014.
Sample earned a B.A. in history from Trinity,
where he participated in freshman soccer, the
Freshman Executive Council, Cerberus, and Theta
Xi fraternity. He also served as editor-in-chief
of The Trinity Tripod and on the staff of the Ivy.
After leaving Trinity, he served in the U.S. Marine
Corps Reserves. Sample was a renowned freelance
photographer and later co-founded Falcon Press,
a publishing house for artists and authors in the
western United States. During the course ofhis
career, he published more than 40 calendars and
several books featuring his photographs, including
Montana on My Mind.
Sample is survived by his wife, Barbara; children
James (Joanne), Kate (Mike), John (Claire), and
Ryan (Dana); 10 grandchildren; brothers David and
Patrick; and his father, Joseph Sample.

1985 STEPHEN T. O'BRIEN, 52, of Pound Ridge,
New York, died on June 13, 2014.
O'Brien graduated with a B.A. in political
science from Trinity, where he was a member
of Delta Phi. He also studied in Germany during
his junior year. After graduating he went to work
on Wall Street, but, realizing the financial sector
was not for him, he founded his own contracting
business called Eclectic Builders. In 1997, O'Brien
earned an M.S. in real estate development from
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He went
on to serve as the Pound Ridge town historian and
vice chairman of the Pound Ridge Landmarks
Committee. He also became a volunteer fireman
shortly before turning 50.
O'Brien is survived by his wife, Lissie; children
Pearse, Evan, Will, and Elizabeth; his parents;
brothers Christopher and Dennis; and three
nephews and a niece.

1973 DEBRA K. HERBST, 63, of West Harwich,
Massachusetts, died on March 18, 2014.
Herbst graduated from Trinity with a B.A. in
religion. She spent several years in marketing and
banking before earning her M.A. in astronomy
from Wesleyan University, specializing in the
determination of stellar distances. She married

IDP

1981 MARYR. SCOTT, 82, of Steubenville, Ohio,
died on March 26, 2014.
Scott earned a B.A. in American studies in 1981
after having raised eight children and four foster
children. Her pursuit of higher education later in
life continued after Trinity as she went on to earn
her J.D. from the University of Connecticut in 1984.
/ Winter 2015/
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Scott practiced general law, was a board member of
the Connecticut Children's Defense Fund, and was
president of J.M.S. Enterprises, Inc.
Scott is survived by her husband, John Scott;
seven children; 12 grandchildren; and 12 greatgrandchildren.
1992 RACHEL GIOIA, 55, of Old Saybrook,
Connecticut, died on August 6, 2014.
Gioia graduated from Trinity with a B.A. in
urban studies and a minor in formal organizations after transferring from Hartford College for
Women. At Trinity, she was involved in student
government and served as an !DP adviser. Gioia
was a member of the Appraisal Institute and in
1993 started her own real estate appraising firm,
Rachel Gioia Associates.
Gioia is survived by her husband, Robert
Almquist; mother Nancy Nemser Glassman;
cousin Barbara Weiss; aunt and uncle Joy and
Sidney Glassman; aunt Alice Greenberg; cousins
Sea and Peter Glassman; and friend Barbara Yaeger.
She was predeceased by siblings Amy and David
Glassman and her father, Leon Glassman.
1996 RAYMOND F. HALE GODFREY, 50, of
West Hartford, died on May 26, 2014.
Godfrey graduated from Trinity with a B.A. in
history and a minor in medieval and Renaissance
studies. He also attended the summer program
at Trinity's Rome Campus and participated in an
archeological dig in Israel. Prior to enrolling at
Trinity, Godfrey served in the U.S. Navy and graduated as salutatorian from Middlesex Community
College. Following his graduation from the College,
Godfrey worked for a staffing agency and later cared
for three uncles and his mother and stepfather.
MASTER'S

M.S.1960 CASMIR T. BYCOSKI, 84, of Hartford,
died on July 27, 2014.
Bycoski graduated from the University of
Connecticut in 1953 with a B.S. in electrical
engineering. He then came to Trinity to earn his
M.S. in physics and later returned to the University
of Connecticut for his Ph.D. Bycoski was CEO of
C.T. Bycoski Company of Hartford. He also was a
supporter of the Wadsworth Atheneum and the
Goodspeed Opera House.
Bycoski is survived by his sisters, Carolyn Mucha
and Bernice Kras, and numerous other relatives. He
was predeceased by siblings Ann Kensiski, Helene
Bycoski, Walter Bycoski, John Bycoski, and Joseph
Bycoski.
M.S.1970 RONALD J. BOOK, 71, of Glastonbury,
Connecticut, died May 17, 2014.
Book earned a BA. from Hunter College in
1964 before coming to Trinity and earning an M.S.
in mathematics. Book worked in information
technology for United Technologies Research Labs
and later Travelers Insurance.
Book is survived by his wife of 49 years, Carolyn
Marie Adamec Book; children Wendy Book
(Michael Piansky), Valerie Donahue (Andrew),
and Gregory Book (Lisa Rizzoli-Book); seven
grandchildren; sister Miranda Book (Linda
Dingler); and many aunts, uncles, and cousins.
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M.A.1972 D. JOON YOO, 75, of Glastonbury,
Connecticut, died on May 1, 2014.
Yoo received a B.A from Kyung Hee University
in South Korea before earning an M.A in
economics at Trinity. He also attended Davidson
College. Yoo came to the United States as a
Fulbright Scholar. He had a 40-year career in
business, including serving in executive positions
at Aetna Financial Division, Cadre Securities, and
Liberty International. After retiring, Yoo became an
adjunct professor at the University of Connecticut
School of Business.
Yoo is survived by his wife, Mitsuko Yoo; sons
Scott and Brad; and sister Jeong Yoo.
M.A.1974 IVAN N. ROBINSON, 84, of Tolland,
Connecticut, died on August 4, 2014.
Robinson completed an M.A. in English after
earning an undergraduate degree from the
University of Connecticut and spending time in
Korea and Japan while serving in the U.S. Army
in the early 1950s. Robinson spent his career in
journalism, working as a writer and editor for
companies such as the Hartford Times and Gannett
Newspapers, where in 1964 he contributed to a
series that won the Pulitzer Prize in the community
service category. He later became a medical writer
and retired in 1992 as the assistant director of
public information at the University of Connecticut
Health Center. In addition to these positions,
Robinson also taught journalism at the University
of Hartford and Central Connecticut State
University.
He is survived by two brothers, Guy (Rita) and
Peter (Dianne), and many nieces and nephews.
Robinson was predeceased by his wife, Joyce Tate
Robinson.
M.A.1974 TIMOTHY M. STORRS, 70, of West
Hartford, Connecticut, and Titusville, Florida,
died on May 4, 2014.
Storrs earned a B.S. in business at the University
of Hartford and his master's in economics at
Trinity. He retired from the Panasonic Company,
where he was the sales manager for the Southern
Group of the Technics Musical Instrument
Division. Storrs was descendent of the Connecticut
family of the same last name who is prominent in
the state's history for philanthropic work.
Storrs is survived by cousins Edwin Pelis, Louise
Slysz, and Susan Kugler. He was predeceased by his
twin brother, Peter Hamilton Storrs.
NONGRADUATES

1952 DAVID T. BOLAND, 83, of Southington,
Connecticut, died on November 23, 2013.
Boland attended Trinity College for two years
before transferring to the College of the Holy Cross,
where he earned an undergraduate degree in 1953.
He went on to Northwestern Dental School, graduated in 1957, and served in the U.S. Navy Dental
Corps from 1957 to 1959. He then practiced general
dentistry in Cheshire, Connecticut, for 43 years.
Boland is survived by his wife of 45 years,
Margaret Kendrick Boland; children David Boland,
Thomas (Amy), Elizabeth (Gregory White),
Katherine, and Susan (Vencislav Kourdov); seven
grandchildren; and brother William Patrick
Boland, Jr.

1954 LEONARD J. BECK. JR. , 81, of Palm Beach
Gardens, Florida, died on October 26, 2012.
Beck attended Trinity before serving in the U.S.
Army and was stationed in Puerto Rico. He later
retired from a commercial real estate brokerage
firm in Manhattan.
Beck is survived by his wife of 46 years, Ingrid;
children Carolyn, Deborah, Leonard III, and
Gregory; and four grandchildren.
1954 WILLIAM P. COOPER, 80, of New London,
New Hampshire, died on March 7, 2012.
While at Trinity, Cooper participated in intramural wrestling. He transferred to Columbia
University, where he earned his B.A. in history
in 1954. He worked for The New York Times until
1972, when he moved his family to New Hampshire
to run an inn. Cooper sold the inn in 1976 and later
became a skylight installation estimator.
Cooper is survived by his first wife, Barbara
Ann Burnett Cooper; their children, Charles,
Wade, Gordon, Susan (Peter Moore), and Matthew
(Grace); his wife, Barbara Hoss Stone; her children,
Christopher (Nancy), Gretchen (Kenny Dahlberg),
and Peter (Heidi); and many grandchildren and
step-grandchildren.
1965 HARVEY R. "ROGER" ROYCE, 70, of
Venice, California, died on September 14, 2013.
Royce attended Trinity before moving on to
study at the University of Minnesota and California
State University, Northridge, graduating with
degrees in business and history. He had a successful
career in the clothing industry and then moved on
to focus on the need for early detection of breast
cancer missed by mammography. He co-founded
and was president and chief operating officer of
SonoCine, a medical technology company.
Royce is survived by children Elizabeth and
Joshua; sister Carol Royce-Wilder (Kevin Kelly);
former wife Linda Sharpe; and his mother, Marci
Royce.
FORMER FACULTY

ROBERT MONROEPALTER, 90, died on
October 1, 2014.
Falter received his undergraduate degree from
Columbia College before being drafted into the
U.S. Army and selected to work on the Manhattan
Project at Columbia. After the war, Falter returned
to school and completed a Ph.D. at the University
of Chicago, where he taught for several years prior
to his appointment as a professor at the University
of Texas at Austin. In 1983, Falter came to Trinity,
where he retired in 1991 with the title of Charles A
Dana College Professor of the History of Science,
Emeritus.
Falter is survived by his brother, David Jay
Falter; children Alex Cielo, Geoffrey Meyer Falter,
Jenny Thorn Falter, Nicholas Trask Falter, and
Adam Finch Falter; granddaughter Anna Falter; two
former wives; and longtime companion Sue Kamell.
~
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JOHN H. "JACK" CHATFIELD '64, PROFESSOR OF HISTORY,
EMERITUS

Jack Chatfield '64 passed away on September 18, 2014. He had retired
from Trinity nearly three years earlier, by which time he was struggling
against both Parkinson's disease and cancer.
Chatfield was held in the highest regard and affection by his faculty
colleagues. On the occasion of Chatfield's retirement in May 2011,
Associate Professor of History Michael Lestz wrote: "This will bring to a
close a truly remarkable career. Jack is a legend at Trinity College. During
a teaching career that began in 1976, Jack won every teaching award
that the College offers and came to be recognized as one of the History
Department's most scrupulous and successful directors of scores of
theses and thousands of shorter papers. He is beloved by students
present and past."
Chatfield was a member of the Trinity College Class of 1964. He came
to Trinity from a military school in the Shenandoah Valley and, as he
told an interviewer, felt that Trinity was "something of an emerald isle.
I was dazzled by what I found." He made friendships among his classmates that have endured to this day, among them his close friends Frank
Kirkpatrick, Ellsworth Morton Tracy Lecturer and Professor of Religion,
and Ronald Spencer, associate academic dean and lecturer in history,
emeritus. While at Trinity, his activities included playing varsity football
and serving on the staff of The Trinity Tripod. After his sophomore year,
he withdrew temporarily from Trinity to work as a field secretary for
the Southwest Georgia Project of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee. This experience created a lifelong commitment to tolerance
for others, personal freedom, and social justice. After graduating from
Trinity, where he won the Human Relations Award and the Alumni Prize
in Prose Fiction, Chatfield entered the graduate program in history at
Columbia University, and his days in Georgia served as a starting point
for a master's thesis exploring the history of the civil rights movement.
He earned a Ph.D. from Columbia in 1988.
Chatfield's teaching career at Trinity spanned a broad range,
including courses on Colonial America and the intellectual foundations
of the American republic, the contributions of Jefferson, Jacksonian
America, the Cold War, race and slavery in America, America since Pearl
Harbor, and the American experience in Vietnam. Speaking of Chatfield's
gifts in the classroom, one of his colleagues said, "As a teacher, Jack did
it all: He brought to life subjects for students who entered his classroom
and left them with a lifelong interest in the questions they explored
together. His courses created the knowledge, the empirical building
blocks, and the inspiration that helped students form a landscape against
which they could measure the past and their futures after Trinity."
Chatfield is survived by his wife of 45 years, Barbara; son Jonathan;
daughter and son-in-law Julia and Nir Levy; grandchildren Zoe and Anya
Chatfield and Mason Levy; sister Lora; brother-in-law Alan Schneider;
and several nieces, nephews, and cousins.
For other remembrances, inclu d ing a t ri bute written by o ne o f
Chatfield's forme r st udents, Amy Tatko '93, and a statemen t by U.S.
Senator Richard Blumenthal tha t is part of th e Congressional Record,
please visit commons.trlncoll.edu/reporter.

PETER JONATHAN KNAPP '65, FORMER COLLEGE
ARCHIVIST AND SPECIAL COLLECTION LIBRARIAN

Peter Knapp '65 passed away on September 14, 2014, after an
unexpectedly swift decline in health. Knapp was a longtime employee
of the College and was the go-to person for anyone with a question
about Trinity and its history. He was the College's expert on past
presidents, the construction of the Long Walk, the symbols and
traditions of the College, faculty emeriti, and dates of academic
changes and construction of new buildings-to name but a few. He
was of enormous help to people throughout the Trinity community
as they sought to understand their College's historic past and the
genesis of elements of our current campus life.
Knapp majored in history and served as a student assistant in the
Watkinson Library during all four years as an undergraduate. While
at Trinity, he was the recipient of the Ferguson Prize and the Jerome
Webster Student Book Prize. He joined the library as head of reference
in 1968, after earning master's degrees in history from the University
of Rochester and in library science from Columbia University. He
began working with the College's archives in 1972, and in 1974 was
named head of reference and College archivist. In 1994, he moved
from the Reference Department to the Watkinson Library in his role
as College archivist. At that point he could focus full time on organizing
the College archives, and he began working on the book Trinity College
in the Twentieth Century, which was published in 2000 as the "second
volume" of Glenn Weaver's History of Trinity College, published in
1967. Knapp wrote this book with his wife, Anne, who earned a
master's degree from Trinity in 1976.
Knapp's collaboration with Anne was an important part of his work
and his life. In addition to their four-year collaboration on the book,
they designed a Watkinson exhibition for the 140th anniversary of the
end of the Civil War and shared a love ofbooks and travel to historic
places. They were married in the Trinity College Chapel in 1987.
Knapp was also an active alumnus of the College. He was the
recipient in 1995 of the Class Secretary Award at his 30th Reunion
and in 2005 received the Alumni Medal for Excellence.
Rick Ring, head curator of the Watkinson Library, said of Knapp:
"The impression of a man like Peter Knapp, who has with dedication
and diligence served Trinity College for more than four decades,
will last well beyond his lifetime. The sacred trust for those ofus
who inherit the product of his labors is to recognize and honor it
and to carry the work forward-perhaps finding new paths but never
jeopardizing the character and reputation of the institution that he
helped to create."
Knapp is survived by his wife of 27 years, Anne; daughter Jacqueline
'10; brother Richard and his wife, Ann; mother-in-law Marguerite
Horowitz; and several nieces and nephews.
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Seven named to Executive Committee
E. GREER CANDLER '76, P'06

ERIC S. ESTES '91

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

OBERLIN, OHIO

E. Greer Candler graduated from Trinity with a B.A.
in economics. She then returned to her home state
of Michigan, where she earned her CFA Charter
and worked in the investment management field
as a vice president at Old Kent Bank and later as
a partner at the Grand Rapids firm Norris, Perne &
French. In 2009, she returned to New England and
settled in Boston, where she is a partner at The Boston Family Office,
an investment advisory firm. Candler is the treasurer for the Beacon
Hill Circle for Charity, a delegate for the Church of the Redeemer
to the Episcopal Diocese of Massachusetts, a member of the Trinity
College Social Sciences Advisory Board, and a former trustee of
the Nichols House Museum. Candler has two grown children, Claire
Minneman and Reed Lerchen, and can often be spotted walking her

Eric Estes graduated with a degree in history from
Trinity, where he was a member of the swimming
and water polo teams as well as Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity. Estes was appointed vice president
and dean of students at Oberlin College and
Conservatory in 2011. He also is an assistant
professor in comparative American studies. He
joined the Oberlin community in 2004 as an associate dean and
director of the multicultural center. In 2009, his position was
restructured to encompass additional responsibilities as an
associate dean in the College of Arts and Sciences. Prior to Oberlin,
Estes taught at Duke University, where he also chaired a presidential
task force on LGBT matters and served on a presidential commission
focused on the status of women. He was a Fulbright doctoral fellow
in Germany and has taught classes on modern Germany and the
Holocaust, sports and U.S. culture, and connections between
Oberlin 's early missionary history in China and Asian American
student activism at the college. Estes earned an M.A. and Ph.D. in
history as well as a Certificate in Advanced Studies in women 's

two black Labs on the streets of Beacon Hill.

LEE A. COFFIN '85
BOSTON,MASSACHUSETTS

studies from Syracuse University.
Lee Coffin graduated from Trinity with a degree
in history and earned an Ed.M. in administration,
planning, and social policy from Harvard in 1990.
While at Trinity, he served as vice president of
the Student Government Association and as a
legislative intern in the Connecticut State Senate;
he also spent a semester at Trinity's Rome Campus.
Coffin co-chaired the 5th and 10th Reunion committees for the Class
of '85, served as class secretary, and was a member of the National
Alumni Association Executive Committee from 1990 to 1994. He
received the NAA's Young Alumni Leadership Award in 1994. Coffin
has served as dean of admissions and enrollment management at
Tufts University since 2003 and also served as dean of admission
and vice president for enrollment at Connecticut College and as
dean of admission at Milton Academy. In addition to his role at Tufts,
Coffin is an adjunct lecturer on education at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education, where he teaches a seminar titled " Principles
& Policy Issues of College Admissions." Coffin began his career in
college administration at Trinity, where he served as assistant
director of alumni relations from 1985 to 1988 and assistant
director of annual giving from 1988 to 1989.

DUNCANT.LEY'03
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
Duncan Ley, who received his B.A. in political
science, lives and works in San Francisco. He owns
and operates seven bars and restaurants in that area
as a partner in Tonic Nightlife Group, a management
company responsible for the day-to-day operations
of the establishments, as well as an events firm
doing business throughout Northern California.
The group also runs a small property management company. Ley is
a member of the Long Walk Societies Committee and has hosted
several dynamic events for the College. He lives with his fiancee,
Kasey Dutra, and dog, Scott.

VICTORIA "TORY" HAMILTON
MCCARTHY'06
BOSTON,MASSACHUSETTS
Tory McCarthy graduated from Trinity College
with a B.S. in psychology. While a student at Trinity,
McCarthy was a teaching assistant and research
assistant in the Psychology Department, a student
fundraiser for the Development Office, and a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma. McCarthy
works in development at Harvard Business School
and remains involved with Trinity by volunteering as an alumni
ambassador. She lives in Boston with her husband, Jim McCarthy '06,
and their daughter, Ellie.
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McCarthy '06, Christopher McCrudden '68, Mary Elizabeth Miller !DP
'00, M'03, Alexis Brashich Morledge '90, Peyton Tansill Muldoon '91,
Ashley Gilmor Myles '95, Barlow L. Peelle '79, Michael J. Petmcelli '90,
Jon A Reynolds '59, Kelvin Roldan M'09, Charles C. Russo '02, Willis G.
Ryckman IV '91, Vincent R Stempien '61, P'93, Jamie Tracey Szal '06,
Charles Wallace II '92, President Jean M. Walshe '83, Cynthia Mohr
Wolcott '77, P'l5, Joy K. Wright '95

Trinity College. Prior to joining Hartford Public Schools, Roldan oversaw
the policy office for Hartford's mayor. Roldan serves on the governing
bodies of Hartford Youth Scholars Foundation, Hartford Performs, Greater
Hartford Arts Council , The Bushnell Center for the Performing Arts, and the
Wadsworth Atheneum . He is a senior fellow of the American Leadership
Forum, and he received the Top 40 Under 40 distinction by the Hartford

Business Journal and Middlebury College's 2006 Distinguished Alumnus
Award . He also devotes his time to la Casa de la Juventud Kelvin Roldan
Davila, a youth center named in his honor in his hometown of Gurabo,
Puerto Rico. Roldan received a B.A. in Chinese and political science from
Middlebury, an M.A. in public policy from Trinity College, and a Diploma
in Advanced Chinese from the Harbin Institute of Technology, China.
He attended Giggleswick School in England as an English-Speaking
Union Scholar, Avon Old Farms School, and Lewis Fox Middle and Wish
Elementary schools in Hartford. He grew up in Hartford's Stowe Village
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housing project. Roldan and his wife, Kaitlin, were married in the Trinity

Ashley R Altschuler '94, Eduardo N. T. Andrade '91, Ernesto C. Anguilla
'99, Stephen R Bernstein '77, Lisa G. Bisaccia '78, Jennifer L. Blum '88,
Kimberly M. Bohner '91, David J. Congdon '82, Diane De Pa tie Consoli '88,
James W. Cuminale '75, P'09, Louis D. Duff Ill '92, Jean S. Elliott '90,
Steven A. Elmendorf'82, Julian Darnelle Evans '92, Kathryn Finck Gardner
'84, Michael Gary '86, Trina A. Gary '86, Daniel N. Glickberg '05, Paul L.
Gossling'74, P'IO, Philip W. Grabfield '81, Allyn Magrino Holmberg '89,
Christina M. Hribar '06, Steven M. Kayman '77, Samuel H. Kennedy '95, A
Bradd Kern '04, Peter A. Krawiec '95, Ling S. Kwok '94, Angelo P. Lopresti
'85, Robert A. Moran '85, Lloyd Andrew Nemerever '93, Peter J. Nolan '81,
P'l 1, '14, Deborah Packer '76, Matthew R Quigley '77, P'I I, Jorge Eduardo
Rodriguez '91, Anthony L. Schaeffer '78, Bruce Somerstein '79, George H.
Stansfield '82, Paul J. Sullivan '95, David W. Wagner'84, P'l4, David M.
Weiner '98, Amy Cecile Williams '91, Jennifer Moran Williams-Bulkeley
'91, Craig C. Woerz '93, Strick J. Woods '81

College Chapel. They have a baby boy, Kelvin Clark, and a dog, R. Barkley.
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Out& About
SNAPSHOTS

/ 1 / Welcome to the City,
Chicago, lllinois
SEPTEMBER 17, 2014
· Andrew Page '11, Shannon Smith '12, Seth Preminger '07,
Kylln Fisher, Laurence Tooth '07, and Patricia Yee '13

/ 2 / Annual LA Dodgers Outing,

Los Angeles, California
SEPTEMBER 22 , 2014
Jim Hazelton '93, Mike Gilman '76, P' OS, and Karen GIiman
P'05

/ 3 / Family Weekend
OCTOBER 24-26 , 2014
Bryant Zanko ' 87, P'17, Joe Shield ' 85, P'18, Lo ri Davis
Shield '85, P'18, John Self '87, P'18, Cary Lyford Self '87,
P'1B, Melissa Bronzlno Regan '87, associate d irector of
alumni relations, and Michael Williams 'BB

/ 4 / Chris Houlihan '09
Pre-Performance Reception,
Walt Disney Concert Hall,
Los Angeles, California
OCTOBER 12 , 2014

/ 5 / Long Walk Societies Committee
Fall Meeting, Princeton Club ofNew York,

New York, New York
OCTOBER 2, 2014

/ 6 / Homecoming
NOVEMBER 1, 2014
A group enjoying the camaraderie
Inset: Kelsey Keating '12, Gracie Phillips '13, Nate Kelly '10,
and Erica Taylor '12

/ 7 / Black Alumni Organization Brunch
NOVEMBER 1, 2014
Nate Tengatenga '13, graduate assistant for community
outreach, and Francesca Borges Gordon '82
Dave Winer P'B6, ' 93, professor of psychology and dean
of students, emeritus, Judy W iner IDP '86, P'86, '93, and
President Joanne Berger-Sweeney

/ 8 / Trinity Club ofHartford Annual

Reception, Trinity Campus
NOVEMBER 5 , 2014
Jeff Devereux '12, Randy Ferrufino '12, President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney, and Charlie Fuentes '08
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Save the Date!

THANK YOU TO OUR HOSTS!

Nina McNeely Diefenbach '80, P'18
Julie Mancuso Gionfriddo '96, M'OS
Karen Jeffers '76
Eleanor Wenner Kerr '81, P'13
David Rosenblatt '79

If you wou ld like to volunteer with your
local area club or host an event, please
e-mail us at alumnl-offlce@trlncoll.edu.
We'd love to hear from you!

Join in on the fun, visit

trincoll.edu/alumni
for the latest alumni news
and events.
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JOANNE BERGER-SWEENEY, PRESIDENT OF TRINITY COLLEGE

THE INCREDIBLE IMPACT
OF MENTORSHIP

l"F'l

=·-·=
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irst, I want to thank the entire
Trinity College community for what
.. was a truly memorable Inauguration
...
..
... Weekend. The support I have received
.
.
... from everyone, including our highly
...
::•'.............................,•:: valued alumni body, means a great
deal tome.
I am very optimistic about our shared future and what
we can all achieve together. We are deep into our work, with
much planning already well under way. During the last two
months of 2014, we held three small-group sessions about
Trinity's new mentoring networks program (new name to
be announced soon), designed to support incoming students
from their very first days on campus.
These sessions brought together students, faculty, and
staff for important conversations about this new out-of-class
program, which has an emphasis on enhancing social and
academic support, beginning with first-year students. The
mentoring networks program is one of our priority initiatives
to strengthen campus culture and to enhance what is already
excellent about Trinity.
What constitutes a mentoring network? Each network
will be composed of a group of first-year students supported
by a dedicated team: a dean, faculty mentor(s), a recent
liberal arts graduate hired for one to two years to facilitate
the transition to college, upper-level students who serve as
peer mentors, career development mentors including alumni,
and wellness mentors.
The current plan is that all incoming students will be
assigned to one of five mentoring networks. Each network
will comprise about 120 first-year students who live in
Jones, Elton, Jackson, Wheaton, Smith, North, and
Funston. There will be a central space in Mather Hall for
the mentoring networks in which students can prepare
meals, eat together, and gather in comfortable lounge
spaces. Key features of the networks are self-governance,
opportunities for leadership, programs on campus and in
Hartford, intramurals, and service.
Our students will be intimately involved this year in
planning and implementing these networks, ensuring the
program meets their needs. Teams of students-through a
design challenge-are in the process of developing a detailed

.
.
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plan to give life to the new mentoring networks system,
and I look forward to the results of their creativity and work
later this spring.
Research illustrates-and I have seen firsthand-the
incredible impact mentorship has on the lives of college
students, including establishing a student's sense of belonging
to the community, improving academic performance, and
enhancing job satisfaction after graduation.
It is our goal to design networks that connect students
to their peers, creating an immediate sense of belonging; to
strengthen mentoring of students outside the classroom,

"Research illustrates-and I have
seen firsthand-the incredible impact
mentorship has on the lives ofcollege
students, including establishing a
student's sense of belonging to the
community, improving academic
performance, and enhancing job
satisfaction after graduation."
inspiring them to cultivate knowledge; to connect students
to Hartford, equipping them to take advantage of our city's
offerings; and to prepare students for life by developing
engaged, civically minded persons. In short, the mentoring
networks program will enrich central aspects of college life.
As all of you know very well, we at Trinity are readying
our students to be independent thinkers who are prepared
to engage the world. We are confident that the mentoring
networks program will help us to accomplish this by
combining the best elements of the previously proposed
house system without the high cost of physical campus
changes.
I know that you join me in looking forward to what
lies ahead for Trinity. I appreciate your loyalty and devotion
as alumni and pledge to you that we will continue our
work to achieve our goal of a bold, engaged, and vibrant
Trinity College. Iii

"As
that

aifir~~~i, we are part of a co1nn1unity

ff~~ benefited from a tremendous college
~i.-;

cperience and all that accompanies it.
at Trinity were enriched by
years
)ur
'
:"±~;1
· others before us. By giving back,
we are investing in and
strengthening the future of
Trinity in the years ahead."
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"Trinity is not only
an institution of
higher l earning-it is a
feeling. It is a sense that you were
part of and contributed to a singular
traditi on that started long before you
were born and will continue long after you
are gone. That is what drives me to give backt o continue to be a part of something so special."
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(){Jalkcfocieties
of Trinity College
Kathryn Van Sickle '12
Long Walk Societies Program Director
(860) 297-4229
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Principa l Lecturer in Chemist ry Janet Morrison
mentors Heather Loring '15, who is double majoring in
biochem istry and biology, in a state-of- the-art laborato ry
at the College. Morrison has been instrume ntal in
shaping the lives of Trinity students since 1997.
Your generos ity helps support our faculty and
students , making opportun ities such as this one
possible . Make your gift today.
Visit www.trinc oll.edu/gi vingt otrinity, or call (800) 771-6184.
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